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Please note that: 

■ IHMA Patent Newsletter covers the requests for worldwide patents (WO, US, EP, FR, GB, 
DE, JP, CN, KR, RU…). 

■ Some patents can be indexed in several categories. 

■ Some old patents are sometimes introduced in the databases if they have not been included 
in the previous update. 

■ The full patent information is in the tables at the end of this document (See TABLES WITH 
REFERENCES). 

■ IHMA Patent Newsletter is forwarded at the end of each month and corresponds to the 
patents appearing during the previous month. If at any time, you do not receive your 
newsletter in the usual time span, please contact us, as an electronic transmission problem 
is always possible. 

 
Even though the greatest care is taken in the preparation of H-R&S patent surveillance 
newsletters, some errors or oversights could have occurred. H-R&S is committed to making all 
reasonable efforts to ensure the reliability and a content of information as complete as possible 
without nevertheless being able to guarantee the exactitude or exhaustive character of the data 
used. H-R&S collects data from official or private sources of the best quality which themselves 
do not guarantee that the information provided is complete, up-to-date, pertinent, well-
referenced … Please also accept our apologies for the poor quality translations of Asian 
abstracts which are machine translation. 
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P33075 SECURITY HOLOGRAMS’ COLUMN 

 BANKNOTE – CARD 
 
WO202138187 DE LA RUE INTERNATIONAL 

 

Inventors: FICKES, MICHAEL; HOLMES, BRIAN; LEVIN, MICHAEL 

 

Application Nber / Date: GB2020051805W·2020-07-27 

 

Priority Nber / Date / Country: GB201912156A·2019-08-23 

 

METHOD OF FORMING A SECURITY DEVICE 

A method of forming a security device is disclosed. The method comprises 5 providing a multilayer assembly, the assembly 

comprising: a holographic image layer having a region comprising a volume hologram that is viewable in a first observable 

colour, the region being formed from a material comprising a diffusible substance at a first concentration; a diffusion element 

having a region that overlaps the said region of the holographic image layer and is formed from a 10 material comprising the 

diffusible substance at a second concentration, different from the first concentration; and a barrier layer having a region that is 

impassable to the diffusible substance and is interposed between the said region of the holographic image layer and the said 

region of the diffusion element so as to preclude diffusion of the diffusible material therebetween. The said region of 15 the 

barrier layer comprises a heat-transformable material. The method further comprises selectively applying heat at a plurality of 

positions within the said region of the barrier layer, in accordance with a predetermined pattern, so as to modify the heat-

transformable material such that the region of the barrier layer is selectively rendered passable to the diffusible substance at each 

of the plurality 20 of positions, thereby permitting diffusion of the diffusible substance between the said regions of the diffusion 

element and the holographic image layer such that, at a plurality of positions within the said region of the holographic image 

layer and corresponding to the predetermined pattern, the volume hologram is dimensionally modified so as to become viewable 

in a second observable colour, 25 different from the first observable colour. 

 

PROCÉDÉ DE FORMATION D'UN DISPOSITIF DE SÉCURITÉ 

La présente invention concerne un procédé de formation d'un dispositif de sécurité. Le procédé comprend les étapes consistant 

à fournir un ensemble multicouche, l'ensemble comprenant : une couche d'image holographique présentant une région 

comprenant un hologramme de volume qui est visible dans une première 

couleur observable, la région étant constituée d'un matériau comprenant une 

substance diffusible à une première concentration ; un élément de diffusion 

ayant une région qui chevauche ladite région de la couche d'image 

holographique et est constituée d'un matériau comprenant la substance 

diffusible à une seconde concentration, différente de la première 

concentration ; et une couche barrière ayant une région qui ne peut pas passer 

à la substance diffusible et qui est intercalée entre ladite région de la couche 

d'image holographique et ladite région de l'élément de diffusion de façon à 

empêcher la diffusion du matériau diffusible entre celles-ci. Ladite région de 

la couche barrière comprend un matériau transformable à la chaleur. Le 

procédé comprend en outre de manière sélective les étapes consistant à 

appliquer de la chaleur à une pluralité d'emplacements à l'intérieur de ladite 

région de la couche barrière, conformément à un modèle prédéfini, de 

manière à modifier le matériau transformable à la chaleur de telle sorte que 

la région de la couche barrière peut sélectivement être amenée à laisser passer 

la substance diffusible au niveau de chacun de la pluralité d'emplacements, 

ce qui permet la diffusion de la substance diffusible entre lesdites régions de 

l'élément de diffusion et la couche d'image holographique de telle sorte que, 

à une pluralité d'emplacements à l'intérieur de ladite région de la couche 

d'image holographique et correspondant au modèle prédéfini, l'hologramme 

de volume est modifié dimensionnellement de façon à devenir visible dans 

une seconde couleur observable, différente de la première couleur observable. 
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CLAIM 1. A method of forming a security device, the method comprising: providing a multilayer assembly comprising: a 

holographic image layer having a region comprising a volume hologram that is viewable in a first observable colour, the region 

being formed from a material comprising a diffusible substance at a first concentration; a diffusion element having a region that 

overlaps the said region of the holographic image layer and is formed from a material comprising the diffusible substance at a 

second concentration, different from the first concentration; and a barrier layer having a region that is impassable to the diffusible 

substance and is interposed between the said region of the holographic image layer and the said region of the diffusion element 

so as to preclude diffusion of the diffusible material therebetween, the said region of the barrier layer comprising a heat-

transformable material, and selectively applying heat at a plurality of positions within the said region of the barrier layer, in 

accordance with a predetermined pattern, so as to modify the heat-transformable material such that the region of the barrier layer 

is selectively rendered passable to the diffusible substance at each of the plurality of positions, thereby permitting diffusion of 

the diffusible substance between the said regions of the diffusion element and the holographic image layer such that, at a plurality 

of positions within the said region of the holographic image layer and corresponding to the predetermined pattern, the volume 

hologram is dimensionally modified so as to become viewable in a second observable colour, different from the first observable 

colour. 

 

Equivalent: GB201912156D0 

 

Status: Pending 

 

Research Report:  
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P33063 PRINTING 
 
WO202152907 BASF 
Priority Date: 17/09/2019 
 

METAL OXIDE NANOPARTICLES 

The present invention relates to metal oxide nanoparticles, a method for their production, a coating, or printing composition, 

comprising the metal oxide nanoparticles and the use of the composition for coating of surface relief micro- and nanostructures 

(e.g. holograms), manufacturing of optical waveguides, solar panels, light outcoupling layers for display and lighting devices 

and anti-reflection coatings. Holograms are bright and visible from any angle, when coated, or printed with the composition, 

comprising the metal oxide nanoparticles. 

 

NANOPARTICULES D'OXYDE MÉTALLIQUE 

La présente invention concerne des nanoparticules d'oxyde métallique, un procédé pour leur production, un revêtement ou une 

composition d'impression, comprenant les nanoparticules d'oxyde métallique et l'utilisation de la composition pour le revêtement 

de micro- et nanostructures de surface en relief (par exemple, des hologrammes), la fabrication de guides d'ondes optiques, de 

panneaux solaires, de couches de découplage de lumière pour des dispositifs d'affichage et d'éclairage et des revêtements 

antireflet. Les hologrammes sont brillants et visibles à partir de n'importe quel angle, lorsqu'ils sont revêtus, ou imprimés avec 

la composition, comprenant les nanoparticules d'oxyde métallique. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. Process for the preparation of single, or mixed metal oxide nanoparticles comprising the following steps: a) preparing 

a mixture, comprising a metal oxide precursor compound(s), a solvent, a tertiary alcohol, or a secondary alcohol, wherein the 

tertiary alcohol and secondary alcohol eliminate water upon heating the mixture to a temperature of above 60Ć, or mixtures, 

containing the tertiary alcohol(s) and/or the secondary alcohol(s) and op tionally water, b) heating the mixture to a temperature 

of above 60Ć, c) treating the obtained nanoparticles with a base, especially a base which is se lected from the group consisting 

of alkali metal alkoxides, alkali metal hydroxides, al kali metal salts of carboxylic acids, tetraalkylammonium hydroxides, 

trialkylben- zylammonium hydroxides and combinations thereof, wherein the metal oxide precursor compound(s) is selected 

from the group consisting of metal alkoxides of formula Me(OR12)x (I), metal halides of formula Me'(Hal)X' (II) and metal 

alkoxyhalides of formula Me"(Hal')m(OR12')n (III) and mixtures thereof, wherein Me, Me' and Me" are independently of each 

other titanium, tin, tantalum, niobium, hafnium, or zirconium; x represents the valence of the metal and is either 4 or 5, x' 

represents the valence of the metal and is either 4 or 5; R12 and R12'are independently of each other a Ci-Csalkyl group; Hal 

and Hal' are independently of each other Cl, Br or I; m is an integer of 1 to 4; n is an integer of 1 to 4; m+n represents the valence 

of the metal and is either 4 or 5; the solvent comprises at least one ether group and is different from the tertiary alco hol and the 

secondary alcohol; the ratio of the sum of moles of hydroxy groups of tertiary alcohol(s) and secondary alcohol(s) to total moles 

of Me, Me' and Me" is in the range 1:2 to 6:1. 

  

PATENT REFERENCE – See the table at the end of this document 
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P33075 PATENT OF THE MONTH 

 BANKNOTE – CARD 
 
WO202138187 DE LA RUE INTERNATIONAL 
Priority Date: 23/08/2019 
 

METHOD OF FORMING A SECURITY DEVICE 

A method of forming a security device is disclosed. The method comprises 5 providing a multilayer assembly, the assembly 

comprising: a holographic image layer having a region comprising a volume hologram that is viewable in a first observable 

colour, the region being formed from a material comprising a diffusible substance at a first concentration; a diffusion element 

having a region that overlaps the said region of the holographic image layer and is formed from a 10 material comprising the 

diffusible substance at a second concentration, different from the first concentration; and a barrier layer having a region that is 

impassable to the diffusible substance and is interposed between the said region of the holographic image layer and the said 

region of the diffusion element so as to preclude diffusion of the diffusible material therebetween. The said region of 15 the 

barrier layer comprises a heat-transformable material. The method further comprises selectively applying heat at a plurality of 

positions within the said region of the barrier layer, in accordance with a predetermined pattern, so as to modify the heat-

transformable material such that the region of the barrier layer is selectively rendered passable to the diffusible substance at each 

of the plurality 20 of positions, thereby permitting diffusion of the diffusible substance between the said regions of the diffusion 

element and the holographic image layer such that, at a plurality of positions within the said region of the holographic image 

layer and corresponding to the predetermined pattern, the volume hologram is dimensionally modified so as to become viewable 

in a second observable colour, 25 different from the first observable colour. 

 

PROCÉDÉ DE FORMATION D'UN DISPOSITIF DE SÉCURITÉ 

La présente invention concerne un procédé de formation d'un dispositif de sécurité. Le procédé comprend les étapes consistant 

à fournir un ensemble multicouche, l'ensemble comprenant : une couche d'image holographique présentant une région 

comprenant un hologramme de volume qui est visible dans une première couleur observable, la région étant constituée d'un 

matériau comprenant une substance diffusible à une première concentration ; un élément de diffusion ayant une région qui 

chevauche ladite région de la couche d'image holographique et est constituée d'un matériau comprenant la substance diffusible 

à une seconde concentration, différente de la première concentration ; et une couche barrière ayant une région qui ne peut pas 

passer à la substance diffusible et qui est intercalée entre ladite région de la couche d'image holographique et ladite région de 

l'élément de diffusion de façon à empêcher la diffusion du matériau diffusible entre celles-ci. Ladite région de la couche barrière 

comprend un matériau transformable à la chaleur. Le procédé comprend en outre de manière sélective les étapes consistant à 

appliquer de la chaleur à une pluralité d'emplacements à l'intérieur de ladite région de la couche barrière, conformément à un 

modèle prédéfini, de manière à modifier le matériau transformable à la chaleur de telle sorte que la région de la couche barrière 

peut sélectivement être amenée à laisser passer la substance diffusible au niveau de chacun de la pluralité d'emplacements, ce 

qui permet la diffusion de la substance diffusible entre lesdites régions de l'élément de diffusion et la couche d'image 

holographique de telle sorte que, à une pluralité d'emplacements à l'intérieur de ladite région de la couche d'image holographique 

et correspondant au modèle prédéfini, l'hologramme de volume est modifié dimensionnellement de façon à devenir visible dans 

une seconde couleur observable, différente de la première couleur observable. 
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P33096 LABEL 
 
RU2743283 IANS 
Priority Date: 06/08/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC ELEMENT FOR SECURITY LABELS AND TAPES 

FIELD: security labels and tapes. SUBSTANCE: invention relates to the field of security labels, as well as protective sealing 

and packaging tapes with indicators of unauthorized access (interference). The problem is solved by introducing holographic 

elements containing transparent multilayer thin-film color-variable structures into the structure of security labels and tapes. The 

introduction of such structures into holographic elements increases the clarity, contrast and brightness of the monitored 

holographic images and the changes occurring in them when attempting to unauthorized access to the objects they protect. The 

economic efficiency of the proposed invention is determined by an increase in the number of detected during control, including 

operational, operations to identify counterfeit and falsified products and registration and cases of unauthorized access 

(interference) to protected objects. EFFECT: problem solved in the proposed technical solution is to increase the reliability of 

the results of authenticity control and registration of the facts of unauthorized access to products (objects) protected by such 

labels and tapes. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. Holographic element for protective labels, seal and packaging tape with an external intervention indicator, carried 

out in a flexible, thin-film structure with a laminated, holographic layer with a last layered structure of several color layers with 

different optical characteristics and transparent adhesion layers different Thickness and degree of lipstick, because the multilayer 

structure involving the laminated holographic layer is a multilayer multilayer reflector consisting of transparent and/or semi-

transparent layers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P33097 
 
PH12020000060 CENTRO GRAFICO DG 
Priority Date: 06/08/2019 
 

MULTI-LAYER ANTI-COUNTERFEIT DEVICE AND METHOD FOR APPLYING A MULTI-LAYER ANTI-

COUNTERFEIT DEVICE ON A SUBSTRATE 

The present invention relates to a multi -layer anti-counterfeit device (1) comprising a plurality of overlapping layers (2', 2'', ... 

2n) including an adhesive layer (3) for bonding the multi-layer-anti-counterfeit device (1) to a substrate and one or more 

holographic or non-holographic components (4). The adhesive layer (3) is heat-activatable and at least partially light-curable. 

The present invention further relates to a method for applying said a multi-layer anti-counterfeit device (1) to a substrate (101). 
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P33099 CARD 
 
KR20210022884 KIM, TAE JIN - LEE, JUNG-EUN 
Priority Date: 21/08/2019 
 

ARCARD WITH ENHANCED SECURITY AND ARCONTENT PROVIDING SYSTEM USING THE SAME 

The present invention can effectively prevent falsification of an ARcard, thereby reducing copyright interference due to 

falsification, economic loss of a manufacturer, providing a fair profit-and-loss environment, performing authentic authentication 

using NFC and holograms which are authentication means of different types, And performing the authentic authentication by 

using the correlation instead of performing the authentic authentication of the NFC and the holograms, thereby effectively 

preventing falsification and significantly increasing security, And comparing the card identification information of the tag 

information with a preset registration list to perform a first authentic authentication, thereby increasing reliability and accuracy 

of authentic authentication of the ARcard, wherein a plurality of holograms having different patterns are formed on the ARcard, 

and pattern information of each corresponding hologram is preset and stored in the NFC chip, and Reading a hologram image 

obtained by photographing by the Ar application, detecting a pattern of each hologram, and comparing the detected pattern 

information with the pattern information of the tag information to perform a second authentic authentication, thereby maximizing 

security of the Ar card. 

 

CLAIM 1. An AR-service management server which stores pre-manufactured AR-contents, card identification information of 

each of the AR-contents, and a registration list which is a list of the card identification information; a user terminal which includes 

an NFC communication module and a camera and in which an Ar application for providing an AR-service is installed; A near 

field communication activation module configured to activate the NFC communication module of the user terminal when the Ar 

application is executed; A first authentication module configured to perform a first authentication by reading tag information of 

an ARcard connected by the local area network communication activation module and comparing card identification information 

included in the tag information with a registration list received from the ARservice management server; a second authentication 

module configured to operate when authentication is performed by the first authentication module, And an AR-content 

management module for transmitting the authenticated AR-content of the ARcard to the AR-service management server and 

displaying the received AR-content on the monitor of the user terminal when the AR-content is received from the AR-service 

management server. 

 
 

 

 

P33114 SEAL – TAMPER EVIDENCE 
 
GB2587038 MCDONAGH GARETH JAMES 
Priority Date: 05/09/2019 
 

TAMPER PROTECTION VSP SECURITY SEAL 

An adhesive tamper evident label comprises a rear adhesive surface 2 configured to adhere to a contact surface, an opposed, 

frangible front surface 6 and an inner layer 8. The frangible front surface is configured such that unintended tampering with or 

removal of the label from the contact surface causes fragmentation and/or distortion of the frangible front surface enabling at 

least a portion of the inner layer to be visible. The inner layer may extend across the entirety of the label or may only extend 

across a central portion or may be formed as spaced apart portions, e.g. stripes, dots, symbols, letters, etc. The inner layer may 

comprise a reflective 10, 12 layer or a holographic layer. The frangible front surface may be formed with lines of weakness, e.g. 

indentations, score line or perforations. The elastic modulus of the material of the front layer is preferably greater than the elastic 

modulus of the material the inner layer. The label is preferably a vehicle number plate. 

 

CLAIM 1. An adhesive tamper evident label comprising: 

a rear adhesive surface configured to adhere to a contact surface; 

an opposed, frangible front surface configured to provide a 

decorative finish; and 

an inner layer located between the rear adhesive surface and the 

front surface, 

in which the frangible front surface is configured such that 

unintended tampering with or removal of the label from the 

contact surface causes fragmentation and/or distortion of the 

frangible front surface enabling at least a portion of the inner layer 

to be visible therethrough. 
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P33116 EQUIPMENT 
 
EP3792699 BUNDESDRUCKEREI 
Priority Date: 13/09/2019 
 

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR CAPTURING A HOLOGRAPHIC FEATURE 

The invention relates to a device (100) for detecting a holographic feature on 

a film section (200) of a web-shaped exposure film, comprising: - a holding 

device (102) with a suction plate (104), - a lifting device (106), in order to 

adjust the holding device (102) between a raised position and a lowered 

position, - an illumination device (114) for illuminating the film section (200) 

in such a way that the holographic feature reconstructs, and - an optical 

detection device (108) in order to optically detect the reconstructed 

holographic feature. The invention also relates to a corresponding method. 

 

CLAIM 1. An apparatus (100) for detecting a holographic feature on a film 

section (200) of a web-shaped exposure film, comprising:- a holding device 

(102) having a suction plate (104) on which the film section (200) can be 

placed and against which a negative pressure for fixing the film section can 

be applied, - a lifting device (106) which is designed to adjust the holding 

device (102) with the suction plate (104) between a raised position and a 

lowered position, - an illumination device (114) for illuminating the film 

section (200) from a first direction at a first angle (202) with respect to a 

normal (204) of the film section (200) fixed on the suction plate (104) such 

that the holographic feature reconstructs, and - an optical detection device 

(108) whose optical axis (138) is oriented by a second angle (206) deviating 

from the first angle (202) with respect to the normal (204) of the film section 

(200) fixed on the suction plate (104) in such a way as to optically detect the 

reconstructed holographic feature. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

P33124 LABEL – BRAND PROTECTION 
 
DE102019127342 HOLOGRAM INDUSTRIES 
Priority Date: 10/10/2019 
 

BANDEROLE FOR MARKING CIGARS AND METHOD FOR APPLYING A BANDEROLE TO A PRODUCT 

The present invention relates to a band for product identification, the 

band having a label. According to the invention, it is provided that a 

first longitudinal section of the band has the label, wherein a heat-

shrinkable shrink material is or can be adhesively bonded both to a 

first end of the label and to a second end of the label, wherein a 

second longitudinal section of the band is formed exclusively by the 

shrink material, and wherein the label is not shrinkable or at least not 

non-destructively shrinkable. 

 

CLAIM 1. Band for product identification, wherein the band has a 

label, wherein a first longitudinal section of the band has the label, 

wherein a heat-shrinkable shrink material is adhesively bonded or can 

be adhesively bonded both to a first end of the label and to a second 

end of the label, wherein a second longitudinal section of the band is 

formed exclusively by the shrink material, and wherein the label is 

not shrinkable or at least not non-destructively shrinkable, characterized in that In such a way that the label and the shrink 

material overlap, wherein at least a portion of the first longitudinal portion of the band is formed exclusively by the label. 
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P33131 PRINTING – LABEL 
 
CN212750193U SHENZHEN SHENDA AURORA TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 06/07/2020 
 

TEMPERATURE MONITORING ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL CAPABLE OF BEING SIGNED 

The utility model provides a temperature monitoring antifalsification label that can sign belongs to temperature monitoring 

antifalsification label technical field, the label is by interior and outer including in proper order from the type layer, the glue 

layer, the aluminium lamination, holographic information layer, the carrier layer, need reveal from the type layer during use, 

paste the glue layer on surveying the product, can be in the regional signature of signature area that discolours and seal in order 

to demonstrate to launch, gently make its and glue layer fully contact according to the signature area that discolours, the activation 

temperature becomes the function, when the temperature exceedes the setting value, the signature area that discolours can appear 

irreversibly gradually discolours, reveal after pasting and destroy promptly, and can not paste the recovery again. The utility 

model discloses a label outward appearance is exquisite, adopts multiple anti-fake technique, not only can be applied to the 

temperature monitoring of needs cold-stored commodity such as bacterin medicine, vegetables fruit, also can be used to on high-

end cigarette wine, cosmetics class product, satisfies people's individualized anti-fake demand ever-growing. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A temperature monitoring anti-counterfeit label capable of being signed is characterized by being of a multilayer 

composite structure and sequentially comprising a release layer, a glue layer, an aluminum layer, a holographic information layer 

and a carrier layer from inside to outside; a circular hollow through hole is formed in the middle of the carrier layer, a color-

changing signature region is arranged at the circular hollow through hole, the size of the color-changing signature region is 

consistent with that of the circular hollow through hole, and the color-changing signature region is fixedly bonded with the carrier 

layer through transparent glue; printing a ring-shaped contrast color area on the carrier layer, wherein the contrast color area 

surrounds the color-changing signature area; the holographic information layer has a holographic information structure and is 

made of organic paint; round hollowed-out through holes are formed in the holographic information layer and the aluminum 

layer under the color-changing signature region; the glue layer is an adhesive containing a temperature-change dye; the release 

layer is a thin film with a release effect. 
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P33132 PRINTING – LABEL 
 
CN212750192U SHENZHEN SHENDA AURORA TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 06/07/2020 
 

TEMPERATURE MONITORING ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL CAPABLE OF BEING SIGNED 

The utility model provides a temperature monitoring antifalsification label that can sign belongs to temperature monitoring 

antifalsification label technical field, the label is by interior and outer including in proper order from the type layer, the glue 

layer, the isolated pattern layer, the aluminium lamination, holographic information layer, the carrier layer, need uncover during 

the use from the type layer, paste the glue layer on surveying the product, can be in the regional signature of the signature area 

that discolours and seal in order to show to launch, gently press the signature area that discolours and make its and glue layer 

fully contact, activate the temperature change function, when the temperature exceeded the setting value, the signature area that 

discolours can appear irreversible discolour gradually, uncover after pasting and just break the ring, expose isolated pattern layer 

specific characters logo and colored two-dimensional code pattern, and can not paste again and recover. The utility model 

discloses a label outward appearance is exquisite, adopts multiple anti-fake technique, not only can be applied to the temperature 

monitoring of needs cold-stored commodity such as bacterin medicine, vegetables fruit, also can be used to on high-end cigarette 

wine, cosmetics class product, satisfies people's individualized anti-fake demand ever-growing. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A temperature monitoring anti-counterfeit label capable of being signed is characterized by being of a multilayer 

composite structure and sequentially comprising a release layer, a glue layer, an isolation pattern layer, an aluminum layer, a 

holographic information layer and a carrier layer from inside to outside; a circular hollow through hole is formed in the middle 

of the carrier layer, a color-changing signature region is arranged at the circular hollow through hole, the size of the color-

changing signature region is consistent with that of the circular hollow through hole, and the color-changing signature region is 

fixedly bonded with the carrier layer through transparent glue; printing a ring-shaped contrast color area on the carrier layer, 

wherein the contrast color area surrounds the color-changing signature area; the holographic information layer has a holographic 

structure, is generated by micro-nano processing equipment, and is obtained by coating with a coating and mould pressing 

replication; the aluminum layer is plated with aluminum on the holographic information layer in a vacuum coating mode; the 

isolating pattern layer is provided with a specific character logo and a color two-dimensional code, and is printed on the aluminum 

layer through silk screen printing by adopting silk screen printing ink with a release effect; the isolation pattern layer enables the 

label to be broken after being pasted and then uncovered, the specific character logo and the color two-dimensional code of the 

isolation pattern layer are exposed, and the isolation pattern layer can not be pasted and restored; round hollowed-out through 

holes are formed in the holographic information layer, the aluminum layer and the isolation pattern layer under the color-

changing signature region, so that the color-changing signature region can be conveniently contacted with the glue layer when 

being lightly pressed, and the temperature change function of the label is activated; the glue layer is prepared by coating an 

adhesive containing a temperature-change dye on the isolation pattern layer, and the temperature-change dye can change color 

irreversibly when the temperature exceeds a set value; the release layer is a thin film with a release effect, and the release effect 

of the release layer is stronger than that of the silk-screen printing ink of the isolation pattern layer; before the label is started, 

the temperature monitoring function does not work, and the label can be stored at room temperature; after the label is started, the 

release layer is torn, the glue layer is pasted on the surface of an object, the temperature monitoring function can be started and 

activated by slightly pressing the color-changing signature area, when the ambient temperature of the label exceeds a set value, 

the temperature-changing dye transferred to the color-changing signature area can generate an irreversible color phenomenon, 

the color is gradually deepened, and the color can be compared with the color of the contrast color area to indicate whether the 

accumulated heat born by the object exceeds a safety range. 
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P33133 LABEL 
 
CN212750190U GUANGZHOU XOLO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 16/06/2020 
 

INVISIBLE ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL 

The utility model discloses an invisible anti-counterfeit label, including protective layer, holographic anti-counterfeit layer and 

the anti-counterfeit layer of code, the protective layer be located holographic anti-counterfeit layer top, the anti-counterfeit layer 

of code be located holographic anti-counterfeit layer below, the anti-counterfeit layer of code lower surface connect and be 

equipped with the adhesion layer, holographic anti-counterfeit layer include plastic carrier film, the punctiform aluminized layer 

and the adhesive layer that top-down was equipped with in proper order, the anti-counterfeit layer of code include that top-down 

is equipped with in proper order from type membrane, water proof membrane, coding paper, the adhesion layer include the type 

agent that top-down was equipped with in proper order and mix the layer. Compared with the prior art, the utility model the 

advantage lie in: the utility model discloses an antifalsification label reaches stealthy anti-fake effect through the anti-fake setting 

of multilayer, has holographic anti-fake technique, and the mark code anti-fake technique is anti-fake with scraping the layer, 

and the stealthy anti-fake technique of multilayer is more comprehensive safety than the single anti-fake technique among the 

prior art, can prevent to duplicate and by reutilization. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a stealthy antifalsification 

label, includes protective layer (1), holographic antifalsification layer 

(2) and coding antifalsification layer (3), its characterized in that: 

protective layer (1) be located holographic anti-fake layer (2) top, 

coding anti-fake layer (3) are located holographic anti-fake layer (2) 

below, coding anti-fake layer (3) lower surface connect and be 

equipped with and glue layer (4), holographic anti-fake layer (2) 

include plastic carrier film (2.1), net dot shape aluminized layer (2.3) 

and adhesive layer (2.4) that top-down was equipped with in proper order, coding anti-fake layer (3) include that top-down is 

equipped with in proper order from type membrane (3.1), water proof membrane (3.2), coding paper (3.3), adhesive layer (4) 

include that top-down is equipped with in proper order from type agent (4.1) and mixed layer (4.2). 

 

 

P33140 PRINTING – LUMINESCENCE 
 
CN212685081U HUBEI YINLANGXING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 31/12/2019 
 

NOVEL DEALUMINIZATION-FREE HOLLOW-OUT GOLD STAMPING FILM 

The embodiment of the utility model provides a novel dealumination-free hollowed-out gold stamping film, which comprises a 

substrate layer, a special release layer, an information isolation layer and a back glue layer which are sequentially stacked from 

bottom to top, wherein an aluminum layer is arranged between the information layer and the information isolation layer; the 

information layer further comprises an anti-counterfeiting fluorescent ink layer, a holographic pattern layer and a printing anti-

counterfeiting layer which are sequentially stacked from top to bottom; the holographic pattern layer further comprises a 

holographic anti-counterfeiting pattern part needing to be provided with aluminum and a non-interference low-frequency 

photoetching pattern part needing to be hollowed out; the information isolation layer is only solidified to the pattern part needing 

dealumination on the holographic pattern layer. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a gold membrane is scalded to fretwork, 

includes that substrate layer, special from type layer, information isolation layer 

and gum layer that from the bottom up stromatolite set up in proper order, its 

characterized in that: an aluminum layer is arranged between the information 

layer and the information isolation layer; the information layer further 

comprises an anti-counterfeiting fluorescent ink layer, a holographic pattern 

layer and a printing anti-counterfeiting layer which are sequentially stacked 

from top to bottom; the holographic pattern layer further comprises a 

holographic anti-counterfeiting pattern part needing to be provided with 

aluminum and a non-interference low-frequency photoetching pattern part 

needing to be hollowed out; the information isolation layer is only solidified to 

the pattern part needing dealumination on the holographic pattern layer. 
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P33142 
 
CN212666969U CANGNAN JINSUI BRONZING MATERIAL 
Priority Date: 02/07/2020 
 

NOVEL PEARLY-LUSTRE THERMOPRINTING PAPER TINSEL 

The utility model discloses a novel pearly-lustre hot stamping foil, which comprises a PET film base layer, wherein an aluminum 

foil layer is fixedly arranged on the upper surface of the PET film base layer, a holographic pattern imaging layer is fixedly 

arranged on the upper surface of the aluminum foil layer, a first storage groove on the upper surface of the holographic pattern 

imaging layer is embedded with an anti-counterfeiting copper sheet, a first transparent protective layer is fixedly arranged on the 

upper surface of the holographic pattern imaging layer, and the first transparent protective layer completely covers the upper 

surface of the anti-counterfeiting copper sheet; an aluminum-plated layer is fixedly arranged on the lower surface of the PET 

film base layer, and a back glue layer is fixedly bonded on the lower surface of the aluminum-plated layer; the lower surface 

local position of aluminizing layer is provided with a second and puts the thing recess, the second is put and is provided with the 

anti-fake layer of laser sculpture on the interior bottom surface of thing recess, the fixed bonding of laser sculpture on the lower 

surface of anti-fake layer has the transparent inoxidizing coating of second. Above-mentioned technical scheme, structural design 

is reasonable, have dual anti-fake function, anti-fake effectual, difficult counterfeit and the practicality is good. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a novel pearly-lustre thermoprinting foil, includes PET membrane basic unit (1), its 

characterized in that: an aluminum foil layer (2) is fixedly arranged on the upper surface of the PET film base layer (1), a 

holographic pattern imaging layer (3) is fixedly arranged on the upper surface of the aluminum foil layer (2), a first object placing 

groove with an upward opening is formed in a local position on the upper surface of the holographic pattern imaging layer (3), 

an anti-counterfeiting copper sheet (4) is embedded in the first object placing groove, and the upper surface of the anti-

counterfeiting copper sheet (4) is flush with the upper surface of the holographic pattern imaging layer (3); a first transparent 

protective layer (5) is fixedly arranged on the upper surface of the holographic pattern imaging layer (3), and the first transparent 

protective layer (5) completely covers the upper surface of the anti-counterfeiting copper sheet (4); an aluminum-plated layer (6) 

is fixedly arranged on the lower surface of the PET film base layer (1), and a back glue layer (7) is fixedly bonded on the lower 

surface of the aluminum-plated layer (6); the lower surface local position of aluminizing layer (6) is provided with the second 

that an opening down and puts the thing recess, the second is provided with laser sculpture anti-fake layer (61) on putting the 

interior bottom surface of thing recess, fixed bonding has second transparent protection layer (8) on the lower surface of laser 

sculpture anti-fake layer (61). 
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P33143 PRINTING – LABEL 
 
CN212647752U SHENZHEN JINSHIGUAN ADHESIVE PRODUCTS 
Priority Date: 26/08/2020 
 

FRAGILE LASER HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL PAPER 

The utility model belongs to the technical field of anti-fake technique and specifically relates to a breakable laser holographic 

image antifalsification label paper is related to, and it includes laser holographic image coating, surface material layer, printing 

layer, breakable substrate layer and bottom adhesive layer, laser holographic image coating, surface material layer, printing layer, 

breakable substrate layer and bottom adhesive layer set up in proper order range upon range of, the sword trace of cutting that 

has intensive distribution on the breakable substrate layer. The application has the effect of improving the problem that the anti-

counterfeiting label paper can be peeled off without defect and reused. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a breakable laser holographic 

image antifalsification label paper which characterized in that: 

including laser holographic image coating (1), surface material 

layer (2), printing layer (3), breakable substrate layer (5) and bottom 

adhesive layer (6), laser holographic image coating (1), surface 

material layer (2), printing layer (3), breakable substrate layer (5) 

and bottom adhesive layer (6) set up in proper order in a layer upon 

layer, have cutting mark (7) of cutting that intensive distribution on 

breakable substrate layer (5). 

 

 

P33152 PRINTING – LABEL – LUMINESCENCE 
 
CN212581799U CANGNAN JINSUI BRONZING MATERIAL 
Priority Date: 02/07/2020 
 

NOVEL ALUMINIZED RAINBOW FILM 

The utility model discloses a novel aluminized rainbow film, including laser holographic rainbow pattern film layer, fixed 

bonding has transparent protection surface layer on the upper surface of laser holographic rainbow pattern film layer, fixed 

bonding has the layer of aluminizing on the lower surface of laser holographic rainbow pattern film layer, fixed bonding has 

PET base film layer on the lower surface of layer of aluminizing, fixed bonding has anti-fake label layer on the lower surface of 

PET base film layer, integrative fluorescence anti-fake pattern layer that is provided with on the lower surface of anti-fake label 

layer, fixed bonding has the stainless steel locating layer on the lower surface of fluorescence anti-fake pattern layer, the local 

position of stainless steel locating layer is provided with a plurality of anti-fake code and looks over the through-hole; and a 

pressure-sensitive adhesive layer is fixedly bonded on the lower surface of the stainless steel positioning layer. Above-mentioned 

technical scheme, structural design is reasonable, location effect is good, convenient to use, and anti-fake performance is good, 

is difficult for imitative and the practicality is good. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a novel rainbow film of aluminizing, 

includes laser holography rainbow pattern thin layer (1), its characterized 

in that: a transparent protective surface layer (2) is fixedly bonded on the 

upper surface of the laser holographic rainbow pattern film layer (1), an 

aluminum coated layer (3) is fixedly bonded on the lower surface of the 

laser holographic rainbow pattern film layer (1), a PET base film layer (4) 

is fixedly bonded on the lower surface of the aluminum coated layer (3), an 

anti-counterfeiting label layer (5) is fixedly bonded on the lower surface of 

the PET base film layer (4), a fluorescent anti-counterfeiting pattern layer 

(51) is integrally arranged on the lower surface of the anti-counterfeiting 

label layer (5), a stainless steel positioning layer (6) is fixedly bonded on 

the lower surface of the fluorescent anti-counterfeiting pattern layer (51), 

and a plurality of anti-counterfeiting code viewing through holes (61) are 

arranged at local positions of the stainless steel positioning layer (6); and a 

pressure sensitive adhesive layer (7) is fixedly bonded on the lower surface 

of the stainless steel positioning layer (6). 
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P33160 PRINTING – BRAND PROTECTION 
 
CN112522706 SHANDONG TAIBAO PACKAGING PRODUCT 
Priority Date: 27/11/2020 
 

PRECISE ETCHING HIDDEN TYPE ANTI-COUNTERFEITING PROCESS 

The invention relates to a precise etching hidden anti-counterfeiting process which is characterized by comprising the following 

steps: 1) coating a mould pressing coating on the PET base film; 2) impressing holographic laser on the surface of the mould 

pressing coating to form a holographic laser layer; 3) vacuum aluminizing, controlling the thickness of the whole aluminum 

layer4) Printing a protective coating on the non-etching part of the aluminum plating surface; 5) preparing a supersaturated 

calcium oxide solution in a reaction tank; 6) performing aluminum layer precision etching, controlling the temperature of the 

reaction tank at 50-60 deg.C, the speed at 60-70m/min, controlling the residence time of the film belt in the reaction tank at 10-

15 s, setting the temperature of the oven at 80 deg.C, and oven drying to obtain the final product with the aluminum layer 

thickness of the windowing partThe head-up is not visible under normal light,the projecting lamp is arranged on the back, and 

obvious yin-yang color patterns can be observed when the projecting lamp is seen. The invention has the advantages of stable 

and reliable process, and the product prepared by the process has good anti-counterfeiting performance. 

 

CLAIM 1. A precise etching hidden anti-counterfeiting process is characterized by comprising the following steps: 1) coating a 

mould pressing coating on the PET base film; 2) impressing holographic laser on the surface of the mould pressing coating to  

form a holographic laser layer; 3) vacuum aluminizing, controlling the thickness of the whole aluminum layer 4) Printing a 

protective coating on the non-etching part of the aluminum plating surface; 5) preparing a supersaturated calcium oxide solution 

in a reaction tank; 6) performing aluminum layer precision etching, controlling the temperature of the reaction tank at 50-60 

deg.C, the speed at 60-70m/min, controlling the residence time of the film belt in the reaction tank at 10-15 s, setting the 

temperature of the oven at 80 deg.C, and oven drying to obtain the final product with the aluminum layer thickness of the 

windowing part The pattern can not be seen when the lamp is looked down under the ordinary light, and the projecting lamp is 

arranged on the back side, so that the obvious yin-yang color pattern can be observed when the lamp is looked down. 

 
 

 

 

P33179 
 
CN112435574 WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 26/11/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC INFORMATION LAYER, ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM AND IDENTIFICATION 

ASSEMBLY 

The application relates to the field of anti-counterfeiting printing, in 

particular to a holographic information layer, an anti-counterfeiting film 

and an identification component. The holographic information layer 

comprises a base layer, an imaging layer, a plating layer and a glue layer 

which are sequentially stacked; the imaging layer is provided with a 

holographic pattern; the plating layer is provided with a plurality of 

through holes penetrating through the plating layer along the thickness 

direction; the size of the through hole is less than 250 mu m; the distance 

between two adjacent through holes is greater than or equal to 500 mu 

m; and the through hole is filled with a binder, and the binder is used for 

bonding the coating and the imaging layer. The arrangement mode of the 

through holes in the coating layer does not cause the disappearance of 

the holographic patterns in the imaging layer; the through hole is 

internally provided with a binder for bonding the coating and the imaging layer, the binder in the through hole can also improve 

the adhesive force between the coating and the layer structure far away from one side of the imaging layer, and the problem that 

the imaging layer and the coating are easy to separate due to large material difference is effectively solved. 

 

CLAIM 1. The holographic information layer is characterized by comprising a base layer, an imaging layer, a plating layer and 

a glue layer which are sequentially stacked; the imaging layer is provided with a holographic pattern; the plating layer is provided 

with a plurality of through holes penetrating through the plating layer along the thickness direction; the size of the through hole 

is less than 250 mu m; the distance between two adjacent through holes is greater than or equal to 500 mu m; and the through 

hole is filled with a binder, and the binder is used for at least binding the plating layer and the imaging layer. 
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P33064 BANKNOTE 
 
WO202152630 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 20/09/2019 
 

METHOD FOR PRODUCING A SECURITY ELEMENT, AND SECURITY ELEMENT 

The invention relates to a method for producing a security element (4) for producing value documents, such as banknotes (2), 

checks, or the like, wherein the production method has the following steps: providing a polymer film (12), forming a laterally 

structured microfibril structure (13) in the polymer film (12) under the effect of standing light waves (16, 16, 16b) using the 

interference between a reference radiation and a modulated object radiation in order to produce location-dependent crosslinking 

in the polymer film (12), and developing the film using a solvent such that the polymer film (12) produces a colorful optically 

variable motif in plan view of the security element (4). 

 

PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION D'UN ÉLÉMENT DE SÉCURITÉ ET ÉLÉMENT DE SÉCURITÉ 

L'invention concerne un procédé de fabrication d'un élément de sécurité (4) pour la production de documents de valeur, tels que 

des billets de banque (2), des chèques ou analogues, le procédé de fabrication comprenant les étapes suivantes consistant à : 

fournir un film polymère (12), former une structure de microfibrilles structurées latéralement (13) dans le film polymère (12) 

sous l'effet d'ondes lumineuses stationnaires (16, 16, 16b) à l'aide de l'interférence entre un rayonnement de référence et un 

rayonnement d'objet modulé afin de produire une réticulation dépendant de l'emplacement dans le film polymère (12), et 

développer le film à l'aide d'un solvant de telle sorte que le film polymère (12) produit un motif coloré optiquement variable sur 

une vue en plan de l'élément de sécurité (4). 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A production method for a security element (4) for producing value documents, such as banknotes (2), checks or the 

like, wherein the production method comprises the following steps: Providing a polymer film (12); and Forming a laterally 

structured microfibril structure (13) in the polymer film (12) by exposure to standing light waves (16, 16, 16 b) by interference 

of a reference radiation with a modulated object radiation to form a location-dependent crosslinking in the polymer film (12) and 

development with a solvent, so that the polymer film (12) produces a colored optically variable motif in a plan view of the 

security element (4). 
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P33073 PRINTING – BANKNOTE 
 
WO202139785 TOPPAN PRINTING 
Priority Date: 29/08/2019 
 

HOT STAMPING FOIL AND PRINTED ARTICLE WITH OPTICALLY VARIABLE DEVICE 

The present invention provides a hot stamping foil to be hot-stamped on an object by applying heat and pressure, the hot stamping 

foil including: a sheet-like carrier; an optically variable device formed on the carrier; an anchor layer formed on the optically 

variable device; an adhesive layer formed on the anchor layer; and an anti-blocking layer formed on the adhesive layer. The 

adhesive layer contains a thermoplastic resin having a glass-transition temperature that is lower than normal temperature, and 

the anti-blocking layer contains a particulate plastic spacer mainly composed of polyethylene or a polyethylene copolymer. 

 

FEUILLE D'ESTAMPAGE À CHAUD ET ARTICLE IMPRIMÉ AVEC DISPOSITIF OPTIQUEMENT VARIABLE 

La présente invention concerne une feuille d'estampage à chaud destinée à être estampée à chaud sur un objet par application de 

chaleur et de pression, la feuille d'estampage à chaud comprenant : un support de type feuille ; un dispositif optiquement variable 

formé sur le support ; une couche d'ancrage formée sur le dispositif optiquement variable ; une couche adhésive formée sur la 

couche d'ancrage ; et une couche anti-blocage formée sur la couche adhésive. La couche adhésive contient une résine 

thermoplastique ayant une température de transition vitreuse qui est inférieure à la température normale, et la couche anti-blocage 

contient un espaceur en plastique particulaire principalement composé de polyéthylène ou d'un copolymère de polyéthylène. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A hot stamping foil to be hot-stamped on an object by applying hot pressure, the hot stamping foil comprising: a 

sheet-shaped carrier; an optically variable device formed on the carrier; an anchor layer formed on the optically variable device; 

an adhesive layer formed on the anchor layer; An anti-blocking layer formed on the adhesive layer, wherein the adhesive layer 

contains a thermoplastic resin having a glass transition temperature lower than room temperature, and the anti-blocking layer 

contains a particulate plastic spacer whose main component is polyethylene or a polyethylene copolymer. 
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P33078 RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 
WO202136428 SHINE OPTOELECTRONICS 
Priority Date: 26/08/2019 
 

STEREO IMAGING FILM 

A stereo imaging film, related to the technical field of optical thin films. The stereo imaging film comprises a focusing layer 

(20), which comprises at least one focusing unit, the focusing unit comprising multiple micro-nano structures (201); and a graphic 

layer (30), which comprises at least two graphic units, the graphic units comprising multiple micrographics (301). The 

micrographics (301) of the at least two graphic units are alternately arranged and the micrographics (301) of the different graphic 

units have different arrangements; moreover, the graphic units respectively form a graphic image via a same focusing unit, thus 

solving the technical problem of poor stereoscopic perception of a floating image. 

 

FILM D'IMAGES STÉRÉOSCOPIQUES 

L'invention concerne un film d'images stéréoscopiques, associé au domaine technique des films optiques minces. Le film 

d'images stéréoscopiques comprend une couche de focalisation (20), qui comprend au moins une unité de focalisation, l'unité de 

focalisation comprenant de multiples micro-nano-structures (201) ; et une couche graphique (30), qui comprend au moins deux 

unités graphiques, les unités graphiques comprenant de multiples microéléments graphiques (301). Les microéléments 

graphiques (301) desdites au moins deux unités graphiques sont disposés en alternance et les microéléments graphiques (301) 

des différentes unités graphiques présentent des agencements différents ; de plus, les unités graphiques forment respectivement 

une image graphique par l'intermédiaire d'une même unité de focalisation, résolvant ainsi le problème technique de mauvaise 

perception stéréoscopique d'une image flottante. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A stereoscopic imaging film, characterized in that, comprises: Focusing layer, comprising at least one focusing unit, 

said focusing unit comprising a plurality of nanostructures; Teletext layer, comprising at least two teletext units of the same 

layer, said teletext units comprising a plurality of microtext, the microtext of said at least two teletext units having a different 

arrangement; Wherein, one of said focusing units is arranged corresponding to said at least two teletext units, and said at least 

two teletext units form teletext images with different image heights by said focusing unit. 
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P33079 
 
WO202136427 SHINE OPTOELECTRONICS 
Priority Date: 26/08/2019 
 

OPTICAL IMAGING FILM 

An optical imaging film comprises: a focusing layer (2) having two or more focusing structures (21); and an image layer (1) 

having two or more sub-images (111a), wherein at least part of the sub-images (111a) are configured as part of a pattern of a 

preset image (111). The focusing layer (2) matches the image layer (1), and the focusing structures (21) correspond to the sub-

images (111a), such that the optical imaging film presents a magnified image of the preset image (111). The image layer (1) of 

the optical imaging film comprises multiple sub-images (111a), and each of the sub-images (111a) and a corresponding focusing 

structure (21) are matched together to form a magnified image. Compared with the prior art, the sub-image (111a) is larger, thus 

increasing the size of the image, and enabling the optical imaging film to increase the magnification of the preset image (111). 

 

FILM D'IMAGERIE OPTIQUE 

L'invention concerne un film d'imagerie optique comprenant : une couche de focalisation (2) ayant au moins deux structures de 

focalisation (21) ; et une couche d'image (1) ayant au moins deux sous-images (111a), au moins une partie des sous-images 

(111a) étant configurée en tant que partie d'un motif d'une image prédéfinie (111). La couche de focalisation (2) correspond à la 

couche d'image (1), et les structures de focalisation (21) correspondent aux sous-images (111a), de telle sorte que le film 

d'imagerie optique présente une image agrandie de l'image prédéfinie (111). La couche d'image (1) du film d'imagerie optique 

comprend de multiples sous-images (111a), et chacune des sous-images (111a) et une structure de focalisation correspondante 

(21) sont mises en correspondance ensemble pour former une image agrandie. Par rapport à l'état de la technique, la sous-image 

(111a) est plus grande, ce qui augmente la taille de l'image, et permet au film d'imagerie optique d'augmenter le grossissement 

de l'image prédéfinie (111). 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. An optical imaging film, characterized in that, the optical imaging film comprises: Focusing layer, has two or more 

focusing structures; Text layer, having two or more sub-texts, at least part of said sub-texts being arranged as a partial pattern of 

preset texts; Wherein, the focusing layer is adapted to the picture layer, and the focusing structure is arranged corresponding to 

the sub-picture, such that the optical imaging film presents an image of the preset picture, and is an image having an enlarged 

effect. 
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P33083 PRINTING – BANKNOTE 
 
WO202131953 CHINA BANKNOTE PRINTING & MINT - ZHONGCHAO SPECIAL 

Priority Date: 19/08/2019 SECURITY TECHNOLOGY 

 

OPTICAL ANTI-COUNTERFEITING ELEMENT AND OPTICAL ANTI-COUNTERFEITING PRODUCT 

An optical anti-counterfeiting element and an optical anti-counterfeiting product. The optical anti-counterfeiting element 

comprises: a substrate (2) having a first surface and a second surface opposite to each other; a phase microstructure formation 

layer (3) formed on the first surface, the microstructure formation layer (3) comprising at least a first region (41), the first region 

comprising at least a first microstructure (5), the first microstructure (5) comprising a raised portion and/or a recessed portion; 

and phase optically-variable platings (4a, 4b) covering the first microstructure (5) in the same shape, the optically-variable 

platings (4a, 4b) comprising phase reflective layers (4a1, 4b1), dielectric layers (4a2, 4b2), and absorption layers (4a3, 4b3) 

which are successively stacked, wherein the reflective layers (4a1, 4b1) or the absorption layers (4a3, 4b3) are in contact with 

the first microstructure (5), and the dielectric layers (4a2, 4b2) are obtained by coating or printing. The optical anti-counterfeiting 

element can realize different optically-variable color phase effects in different regions and different dynamic or relief feature 

regions. 

 

ÉLÉMENT ANTI-CONTREFAÇON OPTIQUE ET PRODUIT ANTI-CONTREFAÇON OPTIQUE 

L'invention concerne un élément anti-contrefaçon optique et un produit anti-contrefaçon optique. L'élément anti-contrefaçon 

optique comprend : un substrat (2) ayant une première surface et une seconde surface opposées l'une à l'autre ; une couche de 

formation de microstructure en phase (3) formée sur la première surface, la couche de formation de microstructure (3) 

comprenant au moins une première région (41), la première région comprenant au moins une première microstructure (5), la 

première microstructure (5) comprenant une partie en relief et/ou une partie en retrait ; et des placages optiquement variables en 

phase (4a, 4b) recouvrant la première microstructure (5) dans la même forme, les placages optiquement variables (4a, 4b) 

comprenant des couches réfléchissantes en phase (4a1, 4b1), des couches diélectriques (4a2, 4b2), et des couches d'absorption 

(4a3, 4b3) qui sont empilées successivement, les couches réfléchissantes (4a1, 4b1) ou les couches d'absorption (4a3, 4b3) étant 

en contact avec la première microstructure (5), et les couches diélectriques (4a2, 4b2) étant obtenues par revêtement ou 

impression. L'élément anti-contrefaçon optique peut réaliser différents effets de phase de couleur optiquement variables dans 

différentes régions et différentes régions de caractéristique dynamique ou en relief. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. An optical security element, comprising: Substrate, The substrate has a first surface and a second surface opposite 

each other; A phase microstructureforming layer formed on said first surface, said microstructureforming layer comprising at 

least a first region, said first region comprising at least a first microstructure, said first microstructure comprising protrusions 

and/or depressions; Conforma overlaying said first microstructured phase photovariable coating, said photovariable coating 

comprising a sequentially laminated phase reflective layer, a dielectric layer and an absorbing layer, wherein said reflective layer 

or said absorbing layer is in contact with said first microstructured layer, said dielectric layer being obtained by coating or 

printing. 
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P33093 BANKNOTE – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 
US20210053381 CRANE 
Priority Date: 19/08/2019 
 

MICRO-OPTIC SECURITY DEVICE WITH ZONES OF COLOR 

A micro-optic security device with zonal color transitions includes a planar array of focusing elements, an image icon layer 

including a plurality of retaining structures, the plurality of retaining structures defining isolated volumes at a first depth within 

the image icon layer, a first zone of image icons, the first zone of image icons having a first predefined subset of the plurality of 

retaining structures, wherein the isolated volumes of retaining structures of the first predefined subset of the plurality of retaining 

structures contain cured pigmented material of a first color, and a second zone of image icons, the second zone of image icons 

including a second predefined subset of the plurality of retaining structures, wherein the isolated volumes of retaining structures 

of the second predefined subset of the plurality of retaining structures contain cured pigmented material of a second color, 

wherein the second color contrasts with the first color. 

 

DISPOSITIF DE SÉCURITÉ MICRO-OPTIQUE À ZONES DE COULEUR 

L'invention concerne un dispositif de sécurité micro-optique (100) à transitions zonales de couleur comprenant un réseau plan 

d'éléments de focalisation (140), une couche d'icônes de type image (120) pourvue d'une pluralité de structures de retenue (710) 

définissant des volumes isolés au niveau d'une première profondeur à l'intérieur de la couche d'icônes de type image. Le dispositif 

de sécurité comprend en outre une première zone d'icônes de type image (350), la première zone d'icônes de type image 

comportant un premier sous-ensemble prédéfini de la pluralité de structures de retenue qui contiennent une matière pigmentée 

durcie d'une première couleur. Le dispositif de sécurité micro-optique comprend également une seconde zone d'icônes de type 

image (360), comportant un second sous-ensemble prédéfini de la pluralité de structures de retenue, des volumes isolés de 

structures de retenue du second sous-ensemble prédéfini de la pluralité de structures de retenue contenant une matière pigmentée 

durcie d'une seconde couleur, cette seconde couleur contrastant avec la première couleur. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A micro-optic security device with zonal color transitions, comprising: a planar array of focusing elements; an image 

icon layer comprising a plurality of retaining structures, the plurality of retaining structures defining isolated volumes at a first 

depth within the image icon layer; a first zone of image icons, the first zone of image icons comprising a first predefined subset 

of the plurality of retaining structures, wherein the isolated volumes of retaining structures of the first predefined subset of the 

plurality of retaining structures contain cured pigmented material of a first color; and a second zone of image icons, the second 

zone of image icons comprising a second predefined subset of the plurality of retaining structures, wherein the isolated volumes 

of retaining structures of the second predefined subset of the plurality of retaining structures contain cured pigmented material 

of a second color, wherein the second color contrasts with the first color. 
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P33098 BRAND PROTECTION 
 
KR20210029937 WISE GUARD 
Priority Date: 09/09/2019 
 

OPTICALLY FUNCTIONAL PATTERN STRUCTURE COMPRISING A FUNCTIONAL OXIDE LAYER 

The present specification discloses an optical functional pattern structure including a functional oxide layer. The optical 

functional pattern structure includes a base substrate, a diffraction pattern formed on the base substrate and configured to reflect 

or transmit light incident from the outside to a specific shape, and a plurality of inorganic particles deposited on the diffraction 

pattern and formed of SiO.2 And TiO2And a functional oxide layer including at least one selected from the group consisting of 

a silicon nitride layer, and a silicon nitride layer. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. An optical functional pattern structure comprising: a base substrate; a diffraction pattern formed on the base substrate 

and capable of reflecting or transmitting light incident from the outside into a specific shape; and a functional oxide layer 

deposited on the diffraction pattern. 

 

 

P33102 
 
KR102218537 GKC 
Priority Date: 22/01/2020 
 

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THREE-DIMENSIONAL SHEET HAVING COPY PROTECTION STRUCTURE 

The present invention relates to a method of manufacturing a three-dimensional sheet having a duplication prevention structure, 

and more particularly, to a method of manufacturing a three-dimensional sheet having a duplication prevention structure, the 

method including preparing a mold having a three-dimensional design pattern formed thereon, Depositing a metal on the surface 

of the design imprinted on the synthetic resin sheet 1 to form a three-dimensional pattern 10, laminating a paper sheet 30 on the 

three-dimensional pattern 10 formed on the synthetic resin sheet 1, and removing the synthetic resin sheet 1 from the laminated 

sheet. According to the method of manufacturing a three-dimensional sheet having a duplication prevention structure of the 

present invention, it is possible to improve visibility through a three-dimensional effect while preventing duplication by reflecting 

light by a three-dimensional pattern without causing various environmental problems due to the absence of a synthetic resin film. 

 

CLAIM 1. A method of manufacturing a molded article, comprising 

the steps of: preparing a mold having a three-dimensional design 

pattern formed thereon; imprinting a design on one surface of a 

synthetic resin sheet (1) with the design pattern of the mold; forming a 

three-dimensional pattern (10) by depositing a metal on a surface of the 

design imprinted on the synthetic resin sheet (1); laminating a paper 

sheet (30) on the three-dimensional pattern (10) formed on the synthetic 

resin sheet (1), And removing the synthetic resin sheet (1) from the 

laminated sheet, wherein the step of depositing a metal on the surface 

of the design imprinted on the synthetic resin sheet (1) to form the 

three-dimensional pattern (10) comprises the step of forming an epoxy-

based, Forming one or more release agent layers (2) selected from 

epoxy-melamine based, aminoalkyd based, acrylic based, melamine 

based, silicone based, fluorine based, cellulose based, urea resin based, 

polyolefin based, and paraffin based to a thickness of 0.5 to 1.5 m; and 

Forming a three-dimensional pattern (10) by depositing a metal on the surface of the design on which the release agent layer (2) 

is formed, and forming an adhesive layer (20) on the formed three-dimensional pattern (10). 
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P33106 
 
JP2021033252 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 13/08/2019 
 

OPTICAL MEMBER AND DISPLAY DEVICE 

TOPIC: To suppress deterioration of the quality of an image to be displayed while using one base material.  

INVENTION: An optical member 10 includes a base material 11, a first diffraction optical member 20, a second diffraction 

optical member 30, and a third diffraction optical member 40. The first diffraction optical member 20 includes a first diffraction 

optical element 21 and a second diffraction optical element 22. The second diffraction optical member 30 includes a third 

diffraction optical element 31 and a fourth diffraction optical element 32. The third diffraction optical member 40 includes a 

fifth diffraction optical element 41 and a sixth diffraction optical element 42. The second diffraction optical member 30 is shifted 

from the first diffraction optical member 20 in the first direction d1. The third diffraction optical member 40 is shifted in the 

second direction d2 from the second diffraction optical member 30. In plan view, the first diffraction optical element 21 and the 

second diffraction optical element 22 are provided at positions shifted in a direction orthogonal to the first direction d1. In plan 

view, the third diffraction optical element 31 and the fourth diffraction optical element 32 are provided at positions shifted in a 

direction orthogonal to the first direction d1. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A light emitting device comprising: a base material; a first diffraction optical member stacked on the base material 

and including a first diffraction optical element and a second diffraction optical element; a second diffraction optical member 

stacked on the base material at a position shifted in a first direction from the first diffraction optical member and including a 

plurality of third diffraction optical elements and a plurality of fourth diffraction optical elements; A third diffraction optical 

member stacked on the base material at a position shifted from the second diffraction optical member in a second direction non-

parallel to the first direction, and including a plurality of fifth diffraction optical elements and a plurality of sixth diffraction 

optical elements; and Wherein the first diffraction optical element diffracts light of a first wavelength region of light incident on 

the base material and causes the diffracted light of the first wavelength region to be guided through the base material in the first 

direction, and the second diffraction optical element includes: Diffracts light of a second wavelength region different from the 

first wavelength region from among light incident on the base material so that the diffracted light of the second wavelength 

region is guided through the base material in the first direction; and The device according to claim 1, wherein the third diffraction 

optical element diffracts the light of the first wavelength region so that the diffracted light of the first wavelength region is guided 

through the base material in the second direction, and the fourth diffraction optical element diffracts the light of the second 

wavelength region so that The diffracted light of the second wavelength region is guided within the base material in the second 

direction, and the fifth diffraction optical element diffracts the light of the first wavelength region so that the diffracted light of 

the first wavelength region exits the base material; The device according to claim 1, wherein the sixth diffraction optical element 

diffracts the light of the second wavelength region so that the diffracted light of the second wavelength region is emitted from 

the base material, and in plan view, the first diffraction optical element and the second diffraction optical element each include: 

The optical member is provided at a position shifted in a direction orthogonal to the first direction, and in plan view, the third 

diffraction optical element and the fourth diffraction optical element are provided at positions shifted in a direction orthogonal 

to the first direction. 
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P33108 BANKNOTE – CARD 
 
JP2021026148 TOPPAN PRINTING 
Priority Date: 07/08/2019 
 

INDICATOR, PLATE, TRANSFER FOIL, ADHESIVE LABEL, AND ARTICLE WITH INDICATOR 

TOPIC: To provide a display body that exhibits special optical effects.  

INVENTION: a display body 1 of the present invention includes: a first reflecting surface RSb1 including one or more first 

inclined regions IR1 inclined with respect to a display surface, each of the first inclined regions IR1 including: A display device 

comprising: a first reflection surface RSb1 provided with a plurality of first grooves G1 each extending in a direction intersecting 

a surface perpendicular to a display surface and the first reflection surface RSb1, the first grooves G1 constituting a first 

diffraction grating DG1 having a grating constant in a range from 160 to 100000 nm; A second reflective surface including one 

or more second inclined regions inclined with respect to the display surface, each of the second inclined regions including a 

plurality of second grooves each extending in a direction intersecting a surface perpendicular to the display surface and the 

second reflective surface, the second grooves including: And a second reflection surface constituting a second diffraction grating 

having a grating constant in a range from 160 to 100000 nm, wherein the first reflection surface RSb1 and the second reflection 

surface are inclined such that perpendicular lines thereof have azimuthal angles different from each other. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. First and second inclined surfaces each having a shape extending in a first direction parallel to a display surface and 

alternately arranged in a second direction parallel to the display surface and perpendicular to the first direction, wherein the first 

inclined surface includes: The display device according to claim 1, wherein the first inclined surface is inclined at a positive 

angle with respect to a first reference plane perpendicular to the display surface and parallel to the first direction, and the second 

inclined surface is a wave-shaped first reflection surface inclined at a negative angle with respect to the first reference plane, and 

The device according to claim 1, wherein the array of the first inclined surfaces constitutes a first diffraction grating having a 

first grating constant d1 in a range from 700 to 1100 nm, and the array of the second inclined surfaces constitutes a second 

diffraction grating having a first grating constant d1 in a range from 700 to 1100 nm. Each having d1 first reflection surface 

constituting d1 second diffraction grating having d1 second lattice constant d2 greater than the first lattice constant d1 and in d1 

range from 800 to 1200 nm, and d1 shape extending in d1 third direction parallel to the display surface, Third and fourth inclined 

surfaces alternately arranged in a fourth direction parallel to the display surface and perpendicular to the third direction, wherein 

the first inclined surface includes: The display device according to claim 1, wherein the first inclined surface is inclined at a 

positive angle with respect to a second reference plane perpendicular to the display plane and parallel to the third direction, the 

fourth inclined surface is a wave-shaped second reflection surface inclined at a negative angle with respect to the second reference 

plane, and the array of the third inclined surfaces includes: d3 second reflection surface constituting d3 third diffraction grating 

having d3 third lattice constant d3 in d3 range from 700 to 1100 nm, and an arrangement of the fourth inclined surfaces 

constituting d3 fourth diffraction grating having d3 fourth lattice constant d4 greater than the third lattice constant d3 and in d3 

range from 800 to 1200 nm, An orientation of a first arrangement formed by the first and second inclined surfaces is different 

from an orientation of a second arrangement formed by the third and fourth inclined surfaces. 
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P33121 CARD – WINDOW 
 
EP3782822 BUNDESDRUCKEREI 
Priority Date: 22/08/2019 
 

MICROSTRUCTURED TRANSPARENT SECURITY ELEMENT 

The invention relates to a security element (1) which has an upper side (4) and a lower side (5) and is designed for use for a 

security document. The security element comprises a window region (6) designed to be at least partially transparent to visible 

light, wherein the window region (6) comprises structural elements (2) having dimensions of less than 200 micrometers (200 

μm), which are arranged and configured in such a way that only when the underside (5) is illuminated by means of a display (10) 

is a colored image visible on the upper side (4). The dimensions of the structural elements (2) are adapted to the dimensions of 

colouring sub-pixels (11) of an LCD display and / or of a TFT display and / or of a display of a mobile telephone and / or of a 

smartphone and / or of a tablet and / or of a computer screen, and the structural elements (2) are produced by laser processing. 

 

CLAIM 1. A security element (1) for use for a security 

document (20), comprising:- a top surface (4); - a bottom side 

(5), and - a window region (6) designed to be at least partially 

transparent to visible light; wherein - the window region (6) 

comprises structural elements (2) with dimensions of less than 

200 micrometers (200 m) which are arranged and configured 

such that a colored image on the upper side (4) is visible only 

when the lower side (5) is illuminated by means of a display 

(10); - the dimensions of the structural elements (2) are 

matched to the dimensions of colouring subpixels (11) of an 

LCD display and / or of a TFT display and / or of a display of 

a mobile telephone and / or of a smartphone and / or of a tablet 

and / or of a computer screen; and - the structural elements (2) are produced by laser machining. 

 
 

 

 

P33130 PRINTING – LABEL – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 
CN212750197U JIANGYIN TONGLI OPTOELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 28/08/2020 
 

MICROLENS ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL 

The utility model relates to a micro-lens anti-counterfeit label, which 

is formed by cutting a micro-lens anti-counterfeit label film, wherein 

the micro-lens anti-counterfeit label film sequentially comprises a 

label image-text layer, a micro-lens layer, a base material layer and a 

micro-image-text layer from top to bottom; a micro-lens transmission 

area is arranged in the middle of the label image-text layer, and a 

micro-lens layer and a corresponding micro-image-text layer are 

arranged below the micro-lens transmission area; the micro-lens 

layer is coated in a localized mode, a micro-lens blank area is 

arranged on the micro-lens layer, and the micro-lens blank area is 

covered by ink content of the label image-text layer. The utility model 

discloses to the label preparation requirement, simplified the 

manufacturing of microlens anti-fake membrane greatly, the cost is 

reduced has just ensured display effect and display quality. 

 

CLAIM 1. The micro-lens anti-counterfeiting label is formed by 

cutting a micro-lens anti-counterfeiting label film, and is 

characterized in that the micro-lens anti-counterfeiting label film 

sequentially comprises a label image-text layer, a micro-lens layer, a base material layer, a micro-image-text layer and an 

adhesive layer from top to bottom; a micro-lens transmission area is arranged in the middle of the label image-text layer, and a 

micro-lens layer and a corresponding micro-image-text layer are arranged below the micro-lens transmission area. 
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P33147 
 
CN212636955U SHANGHAI LUXIN EVOTECH PACKING MATERIALS SCIENCE & 

Priority Date: 18/06/2020 TECHNOLOGY 

 

TRANSFER FILM 

The utility model provides a transfer film, which comprises a base film, a resin coating, an aluminum coating, an imaging layer, 

a reflecting layer and an anti-counterfeiting pattern layer; the resin coating inlays to be located a side of base film, the aluminizing 

layer inlays to be located the resin coating is kept away from a side of base film, the formation of image layer inlays to be located 

the aluminizing layer is kept away from a side of resin coating, the reflector layer inlays to be located the formation of image 

layer is kept away from a side of aluminizing layer, the anti-fake pattern layer inlays to be located the reflector layer is kept away 

from a side of formation of image layer. The decorative patterns are arranged on the imaging layer, and the light reflecting layer 

can reflect light rays to the imaging layer, so that the patterns of the imaging layer are more gorgeous and bright; meanwhile, the 

anti-counterfeiting pattern layer can enable the display effect of the imaging layer to be complex and changeable, and the anti-

counterfeiting effect of the imaging layer can be improved. 

 

CLAIM 1. A transfer film is characterized by comprising a base 

film (1), a resin coating (2), an aluminum coating (3), an imaging 

layer (4), a reflective layer (5) and an anti-counterfeiting pattern 

layer (6); resin coating (2) inlay and locate a side of base film (1), 

aluminize layer (3) inlay and locate resin coating (2) are kept 

away from a side of base film (1), formation of image layer (4) 

inlay and locate aluminize layer (3) are kept away from a side of 

resin coating (2), reflector layer (5) inlay and locate formation of 

image layer (4) are kept away from a side of aluminize layer (3), 

anti-fake pattern layer (6) inlay and locate reflector layer (5) are 

kept away from a side of formation of image layer (4). 

 

 

P33156 RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 
CN212555376U SVG TECHNOLOGY - SVG YANCHENG OPTRONICS 
Priority Date: 28/04/2020 
 

COLORFUL DYNAMIC COLOR-CHANGING FILM, COLORFUL DYNAMIC HOT STAMPING FILM AND 

COLORFUL DYNAMIC COMPOSITE FILM 

The utility model discloses a colorful dynamic color-changing film includes base membrane layer, structural layer in proper 

order, has the dull and stereotyped resonance structure of the effect of discolouing to and be used for changing the colour layer 

of the colour that dull and stereotyped resonance structure presented in order to realize stronger and complicated color-changing 

effect, the structural layer is kept away from and is had the micro nano structure who presents the radium-shine effect of 

developments on one side of base membrane layer. The utility model also discloses a colorful dynamic thermoprint membrane, 

including above-mentioned colorful dynamic color-changing membrane to and from type layer and hot melt adhesive layer, set 

up between basic film layer and structural layer from the type layer, hot melt adhesive layer sets up on the surface of colour layer 

one side. The utility model also discloses a colorful dynamic complex film, including above-mentioned colorful dynamic color-

changing membrane to and pressure sensitive adhesive layer and from the type paper layer, the pressure sensitive adhesive layer 

coating is on the surface of colour layer one side, lays on pressure sensitive adhesive layer from the type paper layer. Through 

the structure, the color conversion effect and the dynamic laser effect are obvious, the imitation difficulty is increased, and the 

anti-counterfeiting effect is improved. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a colorful dynamic color-

changing membrane which characterized in that includes base 

film layer, structural layer in proper order, has the dull and 

stereotyped resonant structure of the effect of discolouing, and is 

used for changing the colour layer of the colour that dull and 

stereotyped resonant structure presented in order to realize 

stronger effect of discolouing, the structural layer is kept away 

from have the micro-nano structure who presents the radium-

shine effect of developments on one side of base film layer. 
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P33190 BANKNOTE – CARD – MICROLENS – LIQUID CRYSTALS – WINDOW 
 
CN112415764 WUHAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 19/11/2020 
 

FLEXIBLE LIQUID CRYSTAL MICRO-LENS ARRAY, PREPARATION METHOD AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL 

OPTICAL ANTI-COUNTERFEITING TEST METHOD 

The invention provides a flexible liquid crystal micro-lens array, a preparation method and a three-dimensional optical anti-

counterfeiting test method, wherein liquid crystal molecules form array type gradient refractive index distribution in a liquid 

crystal layer under the action of an external electric field; at a single unit, the gradient refractive index distribution formed by 

liquid crystal molecules generates phase delay on parallel incident light to form convergent spherical wave output, so that the 

flexible liquid crystal micro-lens array shows a positive lens effect; the liquid crystal micro-lens array is aligned to an actual 

target object, and the target object is reconstructed by the liquid crystal micro-lens array to obtain a three-dimensional image, so 

that the anti-counterfeiting function is realized. The invention provides typical experimental data and rules for the application of 

the flexible liquid crystal micro-lens array in the field of optical anti-counterfeiting facing transparent windows through the 

optical performance and imaging capability of the flexible liquid crystal micro-lens array. The invention has application and 

popularization value in the anti-counterfeiting field of transparent windows in plastic banknotes, and the anti-counterfeiting field 

of high-added-value products and important legal documents with irregular outer surfaces and the like which need to deform. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The flexible liquid crystal micro-lens array is characterized in that: the device comprises a layered structure which is 

sequentially provided with a lower substrate, a Teflon flexible film, a first IPS (in-plane switching) type ITO electrode, an 

insulating layer, a second IPS type ITO electrode and a polymer liquid crystal layer from bottom to top; the electrode pattern of 

the first IPS-type ITO electrode is in a central circular shape, the electrode pattern of the second IPS-type ITO electrode is in a 

peripheral circular ring shape, and when the flexible liquid crystal device is seen from the upper side in a plan view, the second 

IPS-type ITO electrode and the first IPS-type ITO electrode form structural distribution of the central circular shape and the 

peripheral circular ring shape to form an IPS-type electrode structure of the flexible liquid crystal device. 
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N7600 
 
WO202141635 CARLEX GLASS AMERICA 
Priority Date: 30/08/2019 
 

LAMINATED GLAZING HAVING HOLOGRAPHIC FILM AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING A LAMINATED 

GLAZING 

A method of preparing a glazing, comprising: stacking a first glass sheet, a first interlayer, a photopolymer film, a second 

interlayer, and a second glass sheet to provide a lamination stack; deairing the lamination stack; autoclaving the lamination stack 

to provide a laminated glazing; applying a reactive light to the photopolymer film in the laminated glazing, wherein reactive 

light is applied to the laminated glazing through a master holographic film; and bleaching the laminated glazing such that the 

photopolymer film is no longer reactive to light exposure. 

 

VITRAGE FEUILLETÉ PRÉSENTANT UN FILM HOLOGRAPHIQUE ET PROCÉDÉ DE PRODUCTION D'UN 

VITRAGE FEUILLETÉ 

La présente invention concerne un procédé de préparation d'un vitrage comprenant : l'empilement d'une première feuille de verre, 

d'une première couche intermédiaire, d'un film photopolymère, d'une seconde couche intermédiaire et d'une seconde feuille de 

verre pour former un empilement de feuilletage; la désaération de l'empilement de feuilletage; l'autoclavage de l'empilement de 

feuilletage pour fournir un vitrage feuilleté; l'application d'une lumière réactive sur le film photopolymère dans le vitrage 

feuilleté, une lumière réactive étant appliquée au vitrage feuilleté par l'intermédiaire d'un film holographique maître; et le 

blanchissement du vitrage feuilleté de sorte que le film photopolymère n'est plus réactif vis-à-vis de l'exposition à la lumière. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of preparing a glazing, comprising: stacking a first glass sheet, a first interlayer, a photopolymer film, a 

second interlayer, and a second glass sheet to provide a lamination stack; deairing the lamination stack; autoclaving the 

lamination stack to provide a laminated glazing; applying a reactive light to the photopolymer film in the laminated glazing, 

wherein the reactive light is applied to the laminated glazing through a master holographic film; and bleaching the laminated 

glazing such that the photopolymer film is no longer reactive to light exposure. 
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N7599 
 
WO202141817 CARLEX GLASS AMERICA 
Priority Date: 30/08/2019 
 

LAMINATED GLAZING HAVING HOLOGRAPHIC FILM LAMINATED THEREIN 

A laminated glazing is disclosed. Among other things, the laminated glazing includes a first glass sheet; a first interlayer; a 

photopolymer film; a second interlayer; and a second glass sheet, wherein the total thickness of the second glass sheet and the 

second interlayer is from 0.5 mm to 2.5 mm. 

 

VITRAGE FEUILLETÉ AYANT UN FILM HOLOGRAPHIQUE STRATIFIÉ À L'INTÉRIEUR DE CELUI-CI 

L'invention concerne un vitrage feuilleté. Entre autres, le vitrage feuilleté comprend une première feuille de verre ; une première 

couche intermédiaire ; un film photopolymère ; une seconde couche intermédiaire ; et une seconde feuille de verre, l'épaisseur 

totale de la seconde feuille de verre et de la seconde couche intermédiaire étant de 0,5 mm à 2,5 mm. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A laminated glazing, comprising: a first glass sheet; a first interlayer; a photopolymer film; a second interlayer; and 

a second glass sheet, wherein a total thickness of the second glass sheet and the second interlayer is from 0.5 mm to 2.5 mm. 

 

 

 

 

N7621 
 
KR102224925 YUN TEXTILE 
Priority Date: 18/09/2019 
 

MULTILAYER SHEET HAVING HOLOGRAM PATTERN 

According to the present invention, since a tulle fabric manufactured using 

two different yarns and a jacquard fabric having a pattern are physically 

connected to each other by a pile yarn, the pattern formed on the jacquard 

fabric is visible to a user through a mesh structure formed on the tulle fabric, 

The mesh structure causes an illusion phenomenon such that the pattern is 

recognized by a user as a hologram pattern having a stereoscopic effect, and 

thus the stereoscopic pattern is naturally revealed without printing the 

stereoscopic pattern on the surface of the sheet. 

 

CLAIM 1. A knitted fabric comprising: an upper sheet having a sprinkle 

structure in which a plied yarn formed by ply-twisting a plurality of fiber 

filament bundles is formed into a network having a hexagonal shape; a lower 

sheet having a knit structure formed on one surface of the upper sheet, A 

knitted fabric having one or a plurality of structures selected from a double 

sided knit, a double sided knit, a tuck knit, a waffle knit, a pike, a race knit, a 

terry knit, a cable knit, and a pile knit; And an upper sheet covering the upper sheet, wherein the pattern sheet includes a plurality 

of pile yarns, wherein some of the pile yarns are knitted so as to pass through the plied yarns forming the upper sheet, Wherein 

the top sheet is formed by knitting a cationic yarn prepared by mixing 0.1 to 5 parts by weight of 1,4-butanediol with respect to 

100 parts by weight of polyethylene terphthalate having an intrinsic viscosity of 0.64 to 0.65. 
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N7617 
 
KR20210026203 YUN, SUK-MIN 
Priority Date: 29/08/2019 
 

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING COLOR IMAGE USING COMPUTER HOLOGRAM 

An apparatus and method for reproducing a color image using a binary phase hologram are provided. the binary phase hologram 

calculates a Fourier transform of an image to be reproduced into a computer hologram to optically produce a pattern. A desired 

image is reproduced on a focal plane of a lens by illuminating a laser beam on the hologram and passing the laser beam through 

the lens to perform Fourier inverse conversion. However, since the binary phase hologram needs to be reproduced using a 

monochromatic laser, it is impossible to implement a color image. Accordingly, the present invention relates to a principle of 

reproducing a color image using a binary phase hologram and an apparatus therefor. To achieve the aforesaid object, three lasers 

of red, green and blue and three holograms of R, g and b corresponding thereto are spatially separated, and the period of the 

hologram is made to be proportional to the wavelength so that each hologram passes only laser light of a specific wavelength. 

Although the three holograms are spaced apart from each other in one plane, the images from each hologram are combined in 

one place on the output surface by means of the lens behind, so that a color image is realized. 

 

CLAIM 1. A color image processing method comprising the steps of: separating a color image, which is a target pattern, into 

three color image lasers of red, green, and blue images having wavelengths  (R),  (g), and  (b), respectively; periodically 

generating R, g, p (g), p (b), A method of generating a color image using computer holograms, the method comprising the steps 

of: forming three holograms; forming phase holograms adjacent to each other at appropriate intervals on a plane when designing 

the holograms; and reproducing the color image using three lasers of R, g, and b. 

 

 

N7618 
 
KR20210023959 NAEILHAE 
Priority Date: 25/02/2021 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION APPARATUS AND METHOD 

The holographic reconstruction apparatus includes: a first light 

splitter configured to split a single wavelength light of a light source 

unit into first and second transmission split lights; a plurality of 

optical mirrors configured to reflect the first transmission split light; 

A second optical splitter splitting the second transmission split light 

into first and second reflection split light beams; a reference light 

objective lens passing the second reflection split light beam; a 

position adjustment mirror transmitting the first reflection split light 

beam passing through the reference light objective lens; A recording 

medium recording an interference fringe formed by transmitting the 

first transmission split light transmitted through the object to be 

measured or the first reflection split light reflected by the object to be 

measured passing through the object light objective lens and 

transmitting the second reflection split light reflected by the position 

adjustment mirror passing through the reference light objective lens 

to the second optical splitter; And a processor configured to receive 

and store an image file generated by converting the interference fringe, wherein a hologram of a light transmitting or reflecting 

object is selectively acquired according to a mode. Various embodiments are possible. 
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N7624 
 

IN201941032588 AJITH KUMAR PT 
Priority Date: 12/08/2019 
 

A COMPACT AND USER FRIENDLY DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC 

SYSTEM FOR PRECISION NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF 

ENDODONTIC FILES 

The technology describes a compact digital holographic system that can be 

used for precision non-destructive testing of endodontic files. Here coherent 

light from a single laser beam is expanded and filtered and used to illuminate 

the test sample. The optical scheme is in such a way that the mutually 

coherent light scattered by the test object falls on and gets coupled to a 

digital camera. A wavefront splitting element at the beam peripheral derives 

and directs a portion of the wave front also to the digital camera. The output 

of the digital camera is captured and stored in a computer. From the digital holograms, a software linked to the apparatus 

generates digital holographic image of the test sample and loads it on a digital display. The system has provision for applying 

stress on the endodontic file and several digital holograms are grabbed in to the computer for various incremental or decremental 

stress. The software of the system produces Holographic Interferogram of the test subject from any two digital holograms, or a 

reference hologram and digital holograms captured in a dynamic manner at specific intervals. These images with fringes are 

displayed on a digital screen of the system. From the fringe distribution on the test sample and the number of fringes, crack and 

defects of the endodontic file can be inferred. The digitally generated holographic fringes are further processed for quantitative 

information. 
 

CLAIM 1. A compact near inline digital holography apparatus that applies wavefront splitting, to create interference of two 

coherent light fields B2 and B3. Here coherent light from a laser source is expanded and used to illuminate a test sample, which 

can be an endodontic file, and the scattered light (B2) by the test sample falls on a digital camera sensor (D) directly or through 

a coupling optics. 

 

 

N7629 
 

DE102020202623 CARL ZEISS SMT 
Priority Date: 02/03/2020 
 

METHOD FOR COMPLEX CODING OF A COMPUTER-GENERATED HOLOGRAM (CGH) 

The invention relates to a method for complex coding of a computer-generated hologram (CGH), wherein the CGH has at least 

one CGH structure which, as a result of the complex coding, converts a radiated input wave into a plurality of different output 

waves, superimposed phase functions can be described, the coding being carried out by means of a plurality of weighting factors 

(g.J) and a degree of filling (f). According to one aspect, the method comprises the following steps: Determining start values for 

the weighting factors (gJ) and the filling level (f); performing an optical forward simulation for these values to obtain an intensity 

and/or contrast distribution for the output waves; and modifying the value of at least one of the weighting factors (g.J) and/or the 

fill level such that a variation in contrast and/or brightness over the plurality of output waves is reduced, wherein modifying the 

value of at least one of the weighting factors (g.J) and/or the degree of filling takes place taking into account a predetermined 

systematic variation of at least one profile parameter of the CGH. 
 

CLAIM 1. Method for complex coding of a computer-generated hologram (CGH), 

wherein the computer-generated hologram (CGH) has at least one CGH structure 

which, as a result of the complex coding, converts an irradiated input wave into a 

plurality of different output waves and is modulated by a plurality of different, 

superimposed phase functions can be described, the coding being carried out by 

means of a plurality of weighting factors (g.J) and a degree of filling (f), wherein 

the method has the following steps: a) definition of starting values for the weighting 

factors (g.J) and the degree of filling (f); b) performing an optical forward 

simulation for these values to obtain an intensity and/or contrast distribution for the 

output waves; and c) modifying the value of at least one of the weighting factors 

(g.J) and/or the degree of filling in such a way that a fluctuation of contrast and/or 

brightness over the plurality of output waves is reduced, characterized in that That 

modifying the value of at least one of the weighting factors (g.J) and/or the degree 

of filling (f) in step c) takes place taking into account a predetermined systematic 

variation of at least one profile parameter of the CGH. 
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N7664 
 
CN112509605 PENGCHENG LAB - TSINGHUA SHENZHEN INTERNATIONAL 

Priority Date: 26/11/2020 GRADUATE SCHOOL 

 

MULTILAYER HOLOGRAPHIC FIVE-DIMENSIONAL DATA STORAGE METHOD AND SYSTEM 

The invention discloses a multilayer holographic five-dimensional data storage method and a system, wherein the method 

comprises the following steps: encoding the five-dimensional data to form a five-dimensional data page corresponding to the 

five-dimensional data; generating a hologram corresponding to the five-dimensional data page by adopting a computer-generated 

holography technology, and loading the hologram to a spatial light modulator; irradiating the spatial light modulator by using 

RGB three-color laser to form object light; the five-dimensional data is recorded in the storage medium by interference of the 

object light and the reference light in the storage medium. The invention adds color information and gray scale information on 

the basis of the traditional volume holographic storage to form a five-dimensional data page, generates a hologram by utilizing 

the computer holographic technology, and records the hologram on a storage medium in an interference mode. 

 
 

 

 

N7666 
 
CN112506019 BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 29/11/2020 
 

OFF-AXIS DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING RECONSTRUCTION METHOD BASED ON KRONECKER 

PRODUCT INTERPOLATION 

An off-axis digital holographic reconstruction method based on kronecker product interpolation relates to the technical field of 

digital holographic imaging. The off-axis digital hologram of a sample is recorded, a constant matrix is adopted to perform 

Crohn's product interpolation processing on the off-axis digital hologram, Fourier transform is performed on the interpolated 

hologram to obtain an interpolated spectrogram comprising a newly added aliasing frequency spectrum region, the aliasing 

frequency spectrum regions are added and replace the original region distribution, a positive-level or negative-level frequency 

spectrum item in the aliasing frequency spectrum region is intercepted and moved to the center of a frequency spectrum region, 

and after inverse Fourier transform, angular spectrum propagation is performed to reconstruct complex amplitude distribution, 

so that an amplitude image and a phase image which are reconstructed by imaging are obtained. The method facilitates 

reconstruction of high resolution amplitude and phase distributions from off-axis digital holograms of the sample. 

 

CLAIM 1. An off-axis digital holographic reconstruction method 

based on kronecker product interpolation is characterized by 

comprising 10 steps: s1 inputting off-axis holograms recorded by 

the off-axis digital holographic imaging system; s2, performing 

kronecker product interpolation operation on the hologram by 

adopting a 3 x 3 unit matrix, namely expanding each pixel point 

of the hologram into a 3 x 3 interpolation point matrix, wherein 

each element of the 3 x 3 interpolation point matrix takes the 

value as the gray value of an original pixel point; s3, carrying out 

Fourier transform on the interpolated hologram to obtain a 

spectrogram containing 8 aliasing frequency spectrum regions, 

called as an interpolated spectrogram, wherein each aliasing frequency spectrum region consists of a group of zero-level spectra, 

positive-level spectra and negative-level spectra; s4 outputting the interpolated spectrogram; s5, performing spectrum 

interception on the 8 aliasing spectrum regions by using the same interception frame, correspondingly adding the aliasing 

spectrums of the intercepted 8 aliasing spectrum regions to obtain the sum distribution of the added 8 groups of aliasing 

spectrums, and replacing the distribution value of each aliasing region in the spectrogram by using the aliasing spectrums and 

the distribution to obtain the spectrogram with enhanced aliasing spectrums; s6 outputting the enhanced spectrogram; s7, 

intercepting a positive-order or negative-order frequency spectrum in an aliasing frequency spectrum region in the enhanced 

frequency spectrum graph, translating the frequency spectrum to the central position of a frequency spectrum domain, and 

performing inverse Fourier transform to obtain the complex amplitude distribution of a diffraction field on a recording plane; s8, 

transmitting the complex amplitude distribution back to an object plane by an angular spectrum diffraction algorithm to obtain 

the complex amplitude distribution of the sample; s9-1 extracting the amplitude part from the complex amplitude distribution, 

S9-2 outputting an amplitude map; s10-1 extracts its phase component from the complex amplitude distribution, and S10-2 

outputs a phase map, the extracting phase including phase unwrapping and phase de-distorting algorithmic processing. 
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N7670 
 
CN112486003 SICHUAN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 24/12/2020 
 

PHASE HOLOGRAM GENERATION METHOD BASED ON SELF-ADAPTIVE WEIGHT FEEDBACK GS 

ALGORITHM 

The invention provides a phase hologram generation method based on a self-adaptive weight feedback GS algorithm. The method 

comprises two parts of hologram generation and hologram reconstruction. Multiplying the image by the approximate phase, 

performing zero padding and Fourier transformation, performing holographic surface amplitude limitation and inverse Fourier 

transformation on the transformed result, performing amplitude feedback limitation and Fourier transformation on the inverse 

transformed result, repeating the steps for iteration, and obtaining the final hologram after the set iteration times are finished. 

Compared with the traditional method, the method can ensure the convergence of the method and avoid the instability of fraction 

feedback; the approximate phase introduced by the method can inhibit the generation of artifacts and reduce the influence of the 

artifacts on the reconstructed image; finally, both simulation results and optical results prove that the image reconstructed by the 

method has better quality, the peak signal-to-noise ratio is averagely improved by 4.8dB, and the scattered noise is suppressed. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The method for generating the phase hologram based on the self-adaptive weight feedback GS algorithm is 

characterized by comprising two parts of hologram generation and hologram reconstruction; the hologram generation process is 

specifically described as follows: step one, multiplying the image I by the approximate phase exp (j phi), where phi =2 pi (p delta 

Xfx + q delta Yfy),  X and  Y are denoted as  f/(M delta slm),  f/(N delta slm),  is the wavelength, f is the lens focal length,  slm 

is the sampling pitch of the spatial light modulator, M and N are denoted as the pixel size in the original image X and Y directions, 

p and q are denoted as the pixel coordinates in the original image X and Y directions, fx and fy are denoted as the frequency 

distribution in the X and Y directions, that is, fx = repeat { line space (-fxmax, fxmax, N), M/N }, fxmax is denoted as M  slm/(2  

f), N is the number of samples, repeat and line are denoted as the matrix element copy operation and the divide operation, 

similarly, in the Y direction, fy = repeat { line space (-fyme, N }, fymax is represented by N  slm/(2  f), and the result of the 

multiplication is subjected to zero padding to obtain I ', wherein a zero padding area and an image area are set as a noise area 

and a signal area, respectively, and then fourier transform is performed, and the result is represented by U = FFT { I' }, FFT { . 

} represents fast fourier transform; step two, extracting an amplitude angle theta from the U, limiting the amplitude to be a unit 

amplitude 1, and obtaining a hologram h, wherein the result is h = exp (j  theta); step three, performing inverse Fourier transform 

on the hologram h, wherein the result is expressed as Ur = Ar  exp (j  ') = IFFT { h }, and IFFT {. cndot } represents fast inverse 

Fourier transform; step four, extracting an amplitude phi ' from the Ur, and limiting the amplitude to Acon, wherein the Acon is 

kept unchanged in a noise area, a signal area is set to be I  exp (I-Ars), the Ars represents Ar in the signal area, and the result is 

expressed as U ' = Acon  exp (j  phi '); step five, Fourier transform is carried out on the U', the step two to the step four are 

repeated, and after the set iteration times are finished, a final hologram H is obtained; the hologram reconstruction process is 

specifically described as follows: loading a hologram H on a spatial light modulator, and placing the hologram H on a front focal 

plane of a Fourier transform lens; and step two, receiving the hologram reconstructed image at the rear focal plane of the Fourier 

transform lens. 
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N7675 
 
CN112462514 HUAZHONG UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 18/12/2020 
 

DESIGN METHOD AND APPLICATION OF NONLINEAR DIFFRACTION OPTICAL ELEMENT 

The invention belongs to the field of nonlinear photonics, and particularly relates to a design method and application of a 

nonlinear diffraction optical element, wherein the design method comprises the following steps: the nonlinear diffraction optical 

element comprises a plurality of nonlinear diffraction basic unit modules, discrete phase distribution at different spatial positions 

of a holographic plane is determined according to target second harmonic light field distribution in a far field, and then the basic 

unit modules corresponding to each discrete phase one by one are determined; each basic unit module comprises an inverse 

ferroelectric domain module and a ferroelectric domain background substrate module, the position of the inverse ferroelectric 

domain module in the basic unit module is determined through the discrete phase, and the value range of the discrete phase is 0-

2 pi, so that the nonlinear diffraction optical element is obtained. The invention determines the arrangement of different basic 

unit modules at corresponding spatial positions through the discrete phase values at different spatial positions, can randomly 

regulate and control the phase of the generated coherent second harmonic wave front, and has high universality and flexibility, 

small design error and low manufacturing difficulty. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of designing a non-linear diffractive optical element, comprising: the nonlinear diffractive optical element 

comprises a plurality of nonlinear diffractive basic unit modules which are arranged in space, and the design process comprises 

the following steps: determining the discrete phase distribution at different spatial positions of a holographic plane according to 

the target second harmonic light field distribution in a far field, and further determining nonlinear diffraction basic unit modules 

corresponding to each discrete phase one by one; each nonlinear diffraction basic unit module comprises an inverse ferroelectric 

domain module and a ferroelectric domain background substrate module, the position of the inverse ferroelectric domain module 

in the nonlinear diffraction basic unit module is determined through the discrete phase, and the value range of the discrete phase 

is 0-2 pi; the non-linear diffractive optical element is formed by the arrangement of the non-linear diffractive basic unit modules 

which correspond to the discrete phase arrangement one by one. 
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N7678 
 
CN112432590 XI'AN UNIVERSITY OF POST & TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
Priority Date: 14/12/2020 
 

THREE-WAVELENGTH DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING OPTICAL PATH AND METHOD BASED ON 

CONSTRAINT UNDERDETERMINED EQUATION 

The invention discloses a three-wavelength digital holographic imaging optical path and a method based on a constraint 

underdetermined equation. The three-wavelength digital holographic imaging optical path based on the constraint 

underdetermined equation comprises a first laser 11, a second laser 12, a third laser 13, a first reflector 2, a second reflector 4, a 

third reflector 7, a fourth reflector 8, a first beam splitter prism 3, a second beam splitter prism 5, a third beam splitter prism 9, 

a collimation and beam expansion system 6 and a CCD image sensor 10. The three-wavelength digital holographic imaging 

method based on the constraint underdetermined equation provided by the invention obviously improves the anti-noise 

performance of the traditional digital holographic technology. The method has the advantages of simple and quick experiment 

operation and strong operability, and effectively fuses the Fresnel algorithm and the searching underdetermined equation set 

unique solution solving algorithm, thereby enlarging the measurement range and reducing the influence of noise on the 

experiment and the recovery effect of the sample. 

 

CLAIM 1. A three-wavelength digital holographic imaging optical 

path based on a constraint underdetermined equation is characterized 

in that: the device comprises a first laser (11), a second laser (12), a 

third laser (13), a first reflector (2), a second reflector (4), a third 

reflector (7), a fourth reflector (8), a first beam splitter prism (3), a 

second beam splitter prism (5), a third beam splitter prism (9), a 

collimation and beam expansion system (6) and a CCD image sensor 

(10); emergent light of the first laser (11) is reflected into the first 

beam splitter prism (3) through the first reflector (2) to be combined, 

emergent light of the second laser (12) directly enters the first beam 

splitter prism (3) to be combined, and emergent light of the third laser 

(13) is reflected into the first beam splitter prism (3) to be combined 

through the second reflector (4); emergent light of the first beam splitter prism (3) enters the second beam splitter prism (5) to 

be split into two beams after passing through the collimation beam expanding system (6), one beam enters the third beam splitter 

prism (9) to be combined after passing through the third reflector (7) and an object to be detected, and the other beam directly 

enters the third beam splitter prism (9) to be combined after passing through the fourth reflector (8); after the third beam splitter 

prism (9) is closed, an interference fringe pattern is formed in the CCD image sensor (10). 

 

 

N7681 
 
CN112388159 QINGDAO TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 29/10/2020 
 

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARALLEL PROCESSING AND MONITORING OF 

FRACTIONAL FOURIER HOLOGRAPHIC FEMTOSECOND LASER 

The system comprises a spatial light modulator, a Fourier lens, a 

first beam splitter and a first focusing objective lens; the spatial 

light modulator is configured to receive a femtosecond laser beam 

and a fractional Fourier hologram and emit modulated multipath 

beams to a plurality of focal planes; after the light beam passing 

through the focusing plane sequentially passes through the first 

lens, the first spectroscope and the first focusing objective lens, 

the light spot array is focused at a plurality of different depths of 

a specific processing position; the method overcomes the 

problems of multi-dimensional scale processing and low 

efficiency, solves the difficulty of processing the microstructure 

with a complex shape, effectively improves the processing quality and the processing efficiency of the three-dimensional 

distribution microstructure, improves the processing efficiency to more than one order of magnitude, obviously shortens the 

processing time, and greatly improves the position precision among the structures in three-dimensional distribution. 
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CN112388158 QINGDAO TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 29/10/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC FEMTOSECOND LASER LAYERED PARALLEL PROCESSING METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 

SPHERICAL MICROSTRUCTURE 

The invention relates to a holographic femtosecond layered parallel 

processing method and a system for a spherical microstructure, which 

comprises the following steps: determining the positions and depth 

information of the microstructures of different layers on the surface of the 

workpiece according to the microstructure array pattern to be processed on 

the surface of the workpiece, and generating a coordinate file 

corresponding to the multilayer microstructure; performing iterative 

computation on the holograms corresponding to the multilayer 

microstructures by using fractional Fourier transform according to the 

generated coordinate file to obtain the holograms meeting the set 

requirements; and modulating the femtosecond laser beam by using the 

obtained hologram corresponding to the multilayer microstructure, and 

processing the workpiece by using the modulated femtosecond laser beam. 

 

CLAIM 1. The holographic femtosecond layered parallel processing method for the spherical microstructure is characterized by 

comprising the following steps of: determining the positions and depth information of the microstructures of different layers on 

the surface of the workpiece according to the microstructure array pattern to be processed on the surface of the workpiece, and 

generating a coordinate file corresponding to the multilayer microstructure; according to the coordinate file, carrying out iterative 

calculation on the holograms corresponding to the multilayer microstructures of the workpiece by using fractional Fourier 

transform to obtain the hologram meeting the set requirement; and modulating the femtosecond laser beam by using the obtained 

hologram corresponding to the multilayer microstructure, and processing the workpiece by using the modulated femtosecond 

laser beam. 

 

 

N7683 
 
CN112379583 KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 12/11/2020 
 

LENS-FREE SYSTEM AND COLOR SCANNING HOLOGRAPHIC IMPLEMENTATION METHOD THEREOF 

The invention discloses a lens-free system and a color scanning holographic implementation method thereof, comprising the 

following steps: parallel light emitted by the red, green and blue laser light sources is changed into divergent light through the 

divergent lens respectively, light beams enter the dichroic prism, 3 lasers with different wavelengths are synthesized to the same 

light path, and the emergent light is white divergent spherical wave; the emitted divergent spherical wave passes through the 

beam splitting prism, reflected light enters a left light path to illuminate an object, and object diffracted light enters the CCD; the 

transmitted light is reflected again by the edge reflecting mirror of the beam splitter prism, enters a right light path and enters the 

CCD as reference light; the incident angle of the light beam is changed by inclining the beam splitting prism and the reflecting 

mirror, so that the object is scanned, the data recorded by the CCD plane is hologram information, and the hologram data recorded 

by the CCD is transmitted to a computer for reconstruction processing. The invention has the advantages that: the holographic 

information of the object can be recorded and reconstructed by using a computer, and the holographic data acquisition system 

has the advantages of convenience and rapidness in data processing, simple structure and easiness in operation. 

 

CLAIM 1. A lensless system, comprising: the device comprises a reflector 

(1), a beam splitter prism (2), a divergent lens (3), a dichroic prism (4), an 

object (5), a CCD (charge coupled device) (6), a red laser (7), a green laser 

(8), a blue laser (9) and a computer (10); the positions and the directions of 

a red laser (7), a green laser (8) and a blue laser (9) are orthogonal to each 

other, three diverging lenses (3) are respectively arranged in front of the 

three lasers, a dichroic prism (4) is arranged at the intersection of the 

directions of the red laser (7), the green laser (8) and the blue laser (9), a 

beam splitter prism (2) is arranged in the direction of the green laser (8), 

an object (5) and a CCD (6) are respectively arranged on two sides of the 

beam splitter prism (2), and the CCD (6) is connected with a computer (10). 
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N7640 
 
CN212666922U HUBEI LABORERS IMAGE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 27/05/2020 
 

DEVICE FOR MANUFACTURING UV (ULTRAVIOLET) DIE-PRESSING LASER HOLOGRAPHIC TRANSFER 

FILM 

The utility model relates to a holographic transfer film field of laser just discloses a device for making holographic transfer film 

of UV mould pressing laser, including baffle, book curtain, spout and slide, the outer wall of baffle all with cover there is the 

elastic plate, the both ends of casing all with the lateral wall screwed connection of first plate body, and the bottom side of first 

plate body and the top side fixed connection of connecting rod, the tail end of connecting rod and the top fixed connection of 

microscope carrier, the spout has been seted up to the second plate body, one side sliding connection that the spout is close to 

the microscope carrier has two sets of first slides, and one side sliding connection that the microscope carrier was kept away 

from to the spout has two sets of second slides. This a device for making holographic transfer film of UV mould pressing laser, 

when coating UV coating on the base film, because need the holographic mould pressing technology of laser on with holographic 

information mould pressing polymer coating, it is high to irradiant intensity requirement, rotatory casing drives the baffle and 

moves down, makes the angle of baffle and organism can adjust, has realized the function of illumination intensity adjustable. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a device for making holographic transfer film of UV mould pressing laser, includes baffle 

(3), roll up curtain (11), spout (12) and slide, its characterized in that: the outer wall of the baffle (3) is covered with the elastic 

plate (2), one side of the elastic plate (2) is fixedly connected with the shell (1), two ends of the shell (1) are spirally connected 

with the side wall of the first plate body (4), the bottom side of the first plate body (4) is fixedly connected with the top side of 

the connecting rod (13), the tail end of the connecting rod (13) is fixedly connected with the top end of the carrying platform (6), 

the side wall of the carrying platform (6) is fixedly connected with the side wall of the second plate body (14), the second plate 

body (14) is provided with the sliding groove (12), the second plate body (14) is parallel to the first plate body (4), one side of 

the sliding groove (12) close to the carrying platform (6) is slidably connected with two sets of first sliding plates (7), and one 

side of the sliding groove (12) far away from the carrying platform (6) is slidably connected with two sets of second sliding 

plates (20). 
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N7671 
 
CN112485857 DONGGUAN SHANREN FILM TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 20/10/2020 
 

PREPARATION METHOD OF TRANSPARENT HOLOGRAPHIC FILM AND TRANSPARENT HOLOGRAPHIC 

FILM 

The invention discloses a preparation method of a transparent holographic film and the transparent holographic film, wherein 

the preparation method comprises the following steps: processing a plurality of strip-shaped bulges on a die roller, wherein every 

two adjacent strip-shaped bulges are arranged in parallel at a preset interval to form a forming die, and the cross section of each 

strip-shaped bulge is trapezoidal; uniformly coating UV glue on the first PET base film; transferring the strip-shaped protrusions 

to a first PET base film by a photocuring UV transfer method to form an optical structure layer on the first PET base film; 

spraying UV transfer glue particles with preset thickness on the optical structure layer to form a matte surface; uniformly coating 

a pressure-sensitive adhesive with a preset thickness on the second PET base film to form a pressure-sensitive adhesive layer; 

and attaching the pressure-sensitive adhesive layer to the optical mechanism layer so as to form a plurality of hollow trapezoidal 

structures between the pressure-sensitive adhesive layer and the optical mechanism layer. The transparent holographic film is 

transparent when being not used, and has high projection brightness and clear projection effect when being in a projection state. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A preparation method of a transparent holographic film is characterized by comprising the following steps: processing 

a plurality of strip-shaped bulges on a die roller, wherein every two adjacent strip-shaped bulges are arranged in parallel at a 

preset interval to form a forming die, and the cross section of each strip-shaped bulge is trapezoidal; uniformly coating UV glue 

on the first PET base film; transferring the strip-shaped protrusions to a first PET base film through a photo-curing UV transfer 

method to form an optical structure layer on the first PET base film; spraying UV transfer glue particles with preset thickness on 

the optical structure layer to form a matte surface; uniformly coating a pressure-sensitive adhesive with a preset thickness on the 

second PET base film to form a pressure-sensitive adhesive layer; and attaching the pressure-sensitive adhesive layer to the 

optical mechanism layer so as to form a plurality of hollow trapezoidal structures between the pressure-sensitive adhesive layer 

and the optical mechanism layer. 
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N7597 
 
WO202146645 NORTH 
Priority Date: 10/09/2019 
 

METHODS AND MEDIA FOR RECORDING HOLOGRAMS 

A method of recording multiple holograms into a holographic recording medium includes exposing the medium to a first light 

to cause changes in a first refractive index of at least a portion of a first layer of the medium to write a first hologram in the first 

layer without changing a second refractive index of a second layer of the recording medium. The method also includes exposing 

the medium to a second light to cause changes in a second refractive index of at least a portion of the second layer to write a 

second hologram in the second layer. The first layer may include a first photo-polymerizable composition polymerizable by the 

first light, and the second layer may include a second photo- polymerizable composition polymerizable by the second light and 

not polymerizable by the first light. 

 

PROCÉDÉS ET SUPPORTS D'ENREGISTREMENT D'HOLOGRAMMES 

La présente invention concerne un procédé d'enregistrement de multiples hologrammes dans un support d'enregistrement 

holographique, celui-ci comprenant l'exposition du support à une première lumière pour provoquer des changements dans un 

premier indice de réfraction d'au moins une partie d'une première couche du support afin d'écrire un premier hologramme dans 

la première couche sans modifier un second indice de réfraction d'une seconde couche du support d'enregistrement. Le procédé 

comprend également l'exposition du support à une seconde lumière pour provoquer des changements dans un second indice de 

réfraction d'au moins une partie de la seconde couche afin d'écrire un second hologramme dans la seconde couche. La première 

couche peut comprendre une première composition photopolymérisable polymérisable par la première lumière, et la seconde 

couche peut comprendre une seconde composition photopolymérisable polymérisable par la seconde lumière et non 

polymérisable par la première lumière. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of recording multiple holograms into a holographic recording medium, the holographic recording medium 

comprising a first layer of a first photo- polymerizable composition carried by a second layer of a second photo- polymerizable 

composition to form a stack, the method comprising: exposing the holographic recording medium to a first light having a first 

wavelength range to polymerize at least a portion of the first photo-polymerizable composition to cause changes in a first 

refractive index of at least a portion of the first layer to write a first hologram in the first layer without changing a second 

refractive index of the second layer, the first photo-polymerizable composition being polymerizable by the first light; and 

exposing the holographic recording medium to a second light having a second wavelength range to polymerize at least a portion 

of the second photo- polymerizable composition to cause changes in a second refractive index of at least a portion of the second 

layer to write a second hologram in the second layer, the second photo-polymerizable composition polymerizable by the second 

light and not polymerizable by the first light. 
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N7601 
 
WO202133937 UNIST 
Priority Date: 20/08/2019 
 

METHOD FOR PREPARING HOLOGRAPHIC PATTERN-EXPRESSING ORGANOGEL USING DITHERING 

MASK 

A method for preparing a holographic pattern-expressing organogel using a dithering mask according to an aspect of the present 

invention comprises the steps of: preparing a dithering mask comprising white pixels and black pixels which are arranged in a 

periodic pattern; photocuring a polymer by allowing ultraviolet rays to pass through the dithering mask; flowing a first solvent 

through the cured polymer; flowing a second solvent through the cured polymer through which the first solvent has flowed. 

 

PROCÉDÉ DE PRÉPARATION D'ORGANOGEL EXPRIMANT UN MOTIF HOLOGRAPHIQUE À L'AIDE D'UN 

MASQUE DE JUXTAPOSITION 

Selon un aspect de la présente invention, un procédé de préparation d'un organogel exprimant un motif holographique à l'aide 

d'un masque de juxtaposition comprend les étapes consistant à : préparer un masque de juxtaposition comprenant des pixels 

blancs et des pixels noirs qui sont agencés selon un motif périodique ; photopolymériser un polymère en laissant passer des 

rayons ultraviolets à travers le masque de juxtaposition ; faire couler un premier solvant à travers le polymère durci ; faire couler 

un second solvant à travers le polymère durci à travers lequel le premier solvant s'est écoulé. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of manufacturing a display device, the method comprising: preparing a dithering mask including white 

pixels and black pixels arranged in a periodic pattern; Passing ultraviolet light through the dithering mask to photo-cure the 

polymer; Passing a first solvent through the cured polymer; and Passing a second solvent through the cured polymer passed 

through the first solvent. 

 

 

 

 

N7616 
 
KR20210026204 YUN, SUK-MIN 
Priority Date: 29/08/2019 
 

HIGH QUALITY IMAGE MASK BY TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION (TIR) HOLOGRAM 

Figure 4 illustrates a conventional mask fabrication process using holographic techniques, Figure 5 illustrates another form of 

photosensitive mask, with multiple reflective surfaces removed to obtain a good form of photosensitive mask in accordance with 

the present invention. 

 

CLAIM 1. Forming a mask having transparent and opaque regions for recording an image on the holographic recording layer; 

Directing a reference beam totally internally reflected from one surface of the hole-way graphic recording layer and a signal 

beam passing through the mask to the hole-way graphic recording layer, the method comprising: forming the antireflection film 

on at least one of upper and lower surfaces of the mask, Wherein the anti-reflection film eliminates or minimizes generation of 

fringe patterns that reduce an image having uniform intensity in a region corresponding to the transparent region of the mask 

when an image is reconstructed by the hologram. 
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N7630 
 
CN212781684U HANGZHOU JIUXIN VIDEO TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 28/09/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION RECORDING SYSTEM 

The utility model discloses a holographic projection recording system, light source outgoing is used for the light of holographic 

recording, light divide into two bundles through the fiber beam splitter and conveys respectively to first fiber collimator and 

second fiber collimator, first fiber collimator and second fiber collimator are in with the light outcoupling in the optic fibre to 

free light space, the light that first fiber collimator outgoing shines on holographic bottom plate, the light that second fiber 

collimator outgoing shines on fiber coupler's coupling terminal surface and the optical fiber of recoupling transmits to third fiber 

collimator; the light reflected by the object and the reference light interfere with each other to form interference fringes on the 

holographic negative, the phase and amplitude of the light reflected by each point of the object are converted into the intensity 

which changes in space, so that the image depth information of each point of the object is recorded, and the holographic negative 

recorded with the interference fringes is developed and fixed to form a holographic photo. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic projection recording system, characterized by: the optical fiber redundancy detection device comprises 

a light source (1), an optical fiber beam splitter (2), a first optical fiber collimator (3), an optical fiber redundancy section (4), an 

optical path adjusting box (5), a second optical fiber collimator (6), a sliding rail (7), an optical fiber coupler (8), a third optical 

fiber collimator (9), an object (10) and a holographic negative film (11); the exit port of the light source (1) is connected with 

the light inlet port of the optical fiber beam splitter (2) through an optical fiber, the optical fiber beam splitter (2) comprises two 

light outlet ports, and the two light outlet ports are respectively connected with the first optical fiber collimator (3) and the second 

optical fiber collimator (6) through optical fibers; a sliding rail (7) is arranged in the optical path adjusting box (5), the second 

optical fiber collimator (6) is connected to the sliding rail (7) in a sliding mode, a connecting optical fiber between the optical 

fiber beam splitter (2) and the second optical fiber collimator (6) comprises an optical fiber redundancy section (4), the optical 

fiber coupler (8) is fixed at one end of the optical path adjusting box (5), an emergent optical axis of the second optical fiber 

collimator (6) and an coupled optical axis of the optical fiber coupler (8) are coaxial, and the optical fiber coupler (8) is connected 

with the third optical fiber collimator (9) through an optical fiber; the light emitting direction of the first optical fiber collimator 

(3) faces the holographic negative film (11), the light emitting direction of the third optical fiber collimator (9) faces the object 

(10), and reflected light of the object (10) and reference light irradiated on the holographic negative film (11) by the first optical 

fiber collimator (3) interfere with each other. 
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N7631 
 
CN212781683U HANGZHOU JIUXIN VIDEO TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 28/09/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING SYSTEM BASED ON OPTICAL FIBER CONDUCTION 

The utility model discloses a holographic recording system based on optical fiber conduction, light source outgoing is used for 

the light of holographic recording, and light divide into two bundles through the optical fiber beam splitter and conveys 

respectively to first optical collimator and second optical collimator, and the light that first optical collimator outgoing shines on 

holographic bottom plate, and the light that second optical collimator outgoing shines is coupled into optic fibre again through 

optical fiber coupler and is transmitted to third optical collimator; the optical path adjusting box prevents external light from 

entering the optical fiber coupler and prevents foreign objects from interfering with an optical path between the second optical 

fiber collimator and the optical fiber coupler so as to form a stable and reliable optical path; the light reflected by the object and 

the reference light interfere with each other to form interference fringes on the holographic negative, the phase and amplitude of 

the light reflected by each point of the object are converted into the intensity which changes in space, so that the image depth 

information of each point of the object is recorded, and the holographic negative recorded with the interference fringes is 

developed and fixed to form a holographic photo. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic recording system based on optical fiber transmission, characterized by: the optical fiber redundancy 

detection device comprises a light source (1), an optical fiber beam splitter (2), a first optical fiber collimator (3), an optical fiber 

redundancy section (4), an optical path adjusting box (5), a second optical fiber collimator (6), a sliding rail (7), an optical fiber 

coupler (8), a third optical fiber collimator (9), an object (10) and a holographic negative film (11); the exit port of the light 

source (1) is connected with the light inlet port of the optical fiber beam splitter (2) through an optical fiber, the optical fiber 

beam splitter (2) comprises two light outlet ports, and the two light outlet ports are respectively connected with the first optical 

fiber collimator (3) and the second optical fiber collimator (6) through optical fibers; the optical path adjusting box (5) is a light-

tight closed box body, a sliding rail (7) is arranged inside the optical path adjusting box (5), a first electrode plate (51) is arranged 

at the top of the optical path adjusting box (5), a second electrode plate (52) is arranged at the bottom of the optical path adjusting 

box (5), and the polarities of the first electrode plate (51) and the second electrode plate (52) are opposite; the second optical 

fiber collimator (6) is connected to the sliding rail (7) in a sliding mode, a connecting optical fiber between the optical fiber beam 

splitter (2) and the second optical fiber collimator (6) comprises an optical fiber redundant section (4), the optical fiber coupler 

(8) is fixed to one end of the optical path adjusting box (5), an emergent optical axis of the second optical fiber collimator (6) 

and an coupled optical axis of the optical fiber coupler (8) are coaxial, and the optical fiber coupler (8) is connected with the 

third optical fiber collimator (9) through an optical fiber; the light emitting direction of the first optical fiber collimator (3) faces 

the holographic negative film (11), the light emitting direction of the third optical fiber collimator (9) faces the object (10), and 

reflected light of the object (10) and reference light irradiated on the holographic negative film (11) by the first optical fiber 

collimator (3) interfere with each other. 
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N7660 
 

CN112540525 MOU WEIZHONG 
Priority Date: 01/12/2020 
 

MANUFACTURING METHOD OF INTERFERENCE FRINGE THREE-DIMENSIONAL MOLD, MOLD AND 

COPYING METHOD THEREOF 

The disclosure relates to the technical field of holography, and particularly provides a manufacturing method of an interference 

fringe mould, a mould and a replication method thereof. The method comprises the following steps of (1) compounding a 

coherent wave sensitive material on the surface of a three-dimensional mold; (2) recording interference fringes through a three-

dimensional space light path, so that the three-dimensional die composite sensitive material layer is loaded with the interference 

fringes; the recording method of the three-dimensional space light path comprises the following steps: setting a proper three-

dimensional space light path according to the characteristics of the information content to be recorded, and recording information 

on the sensitive material layer according to requirements; (3) and carrying out reverse rotation replication on the three-

dimensional mold loaded with the interference fringes for multiple times to finally obtain the interference fringe mold with 

certain hardness. The problems that in the prior art, a plane template is deformed to form a three-dimensional template to copy 

interference fringes, so that a holographic multicolor image is deformed or disappears, and the copied holographic multicolor 

image only has a single observation direction and a narrow viewing angle are solved. 
 

CLAIM 1. A manufacturing method of an interference fringe mould is 

characterized by comprising the following steps, (1) wholly or locally 

compounding coherent wave sensitive materials on the inner surface of the 

cavity or the outer surface of the part to be formed; (2) through a three-

dimensional space light path, namely, a plurality of directional reference 

lights are introduced into a three-dimensional space to record interference 

fringes, so that a bas-relief type interference fringe groove is obtained on a 

coherent wave sensitive material layer; the recording method of the three-

dimensional space light path comprises the following steps: setting a proper 

three-dimensional space light path according to the transmission or 

reflection degree of the content to be recorded, introducing light rays in a 

plurality of directions in a three-dimensional space according to the characteristics of the content to be recorded and the 

requirements of the reproduction mode of the content to be recorded to record interference fringes, and recording the interference 

fringes on the sensitive material layer; (3) and (3) carrying out multiple reverse replication on the three-dimensional mold or the 

carrier carrying the low-relief interference fringes to finally obtain the mold with the interference fringes with certain hardness. 

 

 

N7684 
 

CN112379582 HUNAN UNIVERSITY - LONG OPTOELECTRONICS – SHENZHEN 

Priority Date: 02/11/2020 RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF HUNAN UNIVERSITY 
 

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING A MICROSTRUCTURED SURFACE, MICROSTRUCTURED SURFACE AND 

PRINTING DEVICE 

The embodiment of the invention relates to the technical field of a super-structure surface, in particular to a method for 

manufacturing the super-structure surface, the super-structure surface and a printing device, wherein the method for 

manufacturing the super-structure surface comprises the following steps: extracting coordinates of each point on the surface of 

the three-dimensional entity; generating a hologram according to the coordinates of each point on the surface of the three-

dimensional solid; generating a layout of the super-structure surface according to the hologram; and generating the super-

structure surface according to the layout, wherein the super-structure surface is used for generating an image of the three-

dimensional entity on a diffraction surface of the super-structure surface when receiving light. When a photosensitive resin is 

provided on the diffraction surface of the nanostructured surface, a model of the three-dimensional entity can be formed in the 

photosensitive resin. 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of making a microstructured surface, comprising: extracting coordinates of each point on the surface of 

the three-dimensional entity; generating a hologram according to the coordinates of each point on the surface of the three-

dimensional solid; generating a layout of the super-structure surface according to the hologram; and generating the super-

structure surface according to the layout, wherein the super-structure surface is used for generating an image of the three-

dimensional entity on a diffraction surface of the super-structure surface when receiving light. 
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N7598 
 
WO202145730 LIGHT FIELD LAB 
Priority Date: 03/09/2019 
 

LIGHT FIELD DISPLAY FOR MOBILE DEVICES 

A light field display system is implemented in a mobile device to present the user with holographic content which includes at 

least one holographic object, providing the user with an immersive operational experience. The system generates and presents 

holographic content for the user. In one embodiment, the system receives a command from the user. In some embodiments, the 

presented holographic content may comprise a holographic user interface that is used by the system to receive the commands 

from the user of the mobile device. Subsequently, the system recognizes the received commands, determines one or more 

computational commands for execution by the system, and executes the determined computational command. 

 

AFFICHAGE DE CHAMP LUMINEUX POUR DISPOSITIFS MOBILES 

L'invention concerne un système d'affichage de champ lumineux qui est mis en œuvre dans un dispositif mobile pour présenter 

à l'utilisateur un contenu holographique qui comprend au moins un objet holographique, fournissant à l'utilisateur une expérience 

opérationnelle immersive. Le système génère et présente un contenu holographique destiné à l'utilisateur. Dans un mode de 

réalisation, le système reçoit une instruction de la part de l'utilisateur. Dans certains modes de réalisation, le contenu 

holographique présenté peut comprendre une interface utilisateur holographique qui est utilisée par le système pour recevoir les 

instructions de l'utilisateur sur le dispositif mobile. Ensuite, le système reconnaît les instructions reçues, détermine une ou 

plusieurs instructions de calcul pour une exécution par le système, et exécute l'instruction de calcul déterminée. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A mobile device comprising: a light field (LF) display system comprising: a controller configured to generate 

holographic content; an LF display assembly comprising one or more LF display modules that are configured to present the 

generated holographic content to a user of the mobile device; and a command interface configured to recognize one or more 

commands from the user. 
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N7602 
 
WO202132568 HELLA & CO 
Priority Date: 20/08/2019 
 

ARRANGEMENT FOR ILLUMINATING A VOLUME HOLOGRAM AND ILLUMINATING DEVICE FOR A 

MOTOR VEHICLE COMPRISING SUCH AN ARRANGEMENT 

An arrangement for illuminating a volume hologram (11), comprising a volume hologram (11) having an optical axis (12) and a 

reference direction (13), wherein the reference angle (a) between the optical axis and the reference direction (13) is not equal to 

0° and not equal to 180°, such that the optical axis (12) and the reference direction (13) span a reference plane (14), a device (10) 

for illuminating a volume hologram (11), which device comprises a plurality of light sources (15) from which light (16) emerges 

during operation of the device (10), which light at least partly impinges on the volume hologram (11) in order to reconstruct the 

latter, wherein the light sources (15) are arranged in the reference plane (14) or in a plane parallel to the reference plane (14). 

 

AGENCEMENT POUR ÉCLAIRER UN HOLOGRAMME DE VOLUME ET DISPOSITIF D'ÉCLAIRAGE POUR UN 

VÉHICULE AUTOMOBILE COMPRENANT UN TEL AGENCEMENT 

L'invention concerne un agencement destiné à éclairer un hologramme de volume (11), comprenant un hologramme de volume 

(11) ayant un axe optique (12) et une direction de référence (13), l'angle de référence (a) entre l'axe optique et la direction de 

référence (13) n'étant égale ni à 0° ni à 180°, de telle sorte que l'axe optique (12) et la direction de référence (13) traversent un 

plan de référence (14), un dispositif (10) servant à éclairer un hologramme de volume (11), ce dispositif comprenant une pluralité 

de sources de lumière (15) à partir desquelles la lumière (16) émerge pendant le fonctionnement du dispositif (10), cette lumière 

frappant au moins partiellement l'hologramme de volume (11) pour le reconstruire, les sources de lumière (15) étant disposées 

dans le plan de référence (14) ou dans un plan parallèle au plan de référence (14). 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. Arrangement for illuminating a volume hologram (11), comprising - a volume hologram (11) which has an optical 

axis (12) and a reference direction (13), wherein the reference angle () between the optical axis and the reference direction (13) 

is not equal to 0  and not equal to 180 , so that the optical axis (12) and the reference direction (13) span a reference plane (14), 

- a device (10) for illuminating a volume hologram (11), which comprises a plurality of light sources (15), from which light (16) 

emanates during operation of the device (10), which at least partially impinges on the volume hologram (11) in order to 

reconstruct the latter, characterized in that In that the light sources (15) are arranged in the reference plane (14) or in a plane 

parallel to the reference plane (14). 
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N7604 
 
US20210088849 SAMSUNG DISPLAY - SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY 

Priority Date: 23/09/2019 FOUNDATION 

 

BACKLIGHT DEVICE AND HOLOGRAPHIC 3-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE DISPLAY DEVICE INCLUDING THE 

SAME 

A backlight device includes: a light source to emit coherent light; an 

optical path difference generator on the light source, the optical path 

difference generator including an incident surface and a plurality of light 

emitting surfaces, the light emitting surfaces being parallel to the incident 

surface and having different separation distances from the incident 

surface; a light condenser on the optical path difference generator; a 

diffuser on the light condenser; and a collimator on the diffuser. 

 

CLAIM 1. A backlight device comprising: a light source configured to 

emit coherent light; an optical path difference generator on the light 

source, the optical path difference generator comprising an incident 

surface and a plurality of light emitting surfaces, the light emitting 

surfaces being parallel to the incident surface and having different separation distances from the incident surface; a light 

condenser on the optical path difference generator; a diffuser on the light condenser; and a collimator on the diffuser. 

 

 

N7605 
 
US20210088788 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 
Priority Date: 24/09/2019 
 

BACKLIGHT UNIT AND HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY APPARATUS INCLUDING THE SAME 

Provided a backlight unit including a light source and a light guide structure configured to guide the light emitted from the light 

source, the light guide structure includes a first coupler layer including a first output coupler configured to expand light in a first 

direction and output the expanded light in the first direction to the outside of the light guide structure, and a first expansion 

coupler configured to expand the light in a second direction perpendicular to the first direction and provide the expanded light 

in the second direction to the first output coupler, and a second coupler layer including a second output coupler configured to 

expand light in the first direction and output the expanded light to the outside of the light guide structure, and a second expansion 

coupler configured to expand light in the second direction and provide the expanded light to the second output coupler. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A backlight unit comprising: a light source configured to emit light; and a light guide structure configured to guide 

the light emitted from the light source, the light guide structure comprising: a first coupler layer; and a second coupler layer 

facing the first coupler layer, wherein the first coupler layer comprises: a first output coupler configured to expand light traveling 

inside the light guide structure in a first direction and output the expanded light in the first direction to the outside of the light 

guide structure; and a first expansion coupler configured to expand the light traveling inside the light guide structure in a second 

direction perpendicular to the first direction and provide the expanded light in the second direction to the first output coupler, 

and wherein the second coupler layer comprises: a second output coupler configured to expand light traveling inside the light 

guide structure in the first direction and output the expanded light to the outside of the light guide structure; and a second 

expansion coupler configured to expand light traveling inside the light guide structure in the second direction and provide the 

expanded light to the second output coupler. 
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N7607 
 

US20210073436 MIDDLE CHART 
Priority Date: 22/02/2017 
 

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY BASED UPON POSITION AND DIRECTION 

Methods and apparatus for presenting a holographic image based upon positional coordinates and a direction of interest 

determined via wireless communications between transceivers. The direction of interest may be based upon orientation of an 

apparatus associated two or more transceivers. In combination with a geospatial position, the direction of interest may be 

referenced in the provision of content via a generated holograph or other three dimensional projection. 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of generating a holograph based upon a position 

and direction of interest, the method comprising the steps of: a) 

supporting an orientation device by an Agent located at an Agent 

location, the orientation device comprising a first transceiver at a first 

position relative to the Agent and a second transceiver at a second 

position relative to the Agent; b) generating respective logical 

communications between the first transceiver and each of three 

reference point transceivers comprising a first set of reference point 

transceivers; c) with a controller, determining X, Y and Z coordinates 

of the first transceiver based upon the respective logical 

communications between the first transceiver and each of three 

reference point transceivers; d) generating respective logical 

communications between the second transceiver and each of the three 

reference point transceivers; e) with the controller, determining X, Y 

and Z coordinates of the second transceiver based upon respective 

logical communications between the second transceiver and each of the 

three reference point transceivers; f) generating a vector based upon 

the X, Y and Z coordinates of the first transceiver and X, Y and Z coordinates of the second transceiver; g) generating a direction 

of interest relative to the Agent based upon the vector; h) with a sensor, quantifying a condition at a position in the direction of 

interest relative to the Agent as a digital representation of the condition; i) with a holographic display device, generating a 

holographic display integrated with an image of a view plane in the direction of interest relative to the Agent; and j) indicating 

in the holographic display the condition quantified in the direction of interest relative to the Agent. 

 

 

N7608 
 

US20210063671 SEIKO EPSON 
Priority Date: 28/08/2019 
 

OPTICAL ELEMENT, METHOD OF PRODUCING OPTICAL 

ELEMENT, AND DISPLAY DEVICE 

An optical element of the present disclosure includes a hologram layer, a 

resin substrate to which the hologram layer is adhered, and a holder 

portion that supports the resin substrate and has a thermal expansion 

coefficient smaller than that of the resin substrate. One of the holder 

portion and the resin substrate includes a contact surface along an axis 

extending in a plate thickness direction of the resin substrate, and the 

other of the holder portion and the resin substrate includes a pressing 

surface that presses the contact surface. 
 

CLAIM 1. An optical element comprising: a hologram layer; a resin 

substrate to which the hologram layer is adhered; and a holder portion 

configured to support the resin substrate and having a thermal expansion 

coefficient smaller than that of the resin substrate, wherein one of the 

holder portion and the resin substrate includes a contact surface along an 

axis extending in a plate thickness direction of the resin substrate, and 

other of the holder portion and the resin substrate includes a pressing 

surface that presses the contact surface. 
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US20210055693 HITACHI LG DATA STORAGE 
Priority Date: 23/08/2019 
 

WAVEGUIDE, WAVEGUIDE MANUFACTURING APPARATUS, WAVEGUIDE MANUFACTURING METHOD, 

AND VIDEO DISPLAY DEVICE USING THE SAME 

Provided is a waveguide having a light diffraction unit that diffracts incident light by a multiplex-recorded hologram, in which, 

in the light diffraction unit, a plurality of holograms having different angles with respect to an incident surface of the waveguide 

are formed, and when certain parallel light beams are incident, different wavelengths are diffracted by the plurality of holograms. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A waveguide comprising a light diffraction unit that diffracts incident light by a multiplex-recorded hologram, 

wherein, in the light diffraction unit, a plurality of holograms having different angles with respect to an incident surface of the 

waveguide are formed, and when certain parallel light beams are incident, different wavelengths are diffracted by the plurality 

of holograms. 

 

 

N7611 
 
US20210055691 DUALITAS 
Priority Date: 23/08/2019 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR 

A holographic projector comprises an image processing engine, a hologram engine, a display engine and a light source. The 

image processing engine is arranged to receive a source image for projection and generate a plurality of secondary images from 

the source image. The source image comprises pixels. Each secondary image comprises fewer pixels than the source image. A 

first secondary image has more pixels that a second secondary image. The hologram 

engine is arranged to determine, such as calculate, a hologram corresponding to 

each secondary image to form a plurality of holograms. Thus, a first hologram 

corresponding to the first secondary image has more pixels than a second hologram 

corresponding to the second secondary image. The display engine is arranged to 

display each hologram in turn on the display device. The light source is arranged to 

Illuminate each hologram during display to form a holographic reconstruction 

corresponding to each secondary image on a replay plane. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic projector comprising: an image processing engine 

arranged to: receive a source image for projection, wherein the source image 

comprises pixels; and generate first and second secondary images from the source 

image, wherein each secondary image comprises fewer pixels than the source 

image and wherein the first secondary image has more pixels than the second 

secondary image; a hologram engine arranged to determine first and second 

holograms corresponding to the first and second secondary images respectively, 

such that the first hologram has more pixels than the second hologram; a display 

engine arranged to display each hologram in turn on a display device; and a light 

source arranged to Illuminate each hologram during display to form a holographic 

reconstruction corresponding to each secondary image on a replay plane. 
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US20210055690 SAMSUNG DISPLAY 
Priority Date: 19/08/2019 
 

HOLOGRAM DISPLAY DEVICE 

A hologram display device includes a light source unit that generates light, a spatial light modulation panel that spatially 

modulates light received from the light source unit and generates diffracted light, and an optical unit that generates a holographic 

image using the diffracted light. The spatial light modulation panel includes first color filters, second color filters, and third color 

filters. The number of the second color filters is greater than the number of each of the first and third color filters. During a 

turned-on state of the spatial light modulation panel, a distance between second color images displayed through the second color 

filters is substantially equal to a distance between first color images displayed through the first color filters and a distance between 

third color images displayed through the third color filters. 
 

CLAIM 1. A hologram display device, comprising: a light source unit 

that generates light; a spatial light modulation panel that spatially 

modulates the light received from the light source unit and generates 

diffracted light; and an optical unit that generates a holographic image 

using the diffracted light, wherein the spatial light modulation panel 

comprises: a plurality of first color filters; a plurality of second color 

filters; and a plurality of third color filters, wherein a number of the 

second color filters is greater than a number of each of the first and third 

color filters, and during a turned-on state of the spatial light modulation 

panel, a distance between second color images displayed through a first 

group of the second color filters is substantially equal to a distance between first color images displayed through the first color 

filters and a distance between third color images displayed through the third color filters, and wherein black gray scale images 

are displayed through a second group of the second color filters during a turned-on state of the spatial light modulation panel. 

 

 

N7614 
 

US20210055549 GM GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS 
Priority Date: 23/08/2019 
 

HOLOGRAM REPLICATOR ASSEMBLIES FOR HEAD UP DISPLAYS INCLUDING CONTINUOUS 

TRANSMISSION NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTERS AND CORRECTIVE LEVELING ELEMENTS 

A replicator assembly includes reflective, transmissive, and transparent elements. The reflective element receives and reflects a 

hologram of a HUD system. The transmissive element includes a partially transmissive portion that receives a reflection of the 

hologram from the reflective element, outputs N replications of the hologram, and reflects N−1 replications of the hologram. 

The partially transmissive portion is implemented as a continuous transmission neutral density filter across different phase 

regions. The phase regions of the partially transmissive portion correspond respectively to the N replications. N is an integer 

greater than or equal to 2. The reflective element reflects the N−1 replications of the hologram. The transparent element is 

disposed between the reflective and transmissive elements and guides the N replications of the hologram between the reflective 

and transmissive elements. The reflective, transmissive and transparent elements are implemented as a replicator and collectively 

provide the N replications of the hologram. 
 

CLAIM 1. A replicator assembly comprising: a first reflective element 

configured to receive and reflect a first hologram generated by one or more 

light sources and one or more modulators of a head up display system; a first 

transmissive element comprising a partially transmissive portion, wherein 

the partially transmissive portion is configured to receive a reflection of the 

first hologram from the first reflective element, output N replications of the 

first hologram, and reflect at least N1 replications of the first hologram, 

wherein the partially transmissive portion is implemented as a continuous 

transmission neutral density filter across different phase regions, wherein 

the phase regions of the partially transmissive portion correspond 

respectively to the N replications, where N is an integer greater than or equal 

to 2, and wherein the first reflective element is configured to reflect at least 

the N1 replications of the first hologram; and a first transparent element disposed between the first reflective element and the 

first transmissive element and configured to guide the N replications of the first hologram between the first reflective element 

and the first transmissive element, wherein the first reflective element, the first transmissive element and the first transparent 

element are implemented as a first replicator and collectively provide the N replications of the first hologram. 
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KR20210026207 YUN, SUK-MIN 
Priority Date: 29/08/2019 
 

HOLOGRAM GANGGER 

By applying a net screen of a grid-like network structure coated by a ceramic ball lens in front of a platform and configuring to 

directly project an image by a direct method, Provided is a holographic projection apparatus capable of solving a high cost 

problem due to the use of a conventional foil screen, realizing a high-resolution image, enhancing durability, and easily 

maintaining and maintaining the holographic projection apparatus. The apparatus includes a rear screen installed at the rear of 

the platform to display a rear background image, a lower screen installed at the lower side of the platform to display a lower 

background image, a front screen installed at the front of the platform to display a front hologram image, and a front hologram 

image projector to generate and project the front hologram image. 

 

CLAIM 1. A front screen installed in front of the platform to display a front hologram image; And a front hologram image 

projector for generating and projecting the front hologram image, wherein the front hologram image projector is disposed at a 

front upper side of the front screen and directly projects the front hologram image onto the front screen, Wherein the net screen 

is formed to have a tensile strength of 150 kg/mm 2 or more and an elongation of 4% or less and a reflection coefficient of 3.0 

Gains by being coated with an ultrafine ceramic ball lens having a particle size of 70 m and an adhesion of 99% through an 

ultrafine ceramic ball coating method so as to realize a high-resolution image and have high durability. 

 

 

N7620 
 
KR102227447 YV TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 13/07/2020 
 

MOTION APPARATUS USING HOLOGRAM AND MOTION METHOD USING THE SAME 

The present invention relates to a motion apparatus using holograms, and more particularly, to a motion apparatus using 

holograms, which can simultaneously satisfy the effects of smear and motion through various motion mechanisms using 

holograms. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A mobile terminal comprising: a battery 10 including a BMS 20; a hologram generating device 40 composed of an 

led 41 rotated by being supplied with power from the battery 10, and generating a hologram 40' at a certain position calculated 

according to coordinate values of the following moving mechanisms 1 and 2; An exercise device (1, 2) which reacts with the 

movement of the hologram (40') generated by the hologram generating device (40); and a position detecting sensor (80) which 

measures coordinate values according to the movement of the exercise device (1, Wherein the hologram generating device (40) 

includes a hologram generating unit (40') configured to perform rotation control of a motor of the hologram generating device 

(40) and color conversion control of the led (41) to generate the hologram (40') in air, Wherein the hologram generating unit 40' 

is connected to the hologram data calculating unit 100 to receive the acceleration of the acceleration calculating unit 110 to 

calculate the acceleration, and receives the position through the position calculating unit 120 to generate the hologram. 
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N7622 
 
KR102218169 FUNZIN 
Priority Date: 29/11/2019 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE AND METHOD 

A table-top type holographic display apparatus and method are provided. the table-top type holographic display apparatus 

includes a plurality of cameras installed around a table to acquire an image of an observer who observes a hologram image, 

detects and tracks a pupil position of the observer from the image acquired from the cameras, and outputs the hologram image 

on the table according to the pupil position of the observer. According to the present invention, a pupil is detected using a facial 

landmark based on deep learning from an image of an observer. 

 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic display apparatus includes: a plurality of cameras spaced apart from each other by a predetermined 

angle with respect to a center of a table to cover 360 degrees at predetermined intervals, and configured to acquire an image of 

an observer who observes a hologram image around the table; a pupil tracker configured to detect and track a pupil position of 

the observer from the image acquired from the cameras; And a display unit configured to output a hologram image on the table 

in accordance with a pupil position of the observer, wherein the pupil tracking unit detects a pupil from the image of the observer 

using a deep learning based facial landmark, The pupil tracking unit includes a deep learning structure, the deep learning structure 

including: a plurality of convolution layers configured to perform convolution operations to calculate feature maps for each of 

left and right images; a region of interest (ROI) pooling layer configured to perform ROI pooling operations on the feature maps 

for each of the left and right images; A full concatenation layer to which fixed-length feature vectors for each of the left and right 

images output by the ROI pulling layer are supplied; a bounding box regression unit configured to perform bounding box 

regression for each of the left and right images output from the full concatenation layer, A bounding box regression and NMS 

processing unit for determining a bounding box (hereinafter referred to as the'best bounding box') having the most similar face 

detection area between left and right images among a plurality of bounding boxes generated by the bounding box regression 

through NMS (Non Maximum Suppression); A facial landmark detection unit configured to localize facial landmarks in a best 

bounding box for each of the left and right images; a direction regression unit configured to perform direction regression such 

that a facial landmark direction in the best bounding box detected on the left image and a facial landmark direction in the best 

bounding box detected on the right image are similar; A landmark similarity regression unit that performs a landmark similarity 

regression such that the pupil feature points in the best bounding box on the left image are in similar positions to the pupil feature 

points in the best bounding box on the right image; A pupil position estimation unit configured to estimate centers of pupil 

feature points as a position of a pupil when the pupil feature points in the best bounding box between the left and right images 

coincide with each other; and a distance estimation unit configured to estimate a distance between the camera and the pupil based 

on the estimated pupil position. 
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JP2021033104 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 27/08/2019 
 

VOLUME HOLOGRAM, HEAD-MOUNTED SENSOR APPARATUS 

TOPIC:  To provide a volume hologram having a large amount of diffracted light, and a head-mounted sensor device. 

INVENTION:   a volume hologram 30 is disposed in an optical path between at least one of a light source 10 and an image 

capturing unit 20 and an eye E to be sensed, and is used as a deflection section 30 configured to deflect a direction of infrared 

light. the volume hologram 30 has a half width in a spectral distribution curve of 10 nm or greater. As a result, the diffracted 

light amount can be increased, and the line-of-sight detection device can be achieved with less noise. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A volume hologram disposed in an optical path between at least one of an infrared light source and a light-receiving 

unit and an eye to be sensed, the volume hologram being used as a deflection section configured to deflect a direction of infrared 

light, wherein a spectral distribution curve has a half maximum width of 10 nm or greater. 

 

 

N7625 
 
GB2587245 ENVISICS 
Priority Date: 18/12/2019 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE ALIGNMENT 

A method of aligning projected holographic reconstructions comprises forming a first 

colour holographic reconstruction of a plurality of discrete light features (e.g. a calibration 

image of an array of green dots 502G,502G’) upon a replay plane 500, and forming a 

second colour holographic reconstruction of the light features (e.g. blue dots 502B,502B’) 

upon the replay plane, wherein the hologram used to generate the second reconstruction is 

combined with at least one grating function which has a respective displacement (e.g. x or 

y) direction. Grating functions are adjustable and used to control the position of second 

reconstruction in the replay plane. An image of the replay plane is captured to determine 

the misalignment of the first and second colour projected holographic reconstructions at 

different positions on the replay plane. The image is used to calculate, for each 

corresponding pair of light features/dots, a displacement vector required to align the dots. 

For each displacement (x or y) direction, the vectors are used to determine a plurality of 

grating function angles required to align the first and second colour holographic 

reconstructions at respective positions in the replay plane. The grating functions are 

adjusted accordingly to enable alignment of the different colour projected holographic 

reconstructions. The method enables alignment of different colour holographic projections 

to form an aligned composite multicolour holographic projection. The method may be 

deployed in a driver head-up display (HUD) for projection upon a vehicle windscreen. 
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EP3792681 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 
Priority Date: 09/09/2019 
 

MULTI-IMAGE DISPLAY APPARATUS USING HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION 

Provided a display apparatus including a light source 

configured to emit illumination light, a display panel 

configured to generate an image based on the illumination 

light, an image processor configured to provide image data 

to the display panel to cause the display panel to generate a 

first image and a second image which travel in different 

directions, and an optical system configured to separate the 

first image and the second image displayed on the display 

panel, wherein the image processor is further configured to 

provide the display panel with composite image data 

obtained by adding first image data to which a first phase 

profile is applied and second image data to which a second 

phase profile different from the first phase profile is applied. 

 

CLAIM 1 . A display apparatus comprising: a light source 

configured to emit illumination light; a display panel 

configured to generate an image based on the illumination 

light; an image processor configured to provide image data to the display panel to cause the display panel to generate a first 

image and a second image which travel in different directions; and an optical system configured to separate the first image and 

the second image displayed on the display panel, wherein the image processor is further configured to provide the display panel 

with composite image data obtained by adding first image data to which a first phase profile is applied and second image data to 

which a second phase profile different from the first phase profile is applied. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

N7627 
 
EP3783443 HIMAX DISPLAY 
Priority Date: 22/08/2019 
 

3D HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM 

A 3D holographic display system (600) includes a 

projector that forms a spatially varying modulation on a 

light beam; a holographic processor that performs a 

holographic calculation method on an image to be 

generated by the projector; and a memory device that 

stores holographic data generated in the holographic 

calculation method by the holographic processor, wherein 

the calculation is iterative and an amplitude is adaptively 

replaced (27,48) according to significance of respective 

areas of the image. 

 

CLAIM 1. A three-dimensional (3D) holographic display 

system, comprising: a projector that generates an image 

with a form of spatially varying modulation on a light 

beam; a holographic processor that performs a holographic 

method on the image generated by the projector; and a 

memory device that stores holographic data generated in a 

process of performing the holographic method by the holographic processor; wherein an amplitude of a light field is adaptively 

replaced by the holographic processor according to significance of respective areas of the image. 
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EP3783442 DUALITAS 
Priority Date: 23/08/2019 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION 

A holographic projector comprises an image processing engine (950), a hologram engine (960), a display engine (990) and a 

light source (910). The image processing engine is arranged to receive a source image (920) for projection and generate a plurality 

of secondary images (955) from a primary image based on the source image. The plurality of secondary images are generated 

by sampling the primary image. The hologram engine is arranged to determine, such as calculate, a hologram corresponding to 

each secondary image to form a plurality of holograms (H1,H2, ..). The display engine (990) is arranged to display each hologram 

on the display device (940). The light source is arranged to Illuminate each hologram during display to form a holographic 

reconstruction corresponding to each secondary image on a replay plane (925). The primary image is selected from the group 

comprising: the source image and an intermediate image 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic projector arranged to project a target image, the holographic projector comprising: an image processing 

engine arranged to generate a plurality of secondary images by sampling a primary image derived from the target image; a 

hologram engine arranged to determine a hologram corresponding to each secondary image to form a plurality of holograms; a 

display engine arranged to display each hologram on a display device, and a light source arranged to Illuminate each hologram 

during display to form a holographic reconstruction corresponding to each secondary image on a replay plane. 
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CN212776600U ZHEJIANG HORIZON ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 09/06/2020 
 

LED HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION SCREEN 

The utility model discloses a holographic projection screen of LED relates to projection screen technical field. This LED 

holographic projection screen, comprising a base plate, the bottom surface of bottom plate rotates installs the gyro wheel, the top 

surface welding of bottom plate installs supporting shoe and side frame, the quantity of side frame is two, the spout has been 

seted up in the side frame, the inside slidable mounting of spout has the slider, the adjacent lateral wall welding of slider installs 

the lifter plate, the top surface of lifter plate changes and installs the pivoted support pole, pivoted support pole's top welded 

mounting has the butt plate, the top surface welding of butt plate installs locating lever and limiting plate, the quantity of limiting 

plate is two, the articulated backup pad of installing in front side surface of locating lever, one side outer wall welding of backup 

pad installs the separation piece. The utility model discloses can carry out the adjustment of height, angle and position by the 

holographic projection screen of LED, through the adjustment to the three, can guarantee that the viewer of the holographic 

projection screen of LED has fine viewing experience. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. An LED holographic projection screen comprising a base plate (23), characterized in that: the bottom outer surface 

of the bottom plate (23) is rotatably provided with rollers (24), the top outer surface of the bottom plate (23) is provided with a 

supporting block (1) and side frames (22) in a welded mode, the number of the side frames (22) is two, sliding grooves (21) are 

formed in the side frames (22), sliding blocks (17) are arranged in the sliding grooves (21) in a welded mode, adjacent side walls 

of the sliding blocks (17) are provided with lifting plates (6) in a welded mode, rotary supporting rods (16) are arranged on the 

top outer surface of the lifting plates (6) in a rotating mode, butt plates (15) are arranged on the top ends of the rotary supporting 

rods (16) in a welded mode, positioning rods (9) and limiting plates (14) are arranged on the top outer surface of the butt plates 

(15) in a welded mode, the number of the limiting plates (14) is two, a supporting plate (12) is hinged to, the outer surface of the 

top of the blocking block (10) is provided with an LED holographic projection screen (11) in an adhesive way, the outer wall of 

one side of the LED holographic projection screen (11) is provided with an outer wall of one side of the supporting plate (12) in 

an adhesive way, and a transverse movement adjusting mechanism (8) is arranged above the bottom plate (23). 
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CN212743562U MEMORY SPACE SHENYANG ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT GROUP 
Priority Date: 02/06/2020 
 

INTELLIGENT HOLOGRAPHIC WALL CABINET TYPE CINERARY CASKET SYSTEM 

The utility model discloses a holographic built-in cupboard formula cinerary casket system of intelligence, deposit box, cabinet 

body combination frame and the holographic projection arrangement of intelligence including bone ash, cabinet body 

combination frame is array frame form and arranges, the bone ash is deposited the box and is evenly located and make up into 

bone ash and deposit the built-in cupboard on the cabinet body combination frame, the holographic projection arrangement of 

intelligence and bone ash are deposited the built-in cupboard and are in same architectural space. The utility model relates to an 

intelligence cinerary casket system technology field specifically is the biography seal cutting form that provides a mode that 

becomes the two-dimensional code with the personage biography replaces traditional tombstone, both can practice thrift stone 

material resource and can effectual utilization land resource, can realize long-range worship simultaneously, and the stereo 

reduction of accessible holographic projection gives up the sound appearance of laughing of the departed person, has the 

holographic wall cabinet type cinerary casket system of intelligence of festival land type, intellectuality, the feature of 

environmental protection. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. An intelligent holographic wall cabinet type cinerary casket system is characterized in that: the intelligent holographic 

projection device and the bone ash storage wall cabinet are positioned in the same building space; the bone ash storage box 

comprises a storage box body, a sealing plate, a cabinet door and a hinged closing assembly, wherein the storage box body is a 

hollow cavity with an opening at one side end, the cabinet door is hinged to one side of an opening of the storage box body 

through the hinged closing assembly, the sealing plate is arranged in the storage box body and is arranged close to the opening, 

the intelligent holographic projection device comprises holographic projection equipment and a holographic projection film, the 

holographic projection equipment and the bone ash storage wall cabinet are located in the same building space, the holographic 

projection equipment is arranged on a shed roof in the building space, the holographic projection film is arranged in the building 

space, a projection end of the holographic projection equipment is arranged on the holographic projection film, and a projection 

file is arranged in the holographic projection equipment. 
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CN212723971U BEIJING YUHANG GUOCHUANG TECHNOLOGY GROUP 
Priority Date: 15/09/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC REAL PERSON DISPLAY AND KNOWLEDGE QUERY SYSTEM 

The utility model discloses a holographic real person display and knowledge inquiry system, which comprises a control cabinet, 

a display and holographic equipment, wherein the display and the holographic equipment are respectively in communication 

connection with the control cabinet; the display comprises a touch screen, an experiencer selects a weapon or equipment through 

the touch screen, the display is used for converting the selected weapon or equipment into a corresponding electric signal and 

transmitting the electric signal to the control cabinet, and the control cabinet is used for controlling the display to display 

corresponding image-text data according to the selected weapon or equipment; the holographic equipment is used for displaying 

the corresponding simulation individual soldier in the whole army according to the electric signal transmitted by the control 

cabinet. After the system is put into use, the holographic equipment circularly displays the whole set of armed real individual 

soldiers, visual effect is provided for the experiencer, and the experiencer knows interested weapons and equipment related 

knowledge through the manual operation touch screen. Therefore, the holographic real person display and knowledge query 

system has the advantages of being simple to operate, suitable for different crowds and good in universality. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic real person display and knowledge query system is characterized by comprising a control cabinet, a 

display and holographic equipment, wherein the display and the holographic equipment are respectively in communication 

connection with the control cabinet; the display comprises a touch screen, an experiencer selects a weapon or equipment through 

the touch screen, the display is used for converting the selected weapon or equipment into a corresponding electric signal and 

transmitting the electric signal to the control cabinet, and the control cabinet is used for controlling the display to display 

corresponding image-text data according to the selected weapon or equipment; the holographic equipment is used for displaying 

the corresponding simulation individual soldier in the whole army according to the electric signal transmitted by the control 

cabinet. 
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CN212723647U SHANGHAI INTLIGHT THIN FILM TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 17/09/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING DISPLAY DEVICE 

The utility model discloses a holographic formation of image display device, including projection support, projection imaging 

device, moving mechanism and dustproof mechanism, the projection support includes brace table, lift hydraulic stem and 

imaging table, a brace table top is located to the lift hydraulic stem, imaging table locates lift hydraulic stem top, and lift hydraulic 

stem is convenient for adjust imaging table's height, imaging table includes control cabinet, background board and roof, lift 

hydraulic stem top is located to the control cabinet, control cabinet one side is located to the background board, the background 

board top is located to the roof. The utility model belongs to the technical field of holographic show, specifically provide an 

image device divide into about two parts be convenient for more comprehensive clear holographic projection, the holographic 

projection picture quality is convenient for stabilize to formation of image projection membrane, and the dustproof roller shutter 

device protects holographic projection arrangement not receive the invasion of dust when being convenient for pack up 

holographic projection arrangement, and the dead lever is convenient for fix holographic imaging display device of holographic 

imaging arrangement position. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic imaging display device is characterized in that: the projection imaging device comprises a projection 

bracket, a projection imaging device, a moving mechanism and a dustproof mechanism, wherein the projection bracket comprises 

a supporting table, a lifting hydraulic rod and an imaging platform, the lifting hydraulic rod is arranged above the supporting 

table, the imaging platform is arranged above the lifting hydraulic rod, the imaging platform comprises a control platform, a 

background plate and a top plate, the control platform is arranged above the lifting hydraulic rod, the background plate is arranged 

on one side of the control platform, the top plate is arranged above the background plate, the control platform and the top plate 

are respectively arranged at the upper end and the lower end of the background plate, the projection imaging device is arranged 

between the control platform and the top plate, the projection imaging device comprises a first projection screen, a first imaging 

device, a second projection screen and a second imaging device, the first projection screen is arranged on the top wall of the 

control platform, the first imaging device is arranged above the first projection screen, and the first projection screen is arranged 

in a, the second projection screen is arranged on the bottom wall of the top plate, the second imaging device is arranged below 

the second projection screen, the second projection screen is arranged in a pyramid-shaped hollow cavity, the second projection 

screen is connected with the first projection screen, the moving mechanism is arranged on the side wall of the support table, the 

moving mechanism comprises a universal wheel, a fixed sleeve and a fixed screw rod, the universal wheel is arranged below the 

support table, the fixed sleeve is symmetrically arranged on the side wall of the support table, the fixed screw rod is rotatably 

arranged in the fixed sleeve, the fixed screw rod is in threaded engagement with the fixed sleeve, a limit table is arranged at the 

top of the fixed screw rod, a rubber anti-skid sleeve is arranged at the bottom of the fixed screw rod, the dustproof mechanism 

is arranged on the side wall of the top plate, the dustproof mechanism comprises a dustproof roller shutter cylinder, a dustproof 

roller shutter and a fixed hook, the dustproof roller shutter cylinder is arranged on the side, the fixed hook is arranged at one end 

of the dustproof roller shutter. 
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N7636 
 
CN212706794U HANGZHOU LUOBO TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 29/07/2020 
 

GUIDE ROBOT WITH 3D HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY 

The utility model discloses a take guide robot of holographic display of 3D, including guide robot body, connecting rod, servo 

motor and the holographic projection screen of 3D, the middle part fixed mounting of guide robot body has the fixing base, and 

the interior side bearing of fixing base is connected with the pivot, connecting rod welded connection is in the outside of pivot, 

and the outer end of connecting rod is connected with the guard plate, the servo motor bolt fastening is in the inside of fixing 

base, and servo motor's output is connected with the right-hand member of pivot, the front side of guide robot body top is seted 

up and is equipped with the mounting groove. This take guiding robot of 3D holographic display to control protection plate of 

rubber material rotates, adjusts the relative position between protection plate and the 3D holographic projection screen, and 

usable protection plate protects the 3D holographic projection screen, and the lockplate when locking the 3D holographic 

projection screen, also can protect the corner of 3D holographic projection screen, improves the security that the 3D holographic 

projection screen used. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a take holographic guide robot that shows of 3D, includes guide robot body (1), connecting 

rod (4), servo motor (6) and the holographic projection screen of 3D (8), its characterized in that: the middle part of the guiding 

robot body (1) is fixedly provided with a fixed seat (2), the inner side bearing of the fixed seat (2) is connected with a rotating 

shaft (3), a connecting rod (4) is welded and connected with the outer side of the rotating shaft (3), the outer end of the connecting 

rod (4) is connected with a protection plate (5), a servo motor (6) is fixed in the fixed seat (2) through a bolt, the output end of 

the servo motor (6) is connected with the right end of the rotating shaft (3), the front side above the guiding robot body (1) is 

provided with a mounting groove (7), a 3D holographic projection screen (8) is positioned on the inner side of the mounting 

groove (7), the outer side of the 3D holographic projection screen (8) is provided with a locking plate (9) in a laminating manner, 

the outer side of the locking plate (9) is provided with an adjusting rod (10), and the adjusting rod (10) is connected with the, the 

utility model discloses a guide robot, including adjusting pole (10), adjusting the outside laminating of pole (10) and being 

provided with carriage release lever (12), and carriage release lever (12) are connected with guide robot body (1) through third 

spring (18), the front side of guide robot body (1) is provided with mounting bracket (13), and the rear side welded connection 

of mounting bracket (13) has carriage release lever (12), draw-in groove (14) have been seted up in the outside of mounting 

bracket (13), and the inboard laminating of draw-in groove (14) has fixture block (15), fixture block (15) are connected with 

fixed plate (17) through second spring (16), and fixed plate (17) fixed mounting is in the left and right sides of guide robot body 

(1). 
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N7637 
 

CN212694250U ZHANGJIAGANG QIDIAN OPTOELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 24/08/2020 
 

ENHANCED HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY LIGHT PATH SYSTEM 

The utility model discloses an enhanced holographic display optical path 

system, optical path system includes laser generator, the downstream side 

of the laser light path that laser generator produced is provided with the 

total reflection lens, the light path of the reverberation of total reflection 

lens is provided with first diffusion sheet, the surface of first diffusion 

sheet is provided with the speckle screen of having recorded laser speckle, 

the light path low reaches of first diffusion sheet are provided with first 

holographic dry plate, the low reaches of first holographic dry plate are 

provided with transparent quadrangular prism. The display light path 

system adopts laser as a light source and is shaped by the first scattering 

sheet to form uniform light with weaker spatial coherence, so that the 

energy utilization rate is improved, the size is smaller, and the display 

light path system can be used for a backlight system of planar display. 
 

CLAIM 1. An enhanced holographic display optical path system, comprising: the light path system comprises a laser generator, 

a total reflection lens is arranged on the downstream side of a laser light path generated by the laser generator, a first scattering 

sheet is arranged on the light path of reflected light of the total reflection lens, a speckle screen for recording laser speckles is 

arranged on the surface of the first scattering sheet, a first holographic dry plate is arranged on the downstream of the light path 

of the first scattering sheet, and a transparent quadrangular prism is arranged on the downstream of the first holographic dry 

plate. 

 

 

N7638 
 

CN212691293U JIANGXI TIANYI CULTURAL CREATIVITY 
Priority Date: 01/07/2020 
 

NOVEL HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION DEVICE 

The utility model discloses a novel holographic projection device, in particular to the technical field of holographic projection, 

which comprises a supporting device, wherein projection equipment is arranged in the middle of the supporting device, the 

supporting device is fixedly connected with an opening and closing device, the supporting device comprises a U-shaped bracket, 

a fixed box is arranged in the middle of the U-shaped bracket, a first electric telescopic rod is fixedly connected in the fixed box, 

a supporting rod is fixedly connected in the fixed box, and the opening and closing device is fixedly connected at the top of the 

supporting rod; and use an electric telescopic handle fixed connection vaulting pole just can realize projection equipment's lateral 

shifting to change the transverse position of the image of projection equipment projection formation, the utility model discloses 

simple structure, easy operation, the practicality is high. 
 

CLAIM 1. A novel holographic projection device is characterized in that: the 

device comprises a supporting device (1), wherein a projection device (2) is 

arranged in the middle of the supporting device (1), and the supporting device 

(1) is fixedly connected with an opening and closing device (3); the supporting 

device (1) comprises a U-shaped support (11), a fixed box (12) is arranged in 

the middle of the U-shaped support (11), a first electric telescopic rod (121) is 

fixedly connected inside the fixed box (12), a supporting rod (13) is fixedly 

connected inside the fixed box (12), and the top of the supporting rod (13) is 

fixedly connected with an opening and closing device (3); device (3) that opens 

and shuts includes bottom plate (31), bottom plate (31) swing joint left 

refraction board (32), bottom plate (31) swing joint right refraction board (33), 

all be equipped with spout (34) on left side refraction board (32) and the right 

refraction board (33), spout (34) sliding connection slider (351), slider (351) 

fixed connection vaulting pole (35), vaulting pole (35) fixed connection gear 

(36), gear (36) meshing rack (37), rack (37) fixed connection supporting box 

(39), rack (37) fixed connection second electric telescopic handle (30). 
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N7642 
 
CN212651352U XIAMEN WING WING TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 23/06/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE DISPLAY STRUCTURE 

The utility model relates to a holographic image display structure, which comprises a 

control device, a holographic projection device and a projection curtain, wherein the 

projection curtain is a transparent projection curtain which is ventilated and is arranged 

in a rotating wheel of a ferris wheel; the control device is in communication connection 

with the holographic projection equipment, and the holographic projection equipment 

is used for projecting holographic images on the projection curtain. The utility model 

discloses a set up ventilative transparent projection curtain in the runner of roller 

coaster to through controlling means control holographic projection equipment on the 

projection curtain, thereby make the roller coaster can show holographic image, 

improve the ornamental of roller coaster. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic image display structure, comprising: the holographic image 

structure is applied to a ferris wheel and comprises a control device, holographic 

projection equipment and a projection curtain, wherein the projection curtain is a 

transparent projection curtain which is permeable to wind and is arranged in a rotating 

wheel of the ferris wheel; the control device is in communication connection with the 

holographic projection equipment, and the holographic projection equipment is used 

for projecting holographic images on the projection curtain. 

 

 

 
 

 

N7643 
 
CN212644420U JIASHAN SANSI PHOTOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY - PUJIANG SANSI 

Priority Date: 17/08/2020 PHOTOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY - SHANGHAI SANSI ELECTRONICS 

 ENGINEERING - SHANGHAI SANSI TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 

 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION INTELLIGENT STREET LAMP AND SYSTEM 

The utility model provides a holographic projection wisdom street lamp and system. The 

street lamp comprises a street lamp body; the intelligent street lamp comprises a street 

lamp body and is characterized in that the street lamp body is provided with at least one 

projection module for projecting a projection image to a projection medium when 

receiving a projection signal so that the image projected by one or more intelligent street 

lamps forms a holographic image on the projection medium; the projection signal 

comprises a projection image signal, a projection switch signal and a projection 

transformation signal. The system comprises: at least one said holographic projection 

intelligent street lamp; the intelligent street lamp comprises a single intelligent street 

lamp, a projection medium and a control module, wherein the single intelligent street 

lamp projects a holographic image to the projection medium when receiving a projection 

signal; or at least part of the intelligent street lamps respectively project a part of 

projection images to the projection medium when receiving the projection signals, and 

the parts of images form a complete holographic image. The utility model discloses an 

use wisdom street lamp to realize holographic projection, improved the practical effect 

of wisdom street lamp, optimized city management and service. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic projection wisdom street lamp 

which characterized in that includes: the projection module is used for projecting a 

projection image to a projection medium when receiving the projection signal so that the 

image projected by the intelligent street lamp or the intelligent street lamps forms a holographic image on the projection medium; 

the projection signal comprises a projection image signal, a projection switch signal and a projection transformation signal. 
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N7644 
 

CN212641289U NINGBO DIYANG ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 10/07/2018 
 

PARKING ROD WITH HOLOGRAPHIC ADVERTISEMENT FUNCTION 

The utility model relates to the field of parking rods, in particular to a parking rod with holographic advertisement function, 

which comprises a parking rod, a transparent protective cover and at least one holographic advertisement machine; the 

holographic advertisement machine is installed on a transparent protective cover bottom plate, the transparent protective cover 

bottom plate is hinged with the parking rod, and the center of gravity of the transparent protective cover is located below a central 

point. The holographic advertisement machine is always over against the eyes of people in the process of lifting or falling the 

parking rod, thereby achieving the best advertisement visual effect; additionally, the utility model discloses the parking rod has 

simple structure, simple to operate, low cost and easily advantage that large-scale production used widely concurrently. 
 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a parking rod with holographic advertisement function which characterized in that: the 

system comprises a parking rod, a transparent protective cover and at least one holographic advertisement machine; the 

holographic advertisement machine is arranged on a transparent protective cover bottom plate, the transparent protective cover 

bottom plate is hinged with the parking rod, and the center of gravity of the transparent protective cover is positioned below a 

central point; the holographic advertising machine comprises a rotating part, the rotating part is connected with at least one 

paddle, at least one light-emitting element is arranged on the surface of the paddle, and the holographic advertising machine is 

provided with a control device for controlling holographic imaging of the light-emitting element. 

 

 

N7645 
 

CN212641288U NINGBO DIYANG ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 10/07/2018 
 

PARKING ROD WITH HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION FUNCTION 

The utility model relates to the field of parking rods, in particular to a parking rod with holographic projection function, which 

comprises a parking rod, a transparent protective cover and at least one holographic advertisement machine; the holographic 

advertisement machine is installed on a transparent protective cover bottom plate, the transparent protective cover bottom plate 

is hinged to the parking rod, a gravity sensor is installed on the transparent protective cover and used for monitoring the position 

state of the holographic advertisement machine, and a gravity controller is installed on the parking rod and used for controlling 

the position state of the holographic advertisement machine. The holographic advertisement machine is always over against the 

eyes of people in the process of lifting or falling the parking rod, thereby achieving the best advertisement visual effect; 

additionally, the utility model discloses the parking rod has simple structure, simple to operate, low cost and easily advantage 

that large-scale production used widely concurrently. 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a parking pole with 

holographic projection function which characterized in 

that: the system comprises a parking rod, a transparent 

protective cover and at least one holographic advertisement 

machine; the holographic advertisement machine is 

installed on a transparent protective cover bottom plate, the 

transparent protective cover bottom plate is hinged to the 

parking rod, a gravity sensor is installed on the transparent 

protective cover and used for monitoring the position state of the holographic advertisement machine, and a gravity controller is 

installed on the parking rod and used for controlling the position state of the holographic advertisement machine. 
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N7646 
 
CN212628136U LI DONGDONG - LIU YING 
Priority Date: 18/06/2020 
 

3D VIDEO TALKING INSTRUMENT OF HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY 

The utility model discloses a 3D video talking appearance of holographic technique, including holographic projector and power 

cord, the utility model discloses an optimize and set up installation mechanism in talking appearance main part bottom, drive 

mounting bracket and talking appearance main part through the bottom plate and slide in the deflector outside and carry out 

horizontal position's regulation, and the accessible rotates the talking appearance main part perpendicularly and adjusts holistic 

perpendicular angle that shines, and carry out horizontal rotation and adjust the horizontal angle that shines of talking appearance 

main part in the bottom plate top through rotating the mounting bracket, carry out spacing on the deflector with the talking 

appearance main part through the fixture block simultaneously, thereby prevent that the talking appearance main part from taking 

place to empty the damage, reached fix spacingly to the talking appearance, prevent to receive external force and take place to 

empty the beneficial effect who damages. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A3D video call instrument adopting holographic technology comprises a holographic projector (1) and a power line 

(2), wherein the holographic projector (1) is embedded in the middle of the rear end face of a call instrument main body (3); the 

method is characterized in that: the device is characterized by further comprising an installation mechanism (5), wherein the 

installation mechanism (5) is arranged on the outer side of the main body (3) of the interphone, the installation mechanism (5) is 

composed of an installation frame (51), a bottom plate (52), a guide plate (53), a guide groove (54), a convex body (55), a 

clamping block (56), a clamping mechanism (57), a groove (58) and a spring (59), the top of the inner side of the installation 

frame (51) is hinged to the middle of the outer side of the main body (3) of the interphone, the middle of the bottom end face of 

the installation frame (51) is rotatably connected with the top of the bottom plate (52) through a rotating shaft, the guide plate 

(53) is slidably installed in the guide groove (54) formed in the bottom end face of the bottom plate (52), the clamping mechanism 

(57) is arranged at the bottom of the guide plate (53), the convex body (55) is fastened on the left side of the rear end of the guide 

plate (53), the left sides of the front and, two ends of the spring (59) are respectively and fixedly connected to the right end of 

the bottom end face of the clamping block (56) and the right end of the bottom end face of the inner side of the groove (58). 
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N7647 
 
CN212624736U SHANGHAI SANJIANWEI TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 12/08/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY EQUIPMENT COMBINING OBJECT AND IMAGE 

The utility model relates to a novel real object and image combined holographic display device, in particular to a display device 

with a holographic screen. The imaging device comprises a shell and an imaging screen, wherein the imaging screen is arranged 

in the shell, and the top of the imaging screen is provided with a projection device; the projection equipment consists of a real 

object projection device and an image projection device; the material object projection device comprises a manipulator device, 

and the manipulator device is arranged at the top in the shell; the display object is arranged on the manipulator device; the image 

projection device is composed of a display screen and is arranged on the imaging 

screen in the shell; and a set included angle is formed between the imaging 

screen and the image projection device. The utility model provides a software 

to image processing's complexity problem, make the show throw out three-

dimensional thing truer, show the complicated procedure to showpiece image 

processing when having avoided needing to play up very much. 

 

CLAIM 1. A kind of material object and image combine the holographic 

display equipment, it includes the body, presents the picture screen, the said 

picture screen is put into body, in presenting the top of the picture screen, there 

is image projection equipment; the method is characterized in that: the 

projection equipment consists of a real object projection device and an image 

projection device; the material object projection device comprises a manipulator 

device, and the manipulator device is arranged at the top in the shell; the display 

object is arranged on the manipulator device; the image projection device is 

composed of a display screen and is arranged on the imaging screen in the shell; 

and a set included angle is formed between the imaging screen and the image projection device. 

 

 

N7648 
 
CN212623553U SHENZHEN SKY CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 14/08/2020 
 

5D HOLOGRAPHIC WATER SHOW PROJECTION DEVICE 

The utility model discloses a holographic beautiful projection arrangement of 5D water, including projection arrangement, 

projection arrangement's lower extreme surface is connected with the callus on the sole, projection arrangement's front end 

surface mounting has the board of taking a photograph, projection arrangement's both sides surface mounting has the heating 

panel, flexible groove has been seted up to projection arrangement's rear end surface, the internal connection in flexible groove 

has the bracing piece, the surface connection of bracing piece has fixed chassis, fixed chassis's surface connection all around has 

the dead lever. Holographic beautiful projection arrangement of 5D, through flexible groove, bracing piece, dead lever, the fixed 

chassis that sets up, the people of being convenient for stretch out and draw back projection arrangement through the bracing 

piece fixedly, can stretch out and draw back under the abominable condition of certain environment and adjust fixedly, make the 

projection not influenced by the environment as far as possible, also can pass through the flexible protection of bracing piece 

with dead lever and fixed chassis through flexible groove, prevent that the bracing piece from receiving the collision deformation 

and damaging, bring better use prospect. 

 

CLAIM 1.5 holographic water show projection arrangement of D, including 

projection arrangement (1), its characterized in that: the utility model 

discloses a projection device, including projection device (1), rear end 

surface, telescopic groove (3), the lower extreme surface connection of 

projection device (1) has callus on the sole (8), the front end surface 

mounting of projection device (1) has photographic plate (7), the both sides 

surface mounting of projection device (1) has heating panel (2), telescopic 

groove (3) have been seted up to the rear end surface of projection device 

(1), the internal connection in telescopic groove (3) has bracing piece (4), 

the surface connection of bracing piece (4) has fixed chassis (6), the surface 

connection all around of fixed chassis (6) has dead lever (5). 
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N7649 
 
CN212587189U NINGBO DIYANG ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 10/07/2018 
 

TAKE STOP LEVER OF HOLOGRAPHIC ADVERTISEMENT MACHINE 

The utility model relates to the field of parking rods, in particular to a parking rod with a holographic advertisement machine, 

which comprises a parking rod, a holographic advertisement machine and at least one connecting rod; the upper end of the 

connecting rod is hinged to the parking rod, and the holographic advertisement machine is installed at the lower end of the 

connecting rod. The holographic advertisement machine is always over against the eyes of people in the process of lifting or 

falling the parking rod, thereby achieving the best advertisement visual effect; additionally, the utility model discloses the parking 

rod has simple structure, simple to operate, low cost and easily advantage that large-scale production used widely concurrently. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a take parking pole of holographic advertisement machine which characterized in that: 

comprises a parking rod, a holographic advertisement machine and at least one connecting rod; the upper end of the connecting 

rod is hinged to a parking rod, and the holographic advertisement machine is arranged at the lower end of the connecting rod; 

the holographic advertising machine comprises a rotating part, the rotating part is connected with at least one paddle, at least one 

light-emitting element is arranged on the surface of the paddle, and the holographic advertising machine is provided with a 

control device for controlling holographic imaging of the light-emitting element. 

 

 

N7650 
 
CN212587185U NINGBO DIYANG ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 10/07/2018 
 

TAKE STOP LEVER OF HOLOGRAPHIC ADVERTISEMENT FUNCTION 

The utility model relates to a parking rod field, in particular to a parking rod with holographic advertisement function, which 

comprises a parking rod and at least one holographic advertisement machine, wherein a first bevel gear, a second bevel gear, a 

worm and at least one worm wheel are arranged on the parking rod; the holographic advertising machine comprises a holographic 

advertising machine base, a worm, a first bevel gear, a second bevel gear, a worm wheel, a first bevel gear, a second bevel gear, 

a worm gear, a holographic advertising machine base and a holographic advertising machine base, wherein the first bevel gear 

is installed at the tail end of the worm in the radial direction of the worm, the first bevel gear is in meshed connection with the 

second bevel gear. The holographic advertisement machine is always over against the eyes of people in the process of lifting or 

falling the parking rod, thereby achieving the best advertisement visual effect; additionally, the utility model discloses the parking 

rod has simple structure, simple to operate, low cost and easily advantage that large-scale production used widely concurrently. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a take parking pole of 

holographic advertisement function which characterized in 

that: the system comprises a parking rod and at least one 

holographic advertising machine; the parking rod is provided 

with a first bevel gear, a second bevel gear, a worm and at least 

one worm wheel; the second bevel gear is arranged at the tail 

end of the worm in the radial direction of the worm, the first bevel gear is in meshed connection with the second bevel gear, the 

worm wheel is in meshed connection with the worm, and the holographic advertising machine base is connected with the worm 

wheel; the holographic advertising machine comprises a rotating part, the rotating part is connected with at least one paddle, at 

least one light-emitting element is arranged on the surface of the paddle, and the holographic advertising machine is provided 

with a control device for controlling holographic imaging of the light-emitting element. 
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N7651 
 
CN212587123U GUOZHONG NETWORK TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 13/08/2020 
 

TRANSPARENT HOLOGRAPHIC CANDLE IMAGE BOX 

The utility model discloses a transparent holographic candle image box, which comprises a mounting bas, the upper end fixed 

surface of mount pad is connected with automatically controlled board, the upper end fixed surface of automatically controlled 

board inlays to establish and installs the display screen, the both ends surface of mount pad is close to the fixed spout of having 

seted up of upper surface position, the movable surface mounting of spout has the slider of stirring, the one end fixedly connected 

with fixing clip who stirs the slider cuts, the upper end fixed surface embedding that the fixing clip cut is connected with the 

apron, the bottom fixed mounting of mount pad has the fixed block. A transparent holographic candle image box, the image box 

is through the apron structure that sets up, can be so that more convenient when transport or accept, through the automatically 

controlled plate structure and the unable adjustment base structure that set up for original image box structure reduces greatly, 

takes up an area of the space and diminishes, thereby portable provides the convenience that removes the use. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A transparent holographic candle image box which is characterized in that: including mount pad (1), the upper end 

fixed surface of mount pad (1) is connected with automatically controlled board (2), the upper end fixed surface of automatically 

controlled board (2) inlays to establish and installs display screen (3), the both ends surface of mount pad (1) is close to upper 

surface rigidity and has seted up spout (4), the movable surface mounting of spout (4) has the slider (5) of stirring, the one end 

fixedly connected with fixing clip who stirs slider (5) cuts (501), the fixing clip cuts the upper end fixed surface embedding of 

(501) and is connected with apron (6), the bottom fixed mounting of mount pad (1) has fixed block (7). 
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N7652 
 
CN212587036U HENAN UNIVERSITY OF CHINESE MEDICINE 
Priority Date: 20/07/2020 
 

TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE KNOWLEDGE LEARNING AUXILIARY ASSEMBLY BASED ON CAN 

READ CARD 3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION TECHNIQUE 

A traditional Chinese medicine knowledge learning auxiliary device based on a readable card 3D holographic projection 

technology comprises a shell, wherein the shell comprises a transverse first shell and a vertical second shell, the first shell and 

the second shell are in an integrated hollow inverted L shape, a transverse bottom plate parallel to the first shell is arranged below 

the second shell, an upward pyramid holographic semitransparent screen is arranged on the bottom plate, a rechargeable battery 

is arranged in the second shell, a socket connected with the rechargeable battery is arranged on the corresponding outer side face 

of the second shell, a second display screen is arranged on the inner side face of the second shell, a first display screen is arranged 

on the lower bottom face of the first shell, a controller and a memory connected with the controller are arranged in the first shell, 

an IC card slot and a control panel connected with the controller are arranged outside the upper face of the first shell, and an IC 

card is arranged in the IC card slot; the card content identification projection system has the advantages of simple structure, low 

production cost and simple operation, utilizes the 3D holographic projection technology, identifies according to corresponding 

card content, projects and reflects corresponding content introduction, and has good social and economic benefits. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A traditional Chinese medicine knowledge learning auxiliary device based on a readable card 3D holographic 

projection technology comprises a display screen, a controller and a shell, and is characterized in that the shell comprises a 

transverse first shell (16-1) and a vertical second shell (16-2), the first shell (16-1) and the second shell (16-2) are in an integrated 

hollow inverted L shape, a transverse bottom plate parallel to the first shell (16-1) is arranged below the second shell (16-2), an 

upward pyramid holographic semitransparent screen (12) is arranged on the bottom plate, a rechargeable battery (14) is arranged 

in the second shell (16-2), a socket (13) connected with the rechargeable battery (14) is arranged on the corresponding outer side 

face of the second shell (16-2), and a second display screen (10) is arranged on the inner side face of the second shell (16-2), a 

first display screen (9) is arranged on the lower bottom surface of a first shell (16-1), a controller (3) and a memory (4) connected 

with the controller (3) are arranged in the first shell (16-1), an IC card slot (1) and a control panel connected with the controller 

(3) are arranged outside the upper surface of the first shell (16-1), an IC card is arranged in the IC card slot (1), and an IC card 

reader (2), a master switch (8), a loudspeaker (5), a volume button (6), a play switch button (7) and a brightness adjusting knob 

(11) for controlling the brightness of a second display screen (10) are arranged on the control panel; a rechargeable battery (14) 

and a main switch (8) are connected with a power supply end 1 pin of a controller (3) through leads, a pyramid-shaped 

holographic semitransparent screen (12) is connected with a signal output 2 pin of the controller (3) through leads, a play switch 

button (7) is connected with the pyramid-shaped holographic semitransparent screen (12) through leads, a loudspeaker (5) is 

connected with a sound signal output 3 pin of the controller (3) through leads, a volume button (6) is connected with the 

loudspeaker (5) through leads, a first display screen (9) is connected with an image signal output 4 pin of the controller (3) 

through leads, an IC card reader (2) is connected with a reader socket 5 pin of the controller (3) through leads, a second display 

screen (10) is connected with an image signal output 6 pin of the controller (3) through leads, a brightness adjusting knob (11) 

is connected with the second display screen (10) through leads, the memory (4) is connected with a memory pin 7 of the controller 

(3) through a lead, and the socket (13) is connected with an 8 pin of the controller (3) through a lead and is connected with a 

rechargeable battery (14) through a lead. 
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N7654 
 
CN212570334U SHENZHEN SHANGSHAN INTELLIGENT 
Priority Date: 28/06/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY STAND 

The utility model relates to the technical field of holographic display, and 

discloses a holographic display platform, which comprises an upper box body, 

a lower box body and a lifting mechanism for connecting the upper box body 

and the lower box body; the upper end of going up the box is equipped with the 

industrial control host computer, the embedded holographic display mirror that 

is equipped with of industrial control host computer, the upper end of going up 

the front side of box is equipped with the mounting groove, be equipped with in 

the mounting groove with the touch-sensitive screen that the industrial control 

host computer electricity is connected, the upper end of touch-sensitive screen 

with the upper end of mounting groove is rotated and is connected, and is in 

through setting up actuating mechanism drive in the last box the touch-sensitive 

screen rotates around its upper end. The utility model discloses a set up elevating 

system and connect go up box and lower box to can adjust the height of show 

stand through elevating system, improve the range of application of show stand. 

The touch screen is connected in the mounting groove of the upper box body in 

a rotating mode, the touch screen is moved to the inside of the upper box body 

when not used, the touch screen is moved to the outside of the upper box body 

when used, and damage to the touch screen is avoided. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic display, its characterized in that: comprises an upper box body, a lower box body and a lifting 

mechanism for connecting the upper box body and the lower box body; the upper end of going up the box is equipped with the 

industrial control host computer, the embedded holographic display mirror that is equipped with of industrial control host 

computer, the upper end of going up the front side of box is equipped with the mounting groove, be equipped with in the mounting 

groove with the touch-sensitive screen that the industrial control host computer electricity is connected, the upper end of touch-

sensitive screen with the upper end of mounting groove is rotated and is connected, and is in through setting up actuating 

mechanism drive in the last box the touch-sensitive screen rotates around its upper end. 

 

 

N7655 
 
CN212570242U SHANDONG COMMUNICATION INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 08/06/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SCREEN 

The utility model discloses a holographic display screen, including electrical source 

controller, outside magnetic induction coil, inside magnetic induction coil, image 

controller and LED lamp body, a certain position of outside magnetic induction coil 

outer wall has connect electrical source controller, and outside magnetic induction 

coil internally mounted has inside magnetic induction coil, cross mounting has four 

LED lamp bodies on the inside magnetic induction coil inner wall, the cross 

position of four LED lamp bodies meets and installs image controller. The utility 

model discloses a magnetic suspension technique replaces original motor drive, 

makes the LED lamp body only receive air resistance's influence when rotatory, 

only produces very little noise, is applicable to quiet environment, makes the 

application range of LED holographic display screen wider. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic display, characterized by: including electrical source 

controller (1), outside magnetic induction coil (2), inside magnetic induction coil 

(3), image controller (4) and LED lamp body (5), a certain position of outside 

magnetic induction coil (2) outer wall has electrical source controller (1), and 

outside magnetic induction coil (2) internally mounted has inside magnetic 

induction coil (3), cross mounting has four LED lamp bodies (5) on inside magnetic 

induction coil (3) inner wall, the cross position of four LED lamp bodies (5) meets and installs image controller (4). 
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CN212570220U GUOZHONG NETWORK TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 13/08/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC CANDLE IMAGE BOX 

The utility model discloses a holographic candle image box, including the image box body, the lower extreme border position 

movable mounting of image box body has transparent liquid box that trades, the upper end border position movable mounting 

of image box body has petal type apron, the below position fixed mounting that the inside of image box body is located 

transparent bottom plate has the display, the below position fixed mounting that the inside of image box body is located the 

display has the control mainboard, the below position fixed mounting that the inside of image box body is located the control 

mainboard has the power, the below position fixed mounting that the inside of image box body is located the power has the 

electric heat volatilizer. A holographic candle image box, can be through petal type 

apron protection image box to improve the sight of image box, can further dry by the 

fire the atmosphere through the volatile liquid champignon of electric heat volatilizer 

cooperation probe, extended the service environment of holographic image box, 

improved the practicality of image box. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic candle image box, its characterized in that: comprises an 

image box body (1), a transparent liquid changing box (2) is movably arranged at the 

edge position of the lower end of the image box body (1), a transparent bottom plate 

(301) is fixedly arranged on the upper surface of the image box body (1), the upper 

surface of the transparent bottom plate (301) is fixedly provided with a trapezoidal 

transparent plate (3), a petal-shaped cover plate (4) is movably arranged at the edge 

position of the upper end of the image box body (1), a display (302) is fixedly arranged 

in the image box body (1) at the lower position of the transparent bottom plate (301), a 

control main board (5) is fixedly arranged in the image box body (1) at the position 

below the display (302), a power supply (7) is fixedly arranged in the image box body 

(1) at the position below the control main board (5), the inside of the image box body 

(1) is fixedly provided with an electric heating volatilizer (6) at the position below the power supply (7). 

 

 

N7657 
 
CN212569312U SHANGHAI SANJIANWEI TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 12/08/2020 
 

MATRIX TYPE HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY EQUIPMENT 

The utility model relates to a display device for image, in particular to a holographic image display device. The imaging device 

comprises a base, a shell, a display screen and an imaging device, wherein the shell is arranged on the base, the imaging device 

is arranged in the shell, a set clamp is arranged between the display screen and the imaging device, and the imaging in the display 

screen is reflected to the imaging device to form a three-dimensional suspended imaging; the image in the display screen is 

provided by a computer; the display screen is a multi-screen display which is mechanically connected with the reciprocating 

device and is connected with a computer through a data line; the reciprocating device is controlled by the program control 

equipment to reciprocate each multi-screen display respectively. In order to overcome 

the poor shortcoming of the interactive authenticity of the single screen projection that 

points out among the background art, the utility model discloses, improve on the basis 

of former equipment, provide the holographic display device of matrix, realize the true 

interdynamic between true many screens, let the three-dimensional being like in the 

image more have distance sense and spatial sensation. 

 

CLAIM 1. A matrix holographic display device comprises a base, a shell, a display 

screen and an imaging device, wherein the base is provided with the shell, the imaging 

device is arranged in the shell, a set clamp is arranged between the display screen and 

the imaging device, and the imaging in the display screen is reflected to the imaging 

device to form a three-dimensional suspended imaging; the image in the display screen 

is provided by a computer; the method is characterized in that: the display screen is a 

multi-screen display which is mechanically connected with the reciprocating device 

and is connected with a computer through a data line; the reciprocating device is 

controlled by the program control equipment to reciprocate each multi-screen display respectively. 
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N7658 
 
CN212569191U JI AN JIRUI TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 17/06/2020 
 

TRANSMISSION TYPE VOLUME HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING 

The utility model discloses a transmission-type volume holographic grating, in particular to the technical field of holographic 

grating, which comprises a volume holographic grating body, a convex mirror is fixedly connected with one side of the volume 

holographic grating body, an anti-reflection coating is fixedly connected with one side of the volume holographic grating body, 

a display screen is arranged at the left side of the volume holographic grating body, a light source is arranged at the right side of 

the volume holographic grating body, the anti-reflection coating is arranged, the convex mirror fixedly connected with one side 

of the volume holographic grating body gathers light rays and irradiates the volume holographic grating body, so that the volume 

holographic grating body can uniformly receive the light source, the problems that when the volume holographic grating is 

irradiated by the light rays, the distribution of the light source is different, the positions are different, the display intensity of each 

part of the picture displayed by the display screen is different sometimes, and if the light in the direction of the display screen is 

too strong, a part of the light is reflected to human eyes are solved, causing the problem of glare and thus reducing the visibility. 

 

CLAIM 1. A transmission type volume holographic grating 

comprises a volume holographic grating body (1), and is 

characterized in that: volume holographic grating body (1) one 

side fixed connection convex mirror (2), anti-reflection coating 

(3) of volume holographic grating body (1) one side fixed 

connection, volume holographic grating body (1) left is 

equipped with display screen (4), the right-hand light source (5) 

that is equipped with of volume holographic grating body (1), 

be equipped with printing opacity face (6) in volume 

holographic grating body (1), printing opacity face (6) one side 

fixed connection printing opacity face (7). 

 

 

 

 

 

N7659 
 
CN112540526 JOURNEY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 29/12/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENT RECORDING SYSTEM AND METHOD, NEAR-TO-EYE DISPLAY 

SYSTEM AND METHOD 

The application provides a holographic optical element recording system and method, near-to-eye display system and method, 

the holographic optical element recording system includes: the holographic optical element comprises a first lens, a glass 

substrate, a holographic optical element, a diffuser and a second lens which are arranged in sequence; the signal light passes 

through the first lens and then is focused to the holographic optical element attached to the glass substrate; the reference light 

passes through the second lens to obtain parallel reference light, and the parallel light is incident on the holographic optical 

element through the diffuser. The near-eye display system can be manufactured by utilizing the transmission type organic light 

emitting display and the holographic optical element under the condition of not using an optical waveguide technology and a 

coupling structure, so that near-eye display is realized. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic optical element recording system, 

comprising: the holographic optical element comprises a first 

lens, a glass substrate, a holographic optical element, a 

diffuser and a second lens which are arranged in sequence; the 

signal light passes through the first lens and then is focused to 

the holographic optical element attached to the glass substrate; 

the reference light passes through the second lens to obtain 

parallel reference light, and the parallel light is incident on the 

holographic optical element through the diffuser. 
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N7661 
 
CN112532963 SHENZHEN ZHENXIANG TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 18/12/2020 
 

AR-BASED THREE-DIMENSIONAL HOLOGRAPHIC REAL-TIME INTERACTION SYSTEM AND METHOD 

The invention discloses an AR-based three-dimensional holographic real-time interaction system and an AR-based three-

dimensional holographic real-time interaction method, wherein the system is arranged on a 3D fusion processing device of a 

place A, a first audio and video acquisition device and an audio and video playing device, the first audio and video acquisition 

device acquires audio and video in a scene of the place A, and the 3D fusion processing device performs 3D fusion on the video 

acquired by the place A to form a fusion video capable of being displayed in a three-dimensional mode; the system comprises 

audio and video processing equipment arranged on a place B, second audio and video acquisition equipment, audio playing 

equipment and holographic projection display equipment, wherein the second audio and video acquisition equipment acquires 

audio and video in a scene of the place B, the audio and video processing equipment sends the audio and video acquired by the 

place B to the place A, the audio playing equipment plays the audio sent by the place A, and the holographic projection display 

equipment is used for three-dimensionally displaying the fused video sent by the place A with the effect of holographic 

projection. The invention enables the A-site main body to be stereoscopically reproduced in the B-site in a holographic projection 

mode, thereby increasing the experience of interactive communication. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. An AR-based three-dimensional holographic real-time interactive system, comprising: the system comprises 3D 

fusion processing equipment arranged on a place A, first audio and video acquisition equipment and audio and video playing 

equipment, wherein the first audio and video acquisition equipment is connected with the 3D fusion processing equipment and 

is used for acquiring audio and video in a scene of the place A, the 3D fusion processing equipment is used for carrying out 3D 

fusion on the video acquired on the place A to form a fusion video for holographic projection three-dimensional display on the 

place B, the audio acquired on the place A and the fused video are sent to the place B, and the audio and video playing equipment 

is used for playing the audio and video sent from the place B; the system comprises audio and video processing equipment 

arranged on a ground B, and second audio and video acquisition equipment, audio playing equipment and holographic projection 

display equipment which are connected with the audio and video processing equipment, wherein the second audio and video 

acquisition equipment is used for acquiring audio and video in a scene of the ground B, the audio and video processing equipment 

is used for sending the audio and video acquired by the ground B to the ground A, the audio playing equipment is used for 

playing the audio sent by the ground A, and the holographic projection display equipment is used for three-dimensionally 

displaying the fused video sent by the ground A by using a holographic projection effect. 
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N7669 
 
CN112503333 MAANSHAN TEACHER S COLLEGE 
Priority Date: 03/12/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR MOUNTING STRUCTURE FOR DISPLAYING CARTOON FIGURE IMAGE 

The invention discloses a holographic projector mounting structure for displaying an animation character image, which 

comprises a mounting frame, clamping components and supporting components, wherein the upper end of the mounting frame 

is rotatably connected with a protective shell through a bearing, the circumference of the upper surface of the protective shell is 

uniformly provided with a plurality of clamping components in a sliding manner, the supporting components are fixedly mounted 

in the middle of the protective shell, the middle of the circumferential side surface of the mounting frame is provided with a 

fixed disk, and the circumference of the fixed disk is uniformly provided with threaded holes so as to fix the device on a display 

stand; a circular gear is mounted at one end of the protective shell, which extends downwards into the mounting rack, and is in 

meshing transmission with an output shaft of a low-frequency motor through gear meshing, and the low-frequency motor is fixed 

in the mounting rack; the support component and the clamping component are in matched transmission through the inclined 

plane, so that the holographic projector placed on the support component can be automatically and stably clamped. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic projector 

mounting structure for show of animation personage image, it 

includes mounting bracket (1), centre gripping subassembly (2) and 

supporting component (3), wherein, the upper end of mounting 

bracket (1) is rotated through the bearing and is connected with 

protective housing (4), protective housing (4) upper surface 

circumference evenly slides and is provided with a plurality of centre 

gripping subassemblies (2), supporting component (3) fixed 

mounting is at protective housing's (4) middle part, its characterized 

in that: a fixed disc (5) is arranged in the middle of the side face of 

the circumference of the mounting frame (1), and threaded holes are 

uniformly formed in the circumference of the fixed disc (5) so that 

the device can be fixed on a display stand; a circular gear is mounted 

at one end of the protective shell (4) extending downwards into the 

mounting rack (1), the circular gear is in meshing transmission with 

an output shaft of the low-frequency motor (6) through gear meshing, 

and the low-frequency motor (6) is fixed inside the mounting rack (1); the support component (3) and the clamping component 

(2) are in matched transmission through an inclined plane, so that the holographic projector (7) placed on the support component 

(3) can be automatically clamped stably. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

N7672 
 
CN112468799 HIMAX DISPLAY 
Priority Date: 06/09/2019 
 

STEREOSCOPIC HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM 

The invention discloses a stereoscopic holographic display system, which comprises a projector, a light source and a display, 

wherein the projector is used for carrying out spatial modulation on a light beam to generate an image; the image processor 

executes a holographic method on the image generated by the projector; and the storage device stores the holographic data 

generated by the holographic processor in the process of executing the holographic method. The image processor adaptively 

replaces the amplitude of the light field according to the saliency of the individual regions of the image. 

 

CLAIM 1. A stereoscopic holographic display system, comprising: a projector for spatially modulating the light beam to 

generate an image; the image processor executes a holographic method on the image generated by the projector; and the storage 

device stores the holographic data generated by the holographic processor in the process of executing the holographic method; 

wherein the image processor adaptively replaces the amplitude of the light field according to the saliency of the respective region 

of the image. 
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N7673 
 
CN112468635 QINGYUAN QISHENG TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 13/10/2020 
 

MOBILE PHONE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION TECHNOLOGY DISPLAY EQUIPMENT 

A mobile phone holographic projection technology display device comprises a telescopic rod, a key module, a control box, a 

placing part, an earphone wire and a blowing device; the telescopic rod is connected with the placing part through the rotating 

frame; the placing part is provided with a placing bin; an extrusion assembly for fixing the smart phone is arranged in the placing 

bin, and an installation groove and a first through hole for the earphone cable to pass through are formed in the inner wall of the 

placing bin; the button module is arranged on the telescopic rod and is connected with the smart phone through an earphone 

cable; the control box is connected with a telescopic rod through a clamping assembly, a touch display screen is arranged on the 

control box, a switch is arranged on the control box, and a power supply module and a circuit board are arranged in the control 

box; the circuit board is provided with a microprocessor, a communication module and an image acquisition module; the switch, 

the touch display screen, the microprocessor, the communication module, the image acquisition module, the power supply 

module and the blowing device are electrically connected; the blowing device is installed in the installation groove. The invention 

has simple operation and convenient use, and meets the requirements of panoramic shooting and playing when people go out. 

 

CLAIM 1. A mobile phone holographic projection technology display device is characterized by 

comprising a telescopic rod (1), a key module (3), a control box (4), a placing part (7), an earphone 

wire and a blowing device (25); the telescopic end of the telescopic rod (1) is provided with a rotating 

frame (6) for adjusting the inclination angle between the placing part (7) and the telescopic rod (1); the 

placing part (7) is provided with a placing bin (10) along the direction vertical to the central axis of the 

telescopic rod (1); the placing bin (10) is provided with openings (13) on two groups of adjacent end 

surfaces of the placing part (7); the two groups of openings (13) are communicated with each other; an 

extrusion component used for tightly pressing the smart phone (9) and the inner wall of the placing bin 

(10) is arranged in the placing bin (10), and a mounting groove and a first through hole (15) for an 

earphone cable to pass through are formed in the inner wall of the placing bin (10); the button module 

(3) is arranged on a handheld rod of the telescopic rod (1), and the button module (3) is connected with 

the smart phone (9) through an earphone cable and used for controlling the smart phone (9) to shoot; 

the control box (4) is provided with a clamping assembly used for fixedly mounting the control box 

(4) on a handheld rod of the telescopic rod (1), the control box (4) is provided with a touch display 

screen (5), the control box (4) is provided with a switch, and the control box (4) is internally provided 

with a power module (24) and a circuit board; the circuit board is provided with a microprocessor (21), 

a communication module (22) and an image acquisition module (23); the switch, the touch display 

screen (5), the microprocessor (21), the communication module (22), the image acquisition module 

(23), the power supply module (24) and the blowing device (25) are electrically connected; the blowing 

device (25) is arranged in the mounting groove; the microprocessor (21) is in communication 

connection with the smart phone (9) through a communication module (22), and the microprocessor 

(21) is used for establishing connection with application software installed in the smart phone; the 

image acquisition module (23) is in communication connection with the microprocessor (21), and the 

image acquisition module (23) is used for acquiring panoramic image information generated by 

application software in the smart phone (9) and sending the acquired information to the microprocessor 

(21); the touch display screen (5) is in communication connection with the microprocessor (21), and the touch display screen (5) 

is used for acquiring user input and displaying panoramic image information received by the microprocessor (21). 
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N7674 
 
CN112466239 DONGGUAN RUYUAN INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 08/12/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC ADVERTISEMENT MACHINE CAPABLE OF ACQUIRING PORTRAIT DATA 

The invention discloses a holographic advertising machine capable of acquiring portrait data, 

which comprises a holographic advertising machine body, wherein a miniature camera and an 

ARM chip are installed on a machine base of the holographic advertising machine body, the rear 

end of the holographic advertising machine body is fixedly connected with a fixed plate through 

a bolt, the other end of the fixed plate is fixedly connected with a fixed part, the fixed part is 

inserted in a supporting seat, the lower end of the supporting seat is fixedly connected with a 

supporting plate through a bolt, the lower end of the supporting plate is fixedly connected with a 

movable rod, the advertising exposure data is accurately collected and acquired, data can be fed 

back to a mobile phone APP in real time based on a cloud system, advertising crowds can know 

the advertising data and the advertising effect more accurately and timely, the advertising time 

length, the advertising time interval and the advertising area are more effectively managed, the 

advertising data are visualized, and offline data can be accurately and timely transmitted to 

advertisers, the consumer can know the advertisement more intuitively, and the online connection 

can be realized quickly. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a can acquire holographic advertisement machine of portrait 

data, includes holographic advertisement machine body (1), its characterized in that, install 

miniature camera (1) and ARM chip (2) on the frame of holographic advertisement machine body 

(1), bolt fixed connection fixed plate (12) are passed through to the rear end of holographic 

advertisement machine body (3), other end fixed connection mounting (11) of fixed plate (12), 

mounting (11) cartridge supporting seat (8), and bolt fixed connection backup pad (9), lower 

extreme fixed connection movable rod (4) of backup pad (9) are passed through to the lower extreme of supporting seat (8). 

 

 

N7676 
 
CN112449166 TENCENT TECHNOLOGY SHENZHEN 
Priority Date: 12/11/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION DEVICE, PROJECTION CONTROL METHOD, PROJECTION CONTROL 

APPARATUS, COMPUTER DEVICE, AND MEDIUM 

The application provides a holographic projection device, a projection control method, a projection control device, a computer 

device and a medium, wherein the holographic projection device comprises a light field display, a reflection panel, an object 

sensing device, a driving motor and a controller; the object sensing device is used for obtaining auxiliary positioning information 

of a target object in front of the holographic projection equipment; the controller is used for determining the offset direction of 

the target object relative to the image visible area of the three-dimensional holographic image according to the auxiliary 

positioning information; and controlling the driving motor to rotate towards the offset direction so as to adjust the projection 

direction of the holographic projection equipment through the rotation of the driving motor, so that the image visible area of the 

stereoscopic holographic image projected by the holographic projection equipment covers the target object. The scheme of the 

application can reduce the situation that a user cannot watch the three-dimensional holographic image. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic projection device, comprising: the device comprises a light field display, a reflecting panel, an object 

sensing device, a driving motor and a controller; the light field display, the object sensing device and the driving motor are all 

connected with the controller; the holographic image output by the light field display is projected in the air through the reflection 

panel to form a three-dimensional holographic image; the object sensing device is used for acquiring auxiliary positioning 

information of a target object in front of the holographic projection equipment; the controller is configured to determine, 

according to the auxiliary positioning information, relative position information of the target object with respect to the image 

visible region of the stereoscopic holographic image, where the relative position information includes a shift direction of the 

target object with respect to the image visible region of the stereoscopic holographic image; and controlling the driving motor to 

rotate towards the offset direction so as to adjust the projection direction of the holographic projection equipment through the 

rotation of the driving motor, so that the image visible area of the stereoscopic holographic image projected by the holographic 

projection equipment covers the target object. 
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N7677 
 
CN112435558 SHENZHEN REALIS MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 10/11/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC 3D INTELLIGENT INTERACTIVE DIGITAL VIRTUAL SAND TABLE AND INTERACTIVE 

METHOD THEREOF 

The invention discloses a holographic 3D intelligent interactive digital virtual sand table and an interactive method thereof.A 

mounting seat of a supporting assembly is connected with a base through a lifting rod, a decorating part is connected with the 

base, a 3D display screen and 3D glasses are mounted on the decorating part, a first motor of an optical positioning assembly is 

provided with a support, a rotating rod is rotatably connected with the support and is connected with a movable capturing camera, 

a 3D engine platform and an operation control circuit are positioned in the base, and an interactive assembly is placed on the 

decorating part. The user wears 3D glasses, show the sand table model through the 3D display screen, move and catch the camera 

and fix a position the user, 3D engine platform adopts tracking algorithm to track viewer's position in order to acquire visual 

angle information in real time, the automatic mapping space relation of operation control circuit after calculating arrives 3D 

glasses and 3D display screen, can realize that the whole scene removes the visual angle and watches, interactive assembly 

allows the user to give an instruction, thereby can remove the sand table model, control operation such as rotation, make watch 

more directly perceived, it is true. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic 3D intelligent interactive digital virtual sand table is characterized in that, the optical positioning 

device comprises a supporting component, a 3D display screen, 3D glasses, an optical positioning component, a 3D engine 

platform, an operation control circuit and an interaction component, wherein the supporting component comprises a decoration 

part, a lifting rod, a base and a mounting seat, the decoration part is fixedly connected with the base and positioned on one side 

of the base, the decoration part is provided with a plurality of grooves, the grooves are distributed around the decoration part, 

the lifting rod is slidably connected with the mounting base and positioned in the base, the mounting seat is fixedly connected 

with the lifting rod and positioned on one side of the lifting rod, the optical positioning component comprises a movable camera, 

a support, a rotating rod and a first motor, the first motor is fixedly connected with the decoration part and positioned in the 

grooves, the number of the optical positioning components is multiple, and the optical positioning components are respectively 

positioned in the grooves, the support is fixedly connected with a rotating shaft of the first motor and is positioned on one side 

of the first motor, the rotating rod is rotatably connected with the support and is positioned on one side of the support, the 

movable capturing camera is fixedly connected with the rotating rod and is positioned on one side of the support, the 3D display 

screen is fixedly connected with the mounting seat and is positioned on one side of the mounting seat far away from the base, 

the 3D glasses are detachably connected with the decorating part and are positioned on one side of the decorating part, the 3D 

engine platform and the operation control circuit are electrically connected with the 3D display screen and are positioned in the 

base, and the interaction assembly is detachably connected with the decorating part and is positioned on one side of the decorating 

part. 
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N7679 
 
CN112415656 SOOCHOW UNIVERSITY - SVG TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/08/2019 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC DIFFRACTION WAVEGUIDE LENS AND AUGMENTED REALITY COLOR DISPLAY DEVICE 

The invention provides a holographic diffraction waveguide lens which comprises a lens body and two functional areas 

positioned on the surface of the lens body, wherein the functional areas are periodic grating structures, the two functional areas 

are a coupling-in area and a coupling-out area respectively, incident image light is projected to the coupling-in area and is 

diffracted by the periodic grating structures of the coupling-in area, and diffracted light is conducted and coupled to the coupling-

out area along the total reflection of a waveguide and is output after being diffracted by the periodic grating structures of the 

coupling-out area. The invention also provides an augmented reality color three-dimensional display device applying the 

holographic diffraction waveguide lens. The holographic diffraction waveguide lens adopts the ultrathin optical lens and is 

distributed with the grating structure with the nanometer scale, and compared with the traditional geometric optical method, the 

holographic diffraction waveguide lens has better portability. The augmented reality color three-dimensional display device 

adopts the holographic diffraction waveguide lens group made of two layers or three layers or multiple layers of waveguide 

lenses, so that the viewing experience is better. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic diffractive waveguide lens comprising a lens body, two functional areas on a surface of said lens body, 

the functional region is a periodic grating structure, the two functional areas are respectively an in-coupling area and an out-

coupling area, incident image light is projected to the in-coupling area, diffracted by the periodic grating structure of the in-

coupling area, diffracted light is transmitted and coupled to the out-coupling area along waveguide total reflection, and then 

diffracted by the periodic grating structure of the out-coupling area and output. 
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N7606 
 
US20210080743 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 
Priority Date: 18/09/2019 
 

SUPER-RESOLUTION HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE 

Provided is a super-resolution holographic microscope including a light 

source configured to emit input light, a diffraction grating configured to split 

the input light into first diffracted light and second diffracted light, a mirror 

configured to reflect the first diffracted light, a wafer stage arranged on an 

optical path of the second diffracted light and on which a wafer is configured 

to be arranged, and a camera configured to receive the first diffracted light 

that is reflected by the mirror and the second diffracted light that is reflected 

by the wafer to generate a plurality of hologram images of the wafer. 

 

CLAIM 1. A super-resolution holographic microscope comprising: a light 

source configured to emit input light; a diffraction grating configured to split 

the input light into first light and second light; a mirror configured to reflect 

the first light; a wafer stage arranged on an optical path of the second light 

and on which a wafer is configured to be arranged; and a camera configured 

to receive the first light reflected by the mirror and the second light reflected 

by the wafer to generate a plurality of hologram images of the wafer. 

 

 

N7641 
 
CN212658574U ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 05/06/2020 
 

DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC PARTICLE MEASURING DEVICE BASED ON DIAPHRAGM SPATIAL 

MODULATION 

The utility model discloses a digital holographic particle measuring device based on diaphragm spatial modulation: a laser light 

source for generating a laser beam; the spatial filtering beam expanding unit comprises a spatial filter and a beam expander and 

is used for expanding and collimating the laser beam to form a collimated beam; the device comprises a measuring area, a light 

source and a control unit, wherein particles to be measured are distributed in the measuring area, the collimated light beam 

irradiates the measuring particles, the particles are scattered to form object light, and unscattered straight light is used as reference 

light; the diaphragm modulation unit comprises a first lens, a diaphragm and a second lens which are sequentially arranged for 

object light to spatially modulate the object light so that part of the object light and the reference light pass through; the image 

recording unit comprises a CCD or CMOS digital camera and is used for recording a holographic interference fringe image 

formed by the interference of object light and reference light of the particles; and the data processing unit is used for acquiring 

and reconstructing the particle hologram recorded by the image recording unit to obtain the information of the detected particles. 

The device can realize the quick monitoring of the particle size of the particles and reduce the mutual overlapping and interference 

among the particles. 
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N7665 
 
CN112509122 DALIAN MARITIME UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 04/12/2020 
 

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DETECTING CONCENTRATION AND ACTIVITY OF HIGH-CONCENTRATION 

MICROPARTICLES BASED ON MULTI-HEIGHT LENSLESS DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY 

The invention provides a method and a device for detecting the concentration and activity of high-concentration microparticles 

based on multi-height lensless digital holography, which comprises the following steps: acquiring original holograms of a 

plurality of sub-pixel displacements with different z-axis distances in a sample to be detected; performing sub-pixel registration 

processing on the obtained original hologram; based on the original hologram after the sub-pixel registration processing, restoring 

the amplitude and phase information of the image by adopting a single-beam multi-intensity reconstruction algorithm; 

performing super-resolution processing on the original hologram by adopting a convex set projection iterative algorithm, and 

improving the resolution of the hologram; performing three-dimensional reconstruction on the super-resolution image to obtain 

the length, width and thickness information of the sample to be detected, and realizing the detection of the activity of the sample 

to be detected; and calculating the refractive index of the sample to be detected based on the phase information of the hologram 

after the super-resolution processing through the relationship between the concentration of each high-concentration microparticle 

and the refractive index obtained in advance, thereby obtaining the concentration of the sample to be detected and realizing the 

detection of the concentration of the high-concentration microparticle. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A high-concentration microparticle concentration and activity detection method based on multi-height lens-free 

digital holography is characterized by comprising the following steps: s1: acquiring original holograms of a plurality of sub-

pixel displacements with different z-axis distances in a sample to be detected; s2: performing sub-pixel registration processing 

on the obtained original holograms; s3: based on the original hologram after sub-pixel registration processing, restoring the 

amplitude and phase information of the image by adopting a single-beam multi-intensity reconstruction algorithm; s4: 

performing super-resolution processing on the original hologram by adopting a convex set projection iterative algorithm, and 

improving the resolution of the hologram; s5: performing three-dimensional reconstruction on the super-resolution image to 

obtain the length, width and thickness information of the sample to be detected, and realizing the detection of the activity of the 

sample to be detected; s6: and calculating the refractive index of the sample to be detected based on the phase information of the 

hologram subjected to the super-resolution processing in the step S4 through the relationship between the concentration of each 

high-concentration microparticle and the refractive index obtained in advance, so as to obtain the concentration of the sample to 

be detected and realize the detection of the concentration of the high-concentration microparticles. 
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N7668 
 
CN112505911 CENG ZHOUJIE ET AL 
Priority Date: 13/11/2020 
 

LENS-FREE SELF-ADAPTIVE MICROSCOPIC IMAGING DEVICE BASED ON DEEP LEARNING 

The invention relates to a lens-free self-adaptive microscopic imaging device based on deep learning, and particularly relates to 

the technical field of microscopic imaging. The invention relates to a lens-free self-adaptive microscopic imaging device for 

deep learning, which comprises a main body, an LED light source, an iris diaphragm, a sample stage, a self-adaptive displacement 

stage, an image sensor and a deep learning calculation platform, wherein the specific working process comprises the following 

steps: in the pre-imaging stage, light emitted by an LED irradiates a sample on a sample table after passing through a diaphragm, 

an image sensor collects a holographic image and sends the holographic image to a computing platform, the platform controls 

an adaptive displacement table to adjust the position of the image sensor according to the quality of the obtained image, the 

image is recorded again and transmitted to a depth learning computing platform after the image is adjusted to the optimal imaging 

position, and the holographic image is reconstructed, intelligently identified and calibrated by utilizing a convolutional neural 

network. The device has the self-adaptation displacement platform, and the imaging process is automatic, and is intelligent, and 

the imaging speed is fast, the high quality. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a no lens self-adaptation microscopic imaging device based on degree of depth study 

comprises LED light source, iris diaphragm, sample platform, image sensor, self-adaptation displacement platform, support and 

degree of depth study computing platform, its characterized in that: the base is horizontally placed, the support is fixed on the 

upper surface of the base, one end of the support is vertically connected with the base, the LED light source is placed at the other 

end of the support, the light source emitting direction vertically faces the base, the iris diaphragm is arranged on one side, close 

to the base, of the LED light source, the sample stage is arranged on one side, close to the base, of the iris diaphragm, the image 

sensor is arranged on one side, close to the base, of the sample stage, the self-adaptive displacement stage is arranged on one 

side, close to the base, of the image sensor, the self-adaptive displacement stage comprises two stepping motors, an STM32 

single chip microcomputer, a sliding rod, a moving platform, a driving belt and a rectangular support, the stepping motors are 

respectively arranged at end points of the same sides of a first cross rod and a second cross rod, the STM32 single chip 

microcomputer is arranged between the two stepping motors, close to one side of, the movable platform is arranged on the sliding 

rod and can slide along the rod, a plane on one side, close to the sample stage, of the movable platform and a plane on one side, 

close to the base, of the image sensor are fixedly overlapped, the position of the image sensor can be adjusted, the transmission 

belt is connected with the stepping motor, and the transmission belt fixing device and the slidable support table are arranged. 
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N7680 
 
CN112414298 HENGYANG ZHIGU TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 27/10/2020 
 

TRANSMISSION TYPE DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY TEST METHOD FOR FULL POLARIZATION 

STATE MEASUREMENT 

The invention discloses a transmission type digital holographic microscopy test method for full polarization state measurement, 

and relates to the technical field of digital holographic microscopy. The transmission type digital holographic microscopy test 

method for full polarization state measurement comprises the following steps: starting the light source to be measured and 

recording the wavelength of the light beam as deltaDatumThe recording beam wavelength is denoted as delta1The recording 

beam wavelength is denoted as delta2Determining a light source transmission-type full polarization measurement gamma, 

whereinThe transmission-type digital holographic microscopy test method for measuring the full polarization state can carry out 

multi-azimuth measurement on the full polarization state of the light wave in a digital holographic microscopy mode, so that 

people can conveniently and accurately measure the full polarization state values of different light waves in different occasions, 

and the light waves are measured in different directionsThe error of the full polarization state measurement is lower, and the 

problem of low full polarization state measurement efficiency is effectively solved. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A transmission type digital holographic microscopy test method for full polarization state measurement is 

characterized in that: the transmission type digital holographic microscopy test method for full polarization state measurement 

comprises the following steps: s1, starting the light source to be measured, emitting a light beam with the wavelength of epsilon, 

generating interference on the plane of the image sensor by the light beam to form a holographic microscopic picture, recording 

the wavelength of the light beam at the moment, and recording the wavelength of the light beam at the moment as deltaDatumAnd 

uploading the holographic microscope image to a computer; s2, starting a light source to be detected, emitting a light beam with 

a wavelength of epsilon, sequentially emitting the light beam of the light source to be detected into a first half-wave plate, a first 

polarization beam splitter prism and a second half-wave plate, emitting the light beam emitted from the second half-wave plate 

to a single plane reflector, emitting the light beam reflected from the single plane reflector to a binary grating, emitting the light 

beam from the binary grating to pass through a third half-wave plate, a second polarization beam splitter prism and a fourth half-

wave plate, generating interference on an image sensor plane by the light beam emitted from the fourth half-wave plate to form 

a holographic microscopic image, recording the wavelength of the light beam at the moment, and recording the wavelength of 

the light beam at the moment as delta1And uploading the holographic microscope image to a computer; s3, turning off the light 

source to be measured in S2, exchanging the positions of the first half-wave plate and the first polarization beam splitter prism 

in S2, enabling the light source to be measured to pass through the same process as in S2, enabling the light beam emitted by the 

fourth half-wave plate to generate interference on the plane of the image sensor to form a holographic microscope, recording the 

wavelength of the light beam at the moment, and recording the wavelength of the light beam at the moment as delta2And 

uploading the holographic microscope image to a computer; s4, turning off the light source to be measured in S2, exchanging 

the positions of the third half-wave plate and the second polarization beam splitter prism in S2, then turning on the light source 

to be measured, then generating interference on the plane of the image sensor by the light beam emitted by the fourth half-wave 

plate to form a holographic microscope, recording the wavelength of the light beam at the moment, and recording the wavelength 

of the light beam at the momentIs delta3And uploading the holographic microscope image to a computer; s4, checking the data 

to obtain light source transmission type full polarization state measurement gamma, wherein And S5, repeating the experiment 

for five times, carrying out data arrangement on the experiment for five times, and finally obtaining the average value of gamma 

as the final experiment result. 
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N7596 
 
WO202147919 VOLKSWAGEN 
Priority Date: 13/09/2019 
 

CAMERA SYSTEM FOR A VEHICLE 

The invention relates to a camera system (12) incorporating holographic technology or diffractive optical systems (26; 28) for 

implementing a quasi-invisible transparent periscope-style camera (32). 

 

SYSTÈME DE CAMÉRA POUR VÉHICULE 

L'invention concerne un système de caméra (12) intégrant une technologie holographique ou des systèmes optiques de diffraction 

(26; 28) pour la mise en œuvre d'une caméra de type périscope transparente quasi invisible (32). 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A camera system (12) comprising: - a structural component (14) of a vehicle (10), which at least partially consists of 

a transparent material; and - a camera (32), characterized in that the structural component (14) has a light coupling-in structure 

(26) and a light coupling-out structure (28), characterized in that light (34) can be coupled in through the light coupling-in 

structure (26), can be guided in a main light direction (36) through the structural component (14) itself with total reflection, can 

be coupled out through the light coupling-out structure (28) and can then be detected by the camera (32). 
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N7603 
 
WO202130908 NORTH 
Priority Date: 16/08/2019 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC WAVEGUIDE 

A waveguide including at least a first photopolymer layer and a second photopolymer layer having a barrier layer therebetween 

and a first transparent layer and second transparent layer overlaying the first and second photopolymer layers, respectively. The 

waveguide can further include at least one holographic incoupler and at least one holographic outcoupler, each configured to be 

responsive to light within a first waveband and unresponsive to light outside of the first waveband, and further configured to be 

transmissive or reflective. 

 

GUIDE D'ONDES HOLOGRAPHIQUE 

L'invention concerne un guide d'ondes comprenant au moins une première couche de photopolymère et une seconde couche de 

photopolymère ayant une couche barrière entre celles-ci ainsi qu'une première couche transparente et une seconde couche 

transparente recouvrant les première et seconde couches de photopolymère, respectivement. Le guide d'ondes peut en outre 

comprendre au moins un coupleur d'entrée holographique et au moins un coupleur de sortie holographique, chacun étant conçue 

pour être sensible à la lumière dans une première gamme d'ondes et non sensible à la lumière à l'extérieur de la première gamme 

d'ondes, et conçu en outre pour être transmissif ou réfléchissant. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A waveguide comprising: a first photopolymer layer; a second photopolymer layer; a first barrier layer disposed 

between the first photopolymer layer and the second photopolymer layer; a first transparent layer; and a second transparent layer, 

wherein the first photopolymer layer, the first barrier layer, and the second photopolymer layer are disposed between the first 

transparent layer and the second transparent layer. 
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N7609 LIQUID CRYSTALS 
 
US20210063634 DIGILENS 
Priority Date: 29/08/2019 
 

EVACUATING BRAGG GRATINGS AND METHODS OF MANUFACTURING 

Improvements to gratings for use in waveguides and methods of producing them are described herein. Deep surface relief gratings 

(SRGs) may offer many advantages over conventional SRGs and Bragg gratings, an important one being a higher S-diffraction 

efficiency. In one embodiment, deep SRGs can be implemented as polymer surface relief gratings or evacuated Bragg gratings 

(EBGs). EBGs can be formed by first recording a holographic polymer dispersed liquid crystal (HPDLC) grating. Removing the 

liquid crystal from the cured grating provides a polymer surface relief grating. Polymer surface relief gratings have many 

applications including for use in waveguide-based displays. 

 

RÉSEAUX DE BRAGG SOUS VIDE ET PROCÉDÉS DE FABRICATION 

L'invention concerne des améliorations apportées à des réseaux destinés à être utilisés dans des guides d'ondes ainsi que leurs 

procédés de production. Les réseaux à reliefs de surface (SRG) profonds peuvent offrir de nombreux avantages par rapport aux 

réseaux de Bragg et aux SRG classiques, un avantage important étant un rendement de diffraction S plus élevé. Dans un mode 

de réalisation, des réseaux à reliefs de surface profonds peuvent être mis en œuvre sous la forme de réseaux à reliefs de surface 

polymères ou de réseaux de Bragg sous vide (EBG). Les EBG peuvent être formés en enregistrant tout d'abord un réseau à 

cristaux liquides dispersés dans un polymère holographique (HPDLC). Le retrait des cristaux liquides du réseau durci fournit un 

réseau à reliefs de surface polymères. Les réseaux à reliefs de surface polymères ont de nombreuses applications, notamment 

pour être utilisés dans des dispositifs d'affichage à base de guides d'ondes. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A waveguide device comprising: a waveguide supporting a polymer grating structure for diffracting light propagating 

in total internal reflection in said waveguide, wherein the polymer grating structure comprises: a polymer network; and air gaps 

between adjacent portions of the polymer network. 
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N7613 
 
US20210055689 FACEBOOK TECHNOLOGIES 
Priority Date: 23/08/2019 
 

REFRACTIVE INDEX MODULATION MODIFICATION IN A HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING 

Techniques disclosed herein relate to modifying refractive index modulation 

in a holographic optical element, such as a holographic grating. According 

to certain embodiments, a holographic optical element or apodized grating 

includes a polymer layer comprising a first region characterized by a first 

refractive index and a second region characterized by a second refractive 

index. The holographic optical element or apodized grating includes a 

plurality of nanoparticles dispersed in the polymer layer. The nanoparticles 

have a higher concentration in either the first region or the second region. In 

some embodiments, the nanoparticles may be configured to increase the 

refractive index modulation. In some embodiments, the nanoparticles may 

be configured to apodize the grating by decreasing the refractive index 

modulation proximate to sides of the grating. The refractive index may be 

modulated by applying a monomer reservoir buffer layer to the polymer 

layer, either before or after hologram fabrication. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic grating comprising: a polymer layer comprising: 

a first region characterized by a first refractive index; a second region 

characterized by a second refractive index, the second refractive index being 

higher than the first refractive index; and a plurality of nanoparticles 

dispersed in the polymer layer, the nanoparticles having a higher concentration in either the first region or the second region. 

 

 

N7619 
 
KR20210018402 NAEILHAE 
Priority Date: 08/02/2021 
 

IN-LINE DEPOSITION INSPECTION SYSTEM USING HOLOGRAPHIC REPAIR 

An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a substrate processing apparatus including a carrier configured to fix a 

substrate and be movable together with the fixed substrate, a first transfer unit configured to move the carrier fixed with the 

substrate in a first direction, a first transfer chamber configured to arrange the first transfer unit therein, One or more deposition 

units configured to deposit a material on the substrate moving by the first transport unit, an inspection unit disposed on a 

movement path of the substrate moving by the first transport unit to inspect the substrate, an inspection unit that restores three-

dimensional information of the surface of the substrate and inspects whether the substrate is abnormal, a light source unit that 

emits single-wavelength light and provides the single-wavelength light to the inspection unit, and an optical fiber that transmits 

the single-wavelength light emitted from the light source unit to the inspection unit. 

 

CLAIM 1. A substrate processing apparatus, comprising: a carrier 

configured to fix a substrate and be movable together with the fixed 

substrate; a first transport unit configured to move the carrier fixed 

with the substrate in a first direction; a first transport chamber 

configured to dispose the first transport unit therein; One or more 

deposition units configured to deposit a material on the substrate 

moving by the first transport unit; an inspection unit disposed on a 

movement path of the substrate moving by the first transport unit to 

inspect the substrate, an inspection unit that restores three-

dimensional information of the substrate surface to inspect presence 

or absence of an abnormality in the deposited substrate; a light source 

unit that emits single-wavelength light to provide the single-

wavelength light to the inspection unit; and an optical fiber that 

transmits the single-wavelength light emitted from the light source 

unit to the inspection unit. 
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N7639 
 

CN212668888U YESAR ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 29/06/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC ELEVATOR CONTROL BOX 

The utility model discloses a holographic elevator control box, including shell, first apron, the shell surface passes through the 

first apron of bolt fixedly connected with, the inside holographic optical module that puts of shell, holographic optical module 

and shell fixed connection, the fixed surface of holographic optical module is connected with the screen, the fixed surface of first 

apron is connected with the mainboard, the screen passes through the wire with the mainboard and is connected, the response 

module is installed at the top of shell, the utility model discloses this holographic elevator control box has solved the contact 

cross infection problem when using the elevator for the people only need click at the image that equipment produced in the air 

when using the elevator of having installed this equipment, and the interaction of people and elevator can just be realized to 

gestures such as slip. Direct physical contact is not needed, and only image or voice interaction is needed to be clicked in the air, 

so that contact is avoided, the structure is simple, and the practicability is high. 
 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The holographic elevator control box comprises a shell (1) and a first cover plate (2), wherein the surface of the shell 

(1) is fixedly connected with the first cover plate (2) through a bolt, and the holographic elevator control box is characterized in 

that: the holographic optical module (4) is arranged in the shell (1), the holographic optical module (4) is fixedly connected with 

the shell (1), the surface of the holographic optical module (4) is fixedly connected with a screen (5), the surface of the first cover 

plate (2) is fixedly connected with a main plate (8), the screen (5) is connected with the main plate (8) through a lead, the top of 

the shell (1) is provided with an induction module (13), the surface of the first cover plate (2) is positioned beside the main plate 

(8) and is provided with a switching plate (9), the switching plate (9) is connected with the main plate (8) through a lead, the 

holographic optical module (4) comprises various optical films and optical devices, an image formed in the screen (5) is imaged 

in the air through the holographic optical module (4), and the induction module (13) comprises a gesture sensor (6) and a sensor 

cover plate (7), the top of shell (1) is through bolt fixedly connected with sensor apron (7), the surface mounting of sensor apron 

(7) has gesture sensor (6), gesture sensor (6) pass through the wire with mainboard (8) and are connected. 

 

 

N7653 
 

CN212586551U OU BIYI 
Priority Date: 18/09/2020 
 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPECIAL-SHAPED PLANE APERTURE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING SECURITY 

INSPECTION RADAR 

The utility model relates to a security check field especially utilizes millimeter wave holographic imaging technique to carry out 

the security check, specifically provides a three-dimensional dysmorphism plane aperture holographic imaging security check 

radar. The safety inspection radar comprises a distributed antenna subsystem, a multi-subband receiving and transmitting 

subsystem, a data acquisition and recording subsystem, a servo motion subsystem and an industrial control and processing 

subsystem, wherein the distributed antenna subsystem comprises at least two linear antenna arrays, and the servo motion 

subsystem is used for driving the distributed antenna subsystem to move along the vertical direction so that the at least two linear 

antenna arrays form a three-dimensional special-shaped plane aperture in space. The utility model can avoid the process of 

multiple different types of security inspection, and simplify the security inspection steps; the system can acquire multi-azimuth 

and multi-angle data information, other detection modules or sensors can be flexibly added according to actual requirements, 

and the usability and the detection environment adaptability of the system are enhanced. 
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N7662 
 
CN112525824 KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 09/01/2021 
 

PEROVSKITE FILM MORPHOLOGY STRUCTURE DETECTION METHOD BASED ON DIGITAL 

HOLOGRAPHY 

The invention discloses a perovskite film morphology structure detection method based on digital holography, and belongs to 

the technical field of perovskite film production and detection. The method comprises a laser, an objective lens, a small hole, a 

collimating lens, a beam splitting prism, a reflector, a microscope objective lens, a heatable carrier, a beam combining prism, a 

CCD camera and a computer; respectively placing the perovskite thin film in a transmission type or reflection type holographic 

optical path by using a digital holographic technology, shooting different regions of the perovskite thin film and the heated 

perovskite thin film at normal temperature for multiple times, and acquiring a hologram by using a CCD (charge coupled device); 

and processing and analyzing the phase information obtained by the hologram to judge the morphology and structure condition 

and stability of the perovskite thin film. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A perovskite thin film morphology structure detection method based on digital holography is characterized by 

comprising the following steps: (1) light emitted by a laser (1) is expanded and collimated by a first collimating system, then 

parallel light is divided into two beams of light by a beam splitting prism (5), one beam of light is object light, the other beam of 

light is reference light, the object light is reflected to a perovskite film (11) by a reflector I (6), the perovskite film is coated on 

a glass substrate and placed in a heatable carrier (10), and the object light is collimated by a third collimating system after being 

reflected or transmitted by the perovskite film and then passes through a microscope objective II (14) to enter a beam combining 

prism (15); (2) the reference light is reflected by the reflector II (18), collimated by the second collimating system, and then 

passes through the microscope objective I (9) with the same magnification as that of the microscope objective II (14) to enter the 

beam combining prism (15); (3) the computer (17) is connected with an output port of the CCD camera (16), and the object light 

wave and the reference light wave reach a target surface of the CCD camera (16) at a certain included angle to perform off-axis 

interference and form a hologram by adjusting the beam combining prism (15); saving and processing the hologram by the 

computer; measuring for many times by changing the position of the object light transmitting the measured object; displaying 

the collected phase information on a computer; the morphology and the stability of the perovskite film are obtained by processing 

and analyzing the phase information collected at room temperature and in a heating state. 
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N7663 
 
CN112525104 KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 18/12/2020 
 

DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL SHAPE MEASURING DEVICE AND METHOD 

The invention relates to a digital holographic three-dimensional shape measuring device and a method, wherein the device 

comprises: the device comprises a laser, a light splitting component, an object light path for irradiating an object to be detected, 

a reference light path for reference, a light path synthesis component and an acquisition system comprising a plurality of sensors; 

the light splitting component splits the light emitted by the laser into two beams, the first beam of light irradiates an object to be 

measured through an object light path, and the object to be measured reflects the irradiated first beam of light; the second beam 

of light is transmitted by a reference light optical path as reference light, and the reference light transmitted by the reference light 

optical path and the reflected light of the object to be detected are converged in the optical path synthesis assembly and enter the 

detection surfaces of the plurality of sensors; the detection surfaces of a plurality of sensors in the acquisition system record 

holographic information of the reference light and the reflected light which interfere in the light path synthesis assembly, and 

the three-dimensional shape of the object to be detected is obtained according to the holographic information. The structure of 

the invention can measure the surface appearance of the three-dimensional object in high precision, fast and real time. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A digital holographic three-dimensional topography measurement device, comprising: the device comprises a laser 

(1), a light splitting component, an object light path for irradiating an object to be detected, a reference light path for reference, 

a light path synthesis component and an acquisition system comprising a plurality of sensors; the light splitting component splits 

the light emitted by the laser into two beams, the first beam of light irradiates an object to be measured through an object light 

path, and the object to be measured reflects the irradiated first beam of light; the second beam of light is transmitted by a reference 

light optical path as reference light, and the reference light transmitted by the reference light optical path and the reflected light 

of the object to be detected are converged in the optical path synthesis assembly and enter the detection surfaces of the plurality 

of sensors; the detection surfaces of a plurality of sensors in the acquisition system record holographic information of reference 

light and reflected light which interfere in the light path synthesis assembly, and the acquisition system acquires the three-

dimensional shape of the object to be detected according to the holographic information. 
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N7667 
 
CN112505937 SHENZHEN BOSHENG PHOTOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 18/12/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC LASER EMITTER AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME 

The application discloses holographic laser transmitter and manufacturing method thereof, the holographic laser transmitter 

includes: the laser emission module comprises a first substrate and a light-emitting functional film layer arranged on the first 

substrate; the volume holographic grating module is arranged in a light-transmitting area on one side, far away from the first 

substrate, of the light-emitting function film layer. The holographic laser transmitter can emit high-power laser light with a 

specific polarization mode and a specific wavelength at a smaller angle. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic laser transmitter, comprising: the laser emission module comprises a first substrate and a light-emitting 

functional film layer arranged on the first substrate; and the volume holographic grating module is arranged in a light transmission 

area on one side of the first substrate, far away from the light-emitting function film layer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N7685 
 
CN112379372 HANGZHOU RUIYING TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 27/11/2020 
 

MILLIMETER WAVE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING METHOD AND DEVICE AND SECURITY INSPECTION 

SYSTEM 

The application discloses a millimeter wave holographic imaging method, which comprises the steps of obtaining first reflected 

wave data scanned at equal intervals of a radius azimuth direction, an angle azimuth direction rotating with a radius, and 

frequency, wherein the scanning of the radius azimuth direction and the angle azimuth direction rotating with the radius forms a 

circular scanning array surface, equating the first reflected wave data from the circular scanning array surface into second 

reflected wave data with an equivalent array surface in a row direction and a column direction through interpolation, 

reconstructing a reflection function based on the second reflected wave data, and displaying an image of the reflection function. 

The invention can improve the imaging quality, avoid the blind area of the detected target, can be compatible with the existing 

imaging algorithm, does not increase the complexity of the imaging algorithm, and is beneficial to the engineering realization. 

 

CLAIM 1. A millimeter wave holographic imaging method, characterized in that the method comprises, acquiring first reflected 

wave data scanned at equal intervals in a radial azimuth direction, an angular azimuth direction rotated at a radius, and a 

frequency, wherein the scanning in the radial azimuth direction and the angular azimuth direction rotated at the radius forms a 

circumferential scanning front, the first reflected wave data is equivalent to second reflected wave data having equivalent 

wavefront in row direction and column direction from the circumferential scanning wavefront by interpolation, reconstructing a 

reflection function based on the second reflected wave data, an image of the reflection function is displayed. 
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N7652 CN 212587036 23/02/2021
HENAN UNIVERSITY OF 
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KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF 
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PEROVSKITE FILM MORPHOLOGY STRUCTURE DETECTION METHOD BASED ON 
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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SHENZHEN INTERNATIONAL 

GRADUATE SCHOOL
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TECHNOLOGY
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KRONECKER PRODUCT INTERPOLATION

N7667 CN 112505937 16/03/2021
SHENZHEN BOSHENG 

PHOTOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY
CN 18/12/2020 CN2020001509683 CN112505937 HOLOGRAPHIC LASER EMITTER AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME

N7668 CN 112505911 16/03/2021 CENG ZHOUJIE ET AL CN 13/11/2020 CN2020001273174 CN112505911
LENS-FREE SELF-ADAPTIVE MICROSCOPIC IMAGING DEVICE BASED ON DEEP 

LEARNING

N7669 CN 112503333 16/03/2021
MAANSHAN TEACHER S 

COLLEGE
CN 03/12/2020 CN2020001409989 CN112503333

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR MOUNTING STRUCTURE FOR DISPLAYING CARTOON 

FIGURE IMAGE

N7670 CN 112486003 12/03/2021 SICHUAN UNIVERSITY CN 24/12/2020 CN2020001548458 CN112486003
PHASE HOLOGRAM GENERATION METHOD BASED ON SELF-ADAPTIVE WEIGHT 

FEEDBACK GS ALGORITHM

N7671 CN 112485857 12/03/2021
DONGGUAN SHANREN FILM 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 20/10/2020 CN2020001125449 CN112485857

PREPARATION METHOD OF TRANSPARENT HOLOGRAPHIC FILM AND TRANSPARENT 

HOLOGRAPHIC FILM
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N7672 CN 112468799 09/03/2021 HIMAX DISPLAY CN 06/09/2019 CN2019000843997 CN112468799 STEREOSCOPIC HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM

N7673 CN 112468635 09/03/2021
QINGYUAN QISHENG 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 13/10/2020 CN2020001091049 CN112468635 MOBILE PHONE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION TECHNOLOGY DISPLAY EQUIPMENT

N7674 CN 112466239 09/03/2021
DONGGUAN RUYUAN 

INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY
CN 08/12/2020 CN2020001439259 CN112466239 HOLOGRAPHIC ADVERTISEMENT MACHINE CAPABLE OF ACQUIRING PORTRAIT DATA

N7675 CN 112462514 09/03/2021
HUAZHONG UNIVERSITY OF 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 18/12/2020 CN2020001510129 CN112462514 DESIGN METHOD AND APPLICATION OF NONLINEAR DIFFRACTION OPTICAL ELEMENT

N7676 CN 112449166 05/03/2021
TENCENT TECHNOLOGY 

SHENZHEN
CN 12/11/2020 CN2020001260995 CN112449166

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION DEVICE, PROJECTION CONTROL METHOD, PROJECTION 

CONTROL APPARATUS, COMPUTER DEVICE, AND MEDIUM

N7677 CN 112435558 02/03/2021
SHENZHEN REALIS 

MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY
CN 10/11/2020 CN2020001251311 CN112435558

HOLOGRAPHIC 3D INTELLIGENT INTERACTIVE DIGITAL VIRTUAL SAND TABLE AND 

INTERACTIVE METHOD THEREOF

N7678 CN 112432590 02/03/2021
XI'AN UNIVERSITY OF POST & 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CN 14/12/2020 CN2020001474573 CN112432590

THREE-WAVELENGTH DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING OPTICAL PATH AND 

METHOD BASED ON CONSTRAINT UNDERDETERMINED EQUATION

N7679 CN 112415656 26/02/2021
SOOCHOW UNIVERSITY - SVG 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 22/08/2019 CN2019000779002 CN112415656

HOLOGRAPHIC DIFFRACTION WAVEGUIDE LENS AND AUGMENTED REALITY COLOR 

DISPLAY DEVICE

N7680 CN 112414298 26/02/2021
HENGYANG ZHIGU TECHNOLOGY 

DEVELOPMENT
CN 27/10/2020 CN2020001165467 CN112414298

TRANSMISSION TYPE DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY TEST METHOD FOR FULL 

POLARIZATION STATE MEASUREMENT

N7681 CN 112388159 23/02/2021
QINGDAO TECHNOLOGICAL 

UNIVERSITY
CN 29/10/2020 CN2020001185021 CN112388159

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARALLEL PROCESSING AND 

MONITORING OF FRACTIONAL FOURIER HOLOGRAPHIC FEMTOSECOND LASER

N7682 CN 112388158 23/02/2021
QINGDAO TECHNOLOGICAL 

UNIVERSITY
CN 29/10/2020 CN2020001184019 CN112388158

HOLOGRAPHIC FEMTOSECOND LASER LAYERED PARALLEL PROCESSING METHOD 

AND SYSTEM FOR SPHERICAL MICROSTRUCTURE

N7683 CN 112379583 19/02/2021
KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 12/11/2020 CN2020001262254 CN112379583

LENS-FREE SYSTEM AND COLOR SCANNING HOLOGRAPHIC IMPLEMENTATION 

METHOD THEREOF

N7684 CN 112379582 19/02/2021

HUNAN UNIVERSITY - LONG 

OPTOELECTRONICS - SHENZHEN 

RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF HUNAN 

UNIVERSITY

CN 02/11/2020 CN2020001204911 CN112379582
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING A MICROSTRUCTURED SURFACE, 

MICROSTRUCTURED SURFACE AND PRINTING DEVICE

N7685 CN 112379372 19/02/2021
HANGZHOU RUIYING 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 27/11/2020 CN2020001363888 CN112379372

MILLIMETER WAVE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING METHOD AND DEVICE AND SECURITY 

INSPECTION SYSTEM
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